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gets 
years 
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I 
Charge reduced 
. after ruling 
on evidence 
by Michael Kelly 
The man arrested in April 1989 
in connection with the death of a 
Terrace teenager was found guilty 
o f  manslaughter last week in a 
Prince Rupert county court session 
and sentenced to three and a half 
years in jail. 
Daniel Joseph Bruncau, 29, of 
Terrace, pied guilty to manslaugh- 
ter after the Crown dropped second 
degree murder charges against him. 
Terrace Crown counsel Laurie 
Langford said after the trial the 
second degree murder charges 
were abandoned became much of 
the evidence collected by Terrace 
RCMP was ruled inadmissible. 
Bmneau stood accused of killing 
16-year-old Crystal Hogg on Nov. 
11, 1988. Her body was found at 
the Terrace-Kitimat irport in the 
early morning hours, and an inves- 
tigation determi.ned she had died 
by strangulation. 
On a motion by defense lawyer 
Jeff Arndt a voir dire - -  a trial 
within the trial to determine 
whether evidence is admissible 
was held and the Hon. Justice 
Lysyk handed down a 49-page 
decision that struck down a large 
:: body 'of evidence based .on Bru- 
neau's •statements o police on the 
evening, of  his. arrest and the fol- 
lowingday. , , 
• .The following sequence of events 
. was noted'in the.judge's decision: 
On April .I0, 1989, after an ex- ' 
tensive, investigation •into.. Crystal 
Hogg's, death, Terrace RCMP 
arrested Bruneau and took him tff, 
,the. detachment headquarters. At 
the time Of his arrest :and at one 
!point during the questlohing that ,' 
followed, , B run~u was,advisod,by 
* . * t 
! 
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"Well, I don't know what more can go wrong today," muttered George Clark, walking out of his Terrace 
Travel office as flames shot up the side of the building Monday afternoon. The stubborn fire was answered with 
a general alarm, and fire~ghters took over an hour to extinguish it completely. The cause is under investigation. 
.... Prepared for flooding, officia!s say 
by Tod Strachan Esker overpass construction site 
where flooding was prevented only 
when workers used fill •from the 
overpass approach to raise the 
level ofa detour there. Zylicz says 
there was als0 flooding on the 
Greenville road but he described 
that as more of an annual than an 
emergency event. . 
All systems were working, says 
Terrace provincial emergency plan 
zone manager Rod Salem, and if 
the rising Skeena River had actual- 
l y  posed a threat to the Terrace 
area in the past week we were 
.prepared. 
But not everyone agrees. The Zyl!cz •says that in spite of the 
privatization process may have left flooding situation in low.lying 
A few years ago, says Zylicz, river 
levels could be determined bY 
simply phoning a number and 
counting the beeps emitted by the 
monitoring stations. But now, he 
says, those signals are sent to a 
satellite which in turn transmits 
them to a Computer in Vancouver. 
The only way to access the infor- 
mation after that, accordingto 
Zylicz, is to contact the Water 
areas, though, they were unable to 
get any information and this put 
North Coast crews in a "reac- 
tionary mode" rather than an "anti- 
cipadon mode". 
The problem began, according to 
,a few people in the dark. North ~ 
Coast Road Maintenance manager 
Mike Zylicz says flooding was a 
:real concern in some areas but his 
office was unable to get any accu- 
rate- :up-to-date information on 
changing river levels. Zyllcz, when electronic fiver level 
.,He says theli" c0ncem was caused., ',:monitoring syste.msatOlen Vowell the arresting officer of hb'."right to ' 
seek and.instruct, Counsel".. Bin- by a foot of water on the road near  and Usk were changed from phone 
Continued. on page 2-Old ..Remo. and ,a situation at: the, access to satellite/computer access. 
Management office in Vancouver;, 
but they're closed evenings and 
weekends. 
A rapid rise in water levels at 
01err Vowell could give us 12 
hoers or more warning, says 
Zylic~, but we seem to have lost 
that capability. The only warning 
now might not com e until the 
water ison ~he road, ' 
> 
.. . . .  . ; ; , ,  . . :  , f  . . . . . . . .  
Salem says, however, this isn't 
true. Government offices are 
informed and know what's hap- 
pcning. He says that last week Ms 
office was working closely with 
Water Management in Smithen 
and other ministrles~such as High. 
ways and they were ready. They 
had, in fact, already stockpiled 
sandbags in ,crucial areas" suchas 
Hazelton which he says was the 
most threatened community in the 
pest week. . .  . . 
He adds that emergency. ~ntres " 
had been designate d andwere 
ready i f  needed; in Smithem it 
would have been: the B;C. Access- 
Centre and in Terrace, the PBP 
) 
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Flood - - :  
continued from page A1 
planner Ray Tank was one of the 
informed and he too was ready. 
On Friday night in fact, says 
Salem, the initial stages of 
Terrace's emergency plan had 
already been implemented and- 
were ready to go into action if the 
situation continued to worsen. 
City crews, says Terrace director 
of engineering Stew Christensen, 
were also ~rell informed. He says 
that due to information they had 
received he was able io tell con- 
cerned Skeena St. residents that 
they were in no danger at all. 
What did he know? The Bulkicy 
River had already begun to drop, 
the freezing level had dropped 
Fro m 8500 feet to 6,600 feet thus 
reducing the runoff, and only 
minimal precipitation had been 
predicted by the weather office. 
Residents were safe for Saturday, 
and updated information would 
indicate the trend for Sunday and 
days following. 
Salem says there is a provincial- 
"800 number" and a phone list for 
all key personnel. "If the water 
was rising in I-Iazelton," he says; "i 
would be called fight away." And 
so would other people like the 
Ministry of Highways, he adds. 
But from Zylicz's point of view, 
it's perhaps time this phone list of 
The Skeena River alarmed many local residents last week and flooded part of Usk, but the situation wasn't nearly as serious as that 
in Prince George and the Fraser Valley. Local officials say they were monitoring the river and prepared to act. 
key personnel is checked. There 
may be a few names missing, and 
according to Zylicz that could lead 
to unnecessary confusion at the 
wrong time. 
Bruneau 
Poaching level an unknown 
TERRACE--- Big game animals 
are being illegally killed in the 
continued from page A1 
neau indicated hc understood, but 
did not ask to telephone a lawyer. 
Judge Lysyk noted that there were 
posters in both official languages 
on the wall of the booking-in room 
at the police station stating the 
fights of accused persons. 
That evening Bruneau's brother, 
mother and father came to the 
police station, asking why Bruneau 
had been arrested. RCMP person- 
nel, under direction from Staff 
Sergeant Woods, declined to tell 
the family what the charges were 
against Bruneau and refused to 
allow them contact. They were 
told by an officer later that even- 
ing during a search of the family 
home. : 
A lawyer called the next morning 
asking to speak with Bmneau, but 
was notallowed to do so. 
• Bruneau told the court that when 
he was offered access to "counsel" 
he thought police meant someone 
to help hi m, like a psychologist or 
drug and alcohol counsellor, not 
associating the term with "lawyer". 
Judge Lysyk accepted testimony 
from Bmneau's family and friends 
that he  is a marginally literate 
person who has difficulty under- 
standing terms outside the realm of 
everyday language, and determined 
. . ' • 
that Bruneau had not understood 
dures, other than the cliciting of 
information from the accused 
himself. I have quoted an extract 
from Staff sergeant Woods' cross 
examination which concludes with 
a frank acknowledgement that this 
isolation of the accused was motiv- 
ated, in part if not wholly, by the 
desire to preclude a lawyer or 
anyone else from advising the 
accused of" his right to remain 
silent." 
In the decision, Judge Lysyk 
referred to a 1957 case which 
states: "A person in custody should 
never be denied his right to com- 
municate with his relatives at the 
earliest reasonable opportunity so 
that he may avail himself of their 
advice and assistance." 
An interview conducted with 
Bmneau in the cullblock by RCMP 
after he had seen a lawyer and 
statements made by an undercover 
policeman who posed as an 
arrested rug dealer and spoke to 
Bruneau on the night of his arrest 
were allowed to stand. The remain- 
der of Bruneau's statements to 
police from the time of his arrest 
to his appearance in court the 
following day were ruled inad- 
missable. 
that 'he Could talk to  a lawyer 
before he a mwered police quest- [ii~ili~iiii::~ii!iiiili::i::::::ii!::ii::::~i ~ 
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Northwest, but there is presently 
no way of determining how many, 
a local conservation officer Said 
last week. 
Peter Kalina was commenting on 
a report carried in the Vancouver 
Sun that indicates poachers may be 
killing as many animals as legal 
hunters arc in B.C. "For one thing, 
it's surreptitious in nature. There 
are a number of reports indicating 
that the ratio (of legally to illegally 
killed animals)is one to one. 
Around Terrace, I can't say. 
There's an clement we're aware 
of, and an element, that we're not 
aware of. We do know there's 
enough for concern." 
Unlike human beings, grizzly 
bears don't go to the authorities 
when one of their relatives is 
murdered; incidents of poaching 
go unreported unless there are 
concerned witnesses. Kalina and 
his fellow C.O. Ken Hoffman have 
25,000 square miles to take care of 
in the Skee.na wildlife management 
unit. Much of it is difficult to get 
at, and poachers are sometimes 
better equipped - -  with helicopt- 
ers, for example - -  than the 
regulators. 
Although it would seem that 
licensed hunting guides have a 
vested interest in nailing illegal 
hunters, Kalina says the level of 
cooperation in reporting poachers 
from the guides is "disappointing". 
"It's in their best interest o help, 
it's a matter of public trust. Unfor- 
tunately, they're not always legiti- 
mate." 
Kalina says it's unrealistic to 
have a "game warden behind every 
tree", and it shouldn't be necessa- 
ry. Over the centuries poaching has 
somehow held an aura of respecta- 
bility, with the warden being seen 
as a spoil sport. Before the poach. 
ing problem can be seriously 
addressed, that attitude has to 
change. "There arc a limited num. 
ber of conservation officers and 
many public and commercial users. 
Some of the respomibility (for 
conservation) falls on their should- 
ers, They have to accept hat res- 
ponsibility," he said. 
The health of the Northwest's 
population has been called into 
question, and Kalina notes that 
B.C. currently has no laws agalmt 
trafficking in bear parts, a lucrative 
trade with a strong market on the 
Pacific Rim. "Grizzlies tend to get 
attention because they're becoming 
something unique.. They are 
poached, but wc can't say to what 
degree." 
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Co'.nvention c.e n.t.er?' Step ri'ght in 
by Ted Strachan 
With family belted in, you swing 
onto Paul Clark Drive and take the 
first left past the Kalum tennis 
court entrance. The 265-space 
parking lot is nearly full but you 
quickly find a free space and begin 
sorting out the wife and kids for 
the morning activities ahead. It's 
APril, 1992, and the occasion is 
the official ribbon cutting ceremo- 
ny at Terrace's newest facility; a 
$4.5 million Community Confer- 
ence Centre. 
It's a proud day for the com- 
munity. And after the predictable 
utterihgs of MLA Whozit and 
Terrace mayor Whatzit you join 
hundreds of other residents who 
have shown up for the occasion to 
find out exactly why. But before 
you begin your guided tour, you 
pause to survey the setting and 
exterior of the 28,000 square foot 
single story building. 
With plenty of windows and 
skylights, the modem, well-- 
designed Conference Centre is 
attractively sited at the northwest 
comer of a five-acre landscaped 
lot. To the south are the arena, 
pool and tennis courts. West of the 
centre are the courthouse and 
Willows Apartments. And to the 
north, framing the centre with its 
sunlit summit, is Terrace Moun- 
tain. All in all.., not bad. 
Light filtem into the massive 
150x35 foot lobby through four 
"water-tight" skylights. As the 
awed gathering explores their new 
surroundings you spot three sets of 
double doors leading to the main 
attraction; an enormous 120x70 
foot conference room divisible into 
two or three separate units. For 
large gatherings, your guide 
explains, the room will seat an 820 
delegate banquet or 1,344 person 
conference~ Or divided into three 
sections, each room can host a 
separate event with 273 sitting 
down for dinner or 445 seated 
theatre style for a large meeting. 
It's fantastic. 
At the rear of the conference 
room are three other sets of double 
doom. These lead to the kitchen 
which is about the size of the main 
floor of the average home, a stor- 
age area of about the same size, a 
separate kitchen storage area, a 
loading dock and boiler and mech- 
anical rooms. 
But there's more. Through what 
you believed to be the west exit of 
the building is another hallway. 
Here you find two 40x30 foot 
meeting rooms m each with an 
accordion-style dividing wall .--,- 
making four meeting rooms if 
needed. Each of these four meeting 
rooms will host a 50-person 
session. And for those who tend to 
wander at meetings, liding glass 
doom in each room lead to the 
outdoor patio. Impressive. 
Wandering down the hallway ou 
find the administration ffice at the 
front of the building; and another 
surprise. Beside the office is 
another set of doom that leads to 
something called an activity centre. 
The activity room, you're told, is 
also about the size of the main 
floor in the average home and 
suitable for about 58 people ngag- 
ing in some type of hobby activity. 
A bonus to say the least. 
Your tour has lasted almost two 
hours, though, and you're tired. 
And you've just discovered you've 
lost the wife and kids. Perhaps 
Where else would she be? But 
sipping wiriest 11 in the morning? 
What kind of a place is this any- 
way? 
"Where's the kids," you ask? "In 
the activity room," she slum. 
"They've set up a day care in 
there." Wowl This really the 
greatestl It's almost oo good to be 
true! Let's par ty l .  
• And: then you wake up; it was 
only a dream. But then, great 
things built o f  dreams'/ Aren't 
they? 
In truth, though, a Commu~ty 
Conference Centre is a little more 
than just a dream. The vision 
above was designed by Royce 
Condo Associates at the request of 
Terrace council and it was offi- 
cially released by mayor Jack 
Talstra last Thursday. But don't 
panic. They're not levelling the lot 
jOst yet. The city has a plan and 
the realization of this dream hinges 
on a few importantevents taking 
place. 
First, they Want to present the 
concept to city residents. ,If the 
idea is approved at that level, they 
then plan to talk to the province 
and corporate donors about money. 
From the province they would like 
50 percent of the cost. From cor- 
porate dehorn, as much as they 
will give. And from the taxpayer, 
whatever cost remains. 
As was explained by Talstra, 
however, there's a lot of hard work 
to do yet. Tourism and economic 
~ development officer Peter Monteith 
and Strong Communities facilitator 
Doug Smith have been given until 
mid-summer to sell the idea to the 
public and approach potential 
sponsors. This, if positive, could 
well lead to a referendum this fall, 
they're in the lobby. Get them and if the project passes that little 
T c t o  together and let's head for home. hurdle, design work would begin 
ra  r Yo, head east from the activity right away. Construction would be 
deal 
finalized 
The bidding was close, but Ter- 
race city council has made their 
decision. The city is buying a new 
John Deere 450G crawler tractor 
complete with a Model 4000 winch 
from Coast Tractor at a cost of 
$57,000 plus tax. 
This was the unit originally re- 
commended by director of opera- 
tions John Colongard, but because 
the second bid was only $780 
higher council wanted the Planning 
and Public Works Committee to 
take a closer look. The second bid 
came from Finning Tractor for a 
Caterpillar D3C equipped with a 
Carco Model 30 winch. 
This second look, however, 
added two more items to the pur- 
chase. During the review of the 
pros and cons of the John Deere 
and Finning tractor it was poinied 
out by Colongard that a trailer 
would be required to haul the new 
Crawler tractor around the city. 
Colongard said he had already 
located a suitable trailer priced at 
$3,000 and this, plus a .small 
asphalt plant and Ferguson roller 
valued betw~n $5{}0 and $1,000, 
room. Your experience in the bush 
tells you that's the fight way to go. 
Within a few feet, though, you run 
into another one of those some- 
times-annoying accordion walls. 
You grasp the handle, slide it 
aside, and... Wow! This is the 
biggest surprise of all. You've just 
discovered the lounge; complete 
with bar and bartender. They 
didn't tell you this was in the 
plans. 
You spot Whozit and Whatzit. 
Where else would they be7 And 
there's your wife. She's with them. 
scheduled for the spring of 1991 
and a tentative completion date has 
already been suggested by Talstra 
to be the spring of 1992. 
But what of the library expansion 
project? It hasn't been forgotten, 
says Talstra. The referendum on 
this project has been set for the 
fall of 1991 and if the convention 
Centre is shot down for any reason 
the library referendum would be 
moved to 1990. In that event, "It 
would be full speed ahead on the 
library," said Talstra. 
It's not a bad approach. And if 
Ride for Sight 
this weekend 
.have also been approved by coun- 
'cil. ; i i  i i  i i i ~ " ' I 
Northwest motorcyclists will descend on Terrace this weekend 
to participate in the l l th  annual nation-wide Ride for Sight. The 
.bikem gather every year at this time to raise money through 
pledges and donations for the RP (retinitis pigmentosa) Eye 
Research Foundation and to have a good time. 
The national goal for raising money this year is $1 million, and 
9,000 motorcyclists are expected to be involved. 
The weekend agenda includes a Motorcycle Rodeo and 
Show'n'Shine at the T©rrace Arena Saturday afternoon, an 
auction and dance at the Legion that night, a psncakc breakfast 
Sunday morning, and the big ride to Haz©lton. ' 
For more information or to register for the dde, call Jart~ 
Qtlham at 635-9217. " ' : ' " '  
I . .  . , . ! 
everything comes together, the residents a million or so. 
whole project might only cost city 
City to host native 
rlland claims conference 
The City of Terrace has announced it will hold a conference 
dealing with Native Land Claims on Saturday, June 16. 
According to a city news release, the conference, entitled 
"Perspectives90", will bring together both native and 
non-native leaders in an exchange of information designed to • 
provide a better understanding and appreciation of points of 
view held by the general public. 
Mayor Jack Talstra says the idea for the conference came 
from north coast development region representatives who felt 
it was "time that ordinary citizens in our communities 
discovered exactly what land claims are all about". Talstra 
adds, "It appears that the province has difficulty in 
arranging these kinds of seminars and they asked the city if 
we would sponsor it." Talstra says the province has provided 
some money for the conference, but they hope to recover that 
from registration fees. 
The one-day conference will be held at the Terrace Inn 
beginning at 8:30 a.m. and will feature several sessions 
including current native and resource company b~iness in 
the region, the legal perspective, the perspective from the 
Premier's Council, spedflc local native issues and a closing 
panel entitled "Where do we go from here?" 
Guest speakers include MLA Dave Parker, Minister of 
Native Affairs Jack Weisgerber, legal expert Harry Slade, 
native leaders Cliff Bolton, Alvin McKay and Gerald Amos, 
and representatives from Skeena Cellulose and the Fisheries 
Council of B.C. The closing panel will consist of Terrace 
mayor Jack Talstra, local resident and pioneer Bill McRae, 
Nisga'a Tribal Council executive director Rod Robinson and 
Stewart mayor Darlene Cornell. There is a registration fee of 
$30. 
TERRACE: 
Tourism is a shared experience --  between residents and 
visitors ,,, and Terrace has so much to share! Scenery that 
won't quit ,,, vast quiet spaces,, world renowned fishing,,, 
and friendly peoplel Survey results show that the friendliness 
is a major memory for our visitors, Fay Leclerc (le-clair) came 
to Terrace as a child .., was a charter student atCaledonia 
when It opened ,, arid now works: in M,LA, Dave Parker's 
office, After thirty-four years, Fay finds it hard to Imagine 
living an~vhere else! 
. .  w , / _  
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The rain was unavoidable, but clowns and costumes helped keep spirits up• 
at the annual Elks Sports Day held last Saturday• 
CASB investigator called 
to Skylink crash inquest 
regional coroner John Wolsley, is 
being held to publicly examine the 
facts in the crash, which resulted 
in the deaths of seven people Sept. 
26, 1989, at the Terrace-Kit/mat 
airport. The CASB report on the 
accident is now in its final draft 
Roger Ayotte, the Canadian 
Aviation Safety Board investigator 
who headed the team that exam- 
ined the Skylink crash in Terrace, 
will appear to offer information at 
the coroner's inquest into the acci- 
dent Juno 18 in Terrace. 
The inquest, chaired by northern 
form. Jim Harris, a public relations 
officer for the  investigative body, 
said l as t  w~k"thc  "report :still 
requires app,:oval by ,.the board, 
after which it will be confidentially 
circulated to the "interested 
parties" in the matter. He expects 
the process to be at that stage by 
the end of June. 
Harris noted there is nothing 
unusual in having both a CASB 
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7:30 p,m. 
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Please come and view our d/splays'. 
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Safety sought ",dead l iest'trade"' 
JIM SHILLITO: These eyes of mine have seen enough. 
by Michael Kelly 
"Our statistics tink. We've 
gotta stop killing people." 
This assessment of the logging 
industry's safety record as 
expressed by Jack Harmston found 
agreement in both a panel of 
experts and a hall full of local 
loggers May 26, when the North- 
west Loggers' Association held a 
safety seminar that they hope will 
become the first of an annual 
series. 
The three-hour meeting was run 
by a panel that included moderator 
Cyril Shelford, a former Northwest 
logger and MLA, Harmston, vice,- 
supper at a remote camp. When he 
didn't return after several hours his 
co-workers launched a search and 
found him dead under a felled tree. 
An examination of the area he was 
working in revealed 61 standing 
trees cut, waiting for the wind to 
come up. 
The WCB has attempted to 
implement industry-wide standards 
for railers, Hindsonsaid, but the 
idea collapsed "because the indus- 
try couldn't get together". They 
haven't given up, however: Hin- 
dson hopes to have mandatory' 
training, approved by the industry, 
in place for railers and buckers, 
and yarder, grapple yarder and 
skyline operators by March 1991. 
president of IWA 1-71, John Hind- 
son from the Workers' Compensa- 
tion Board and Jim Shillito, fore- 
man for MacMillan Bloedel's 
Cowiehan woodlands division and 
a 29-year veteran logger. About 50 
local loggers, most of them com- 
pany operators and foremen, came 
to listen and ask questions. 
What they were told is that 
although they're in one of the most 
dangerous occupations around, it 
doesn't have to be a fatal occupat- 
ion. Despite common knowledge 
that standardized industry safety 
precautions can prevent death and 
serious injury on the job, however, 
27 men were killed while working 
in B.C.'s forests last year. 
"These are the cold, hard facts: 
all those deaths were preventable," 
said Hindson, the WCB's field 
services head for logging opera- 
tlons. To drive the point home, if 
• in fact he needed to, Hindson told 
the group he had recently been to 
see a woman living on Bentinek 
Arm (near Bella Coola) who had 
just lost her third h~band, like the 
previous two, in a Ino~imy necld. 
eat. 
• -Hindson remiz 
" that-the safety st= 
. woods accidents. 
of no use if they 
• ,, ,hiblted practices 
-'7 making cuts c 
of trees, and wai 
supervisor's. You cannot legislate 
against accidents. Only education 
works to develop safety-conscious 
attitudes." 
Logging is, amazingly, a trade in 
which there is no standardized 
training. Each company has its 
own method and program, and 
Shillito sayssome are good - -  and 
some aren't. He's.concerned about 
the trend toward Smaller comp- 
anies, higher staff turnovers and 
lack of standards for training reen 
loggers. "The inexperienced and 
untrained., workers:, may.,,'create 
hazards by inventing their own 
techniques," he said. "I think 
injuries are mostly due to little or 
no training." 
Shillito also addressed the macho 
element of working -in the bush. 
"There are a lot of risks, but none 
of them are worth dying for," he 
said, adding that everyone in the 
room had experience with taking 
risks and suspending ood judg- 
ment due to fear of ridicule from 
co-workers. In his operation, he 
said, everyone follows the rules or 
they're down the road; and he has 
the safety to prove that the 
approach works. 
"If we didn't think we could 
improve, there would be no point 
in this meeting. You r job is to 
provide constructive l adership." 
Harmston added his concerns 
about the proliferation of small 
contractors. "Are more and smaller 
operators a safety problem? You 
bet they are, they're definitely 
increasing the fatality rate." He 
later added that the changing econ- 
omics of the industry often results 
in workers being pushed too hard 
to produce. "Productivity comes 
ahead of safety in many operations 
that's bullshit. We (the,.union) 
will help, the WCB will help. The 
pressure's there, and there's pres- 
sure being added every day.  
"Lots of these operators are fly- 
by-night, the same ones operate 
under different names. Watch the 
people coming into your area, they 
drive on the same roads you do." 
Harmston agreed that standardized 
training is one answer, and said he 
. .  . % , 
: to b low them.al l  
-continue. He rd~ 
,. he. investigat~d,J 
' •::': :'i! we~tT .~: t0 'do i '  
,The programs will be based on 
• revised and updated versions of the 
WCB's manuals for those occupat- 
ions. 
Shillito began by saying, "After 
30 years of seeing deaths and 
injuries, I'm doing my part to curb 
this .trend. These eyes of mine 
have seen enough: no more." His 
woodlands division on Vancouver 
Island numbers their accident-free 
time in periods of years, and 
Shillito attributes it to attitude. 
"You  have to set high standards 
and goals in this deadliest rade," 
he said. "And it is up to the super- 
visors to set and maintain those 
standards.., the responsibility is the 
would like to see a certification 
requirement for railers and trades 
programs for every job in the 
industry. "It's ludicrous," he conc- 
luded. "We're killing people every 
day - -  and we know how to'pre- 
vent it." 
Hindsun agreed with Harmston 
about fly-by-night contractors, 
noting the problems the WCB's 
180 inspectors have in tracking 
small operators that move around 
a lot. He said a television news 
item one night about a new U.S. 
government satellite imaging sys-o 
tern that can spot extremely small 
objects from space caught his 
imagination. "I figured they could 
surely spot something as big as a 
loader in a clear-cut," he said, and 
told the group that he phoned the 
U.S. agency in charge of the sys- 
tem to see if the WCB could lap 
into it to keep an eye on B.C. 
logging operations. "They told me 
it would be a breach of military 
security," he concluded, and the 
room erupted in laughter. 
Cyril Shelford called the meeting 
to a close, adding his own experi- 
ence from a recent visit to Sweden 
and Finland. Both countries have a 
vigorous forest industry, and Shel- 
ford said every worker there has to 
learn not only his own job but also 
receives training in the operations 
and objectives of the industry as a 
whole. 
"There's a lot to be desired in 
our education, and a lot of concern 
out there," he remarked. 
• TO serve our customers better, 
we  wish to announce that 
we are now open on 
Saturdays 10 a.rn. to 2 p.m. 
BANK OF MONTREAL 
4666 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-1131 
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Everything to lose 
We're in the middle of environment week, and it seems 
no coincidence that one of our lead stories this week 
describes the frustration local conservation officers are 
experiencing in trying to do their jobs to a reasonable 
standard. There are two of them to cover 25,000 square 
miles, and it's a reflection of their situation that, l ike 
their counterparts hroughout the province, they cannot 
say how serious the poaching problem is in this area. 
These people are overworked, and the protection function 
of the Ministry of Environment isunder-funded. 
.... In view of the announcement last year that a team of 
four]idditional environment investigators were assigned 
to the region, it comes as an unpleasant surprise that 
conservation officers are still being called• Off their 
wildlife stewarding duties to take on-site evidence for the .... 
Waste Management Branch in pollution events. The 
provincial government announced a $273 million special 
fund in the March 18 budget for the environment, but its 
effect has ye t to be seen in this area. Based on objective 
observation rather than government press releases, B.C.'s 
commitment to protecting the environment looks invisible 
rather than green. 
The federal government should not get off without 
mention here. The repeal of the antiquated federal sales 
tax on manufactured goods presented a tremendous 
opportunity for a progressive and imaginative form of 
consumer tax on ecologically unsound goods and 
practices. Taxation is a powerful tool to bend public 
behavior that can be used to punish some forms of 
spending and reward others. There could have been 
punitive taxes on excessive nergy consumption, 
redundant packaging and other forms of environmental 
stupidity. Instead what we got is the GST, which 
penalizes everything and rewardsnothing-except. ..... . 
accountingcreativity. And if it seems that a selective 
consumer tax would be difficult to administer and collect, 
take a look at the GST encyclopedia of procedures and 
consider how much more complex any tax could be. 
The province doesn't come off any better. There's a 
couple of ill-conceived measures that add fiat taxes to 
automobile tires and batteries, but they aren't refundable 
deposits and certainly won't discourage people from 
buying tires or batteries nor encourage them to use their 
Continued on page A7 
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The view f rom 
Victc ria - -  
by John  P l ie r  
VICTORIA - -  Is it such a big authority_?). 
..... de'al'tfaai:'~/et an0fller.~/bliiet " " It'is of li~le consequence 
minister in the Bill Vander 
Zalm government has resigned, 
amid questions of conflict of 
interest and worse? 
Quite frankly, yet it is, 
• because the departure of Peter 
Dueck so easily could have 
been avoided if frank, •.honest 
common sense had been ap- 
plied at some time over the 
past three or four years. 
The smell surrounding the 
latest affair points up yet again 
the aching need in government 
for a wise, clearly defined set 
of rules of what constitutes a 
conflict. 
The premier must show in- 
tegrity and leadership, and 
bring in such a policy, period. 
In a government repeatedly 
accused of being dishonest or 
at least of having questionable 
double standards regarding 
ethics, such a bold, open move 
from the man who promised 
open government (and has fail- 
ed to deliver) would go some 
way toward redeeming the tar- 
nished Social Credit reputation. 
But already Mr.  Vander 
Zalm and other ministers are 
saying Mr. Dueck will be 
"cleared" of any wrongdoing 
and'wiA be back in Cabinet. 
Well, excuse me, but:that is 
not the point. . . . .  . . • 
it is basically irrelevant hat 
Mr. Dueck and his;wife may 
have repaid an international 
medical-supply company for its 
largesse shown the then-health 
minister on a EuropeEin tour in  
1988. (Incidentally, we should 
be told if that repayment was 
out of Mr. Dueck's pocket, or 
the .taxpayers'.+ If the latter, on 
what justification or 
that Mr. Dueck trustingly left 
all of the arrangements for the 
jaunt up to his then-deputy, the 
long-serving, politically-wise, 
senior civil servant Stun Dubas, 
who was unceremoniously sack- 
ed six days before his ex-boss 
fell on his sword. 
With firm, understood rules 
or guidelines in place, coupled 
with an honest approach to the 
"grey areas" which always 
spring up in such circum- 
stances, such trips would not 
occur in the first place. 
After all, whyinhell should a 
health minister from the prov- 
ince of British Columbia be 
jaunting about Europe with his 
wife, his deputy and the depu- 
ty's wife, for any reason other 
than a private holiday? 
Even if there was no impro- 
priety by anyone in the final 
tally of what repayments were 
made by whom, common sense 
and a conflict-of-interest policy 
would have prevented it from 
happening at all. 
Surely any reasoning person 
considers it a conflict to have a 
company - -  which just happens 
to be raking in millions of 
dollars from government con- 
t racts- -  picking up the tabs, 
right? Right.  
Foreign trips and trade 
junkets are necessary, and can 
be worthwhile in' business and 
in government, rue. + 
But they should never turn 
, into an expenses-paid holiday 
with the spouse etal, no matter 
how effective the lobbyists 
prove to be. 
Peter Dueck is an earnest, 
sincere man, who is generally 
well regarded by his colleagues, 
t~ 
"The premier must 
show integrity, and 
leadership..." 
I 
the Opposition and those of us 
in the news media who have 
dealt with him for years. 
With his resignation last 
Wednesday, he proved to be an 
honorable man, too; but a 
political animal he is not. 
One of the rookie MLA's 
swept into Victoria in the 
Vander Zalm 1986 election, he 
is one who is led, not a leader. 
It would be unfair to say , 
that Mr. Dueck had risen to a 
level far beyond his com- 
petence; but it would be ac- 
curate to say it was a level far 
beyond his political naivety. 
At least in resigning in the 
best traditions of British 
parliamentary tradition, Mr. 
Dueck showed he had full com- 
prehension of the responsibility 
a Cabinet post brings - -  not 
j'ast for his actions, but for 
those of the people he oversees. 
For that, he deserves credit.." 
And even though I like the guy, 
as a person, methinks that fo r  
apparently blindly going along 
with a questionable junket, Mr. 
Dueck-deserves to be just 
where he is . '  on the back- 
bench. 
Parting Thought: Journalists 
are often considered to be 
dyed-in-the-wool cynics. So, it 
may not surprise you to learn 
what Premier Vander Zalm's. 
15-minute Meeeh Lake address" ' ' 
to the nation (well, the prov- 
ince, anyway) has been dubbed: 
Bill's Garden ing  Tlpsll .  Crue l ,  
aren't we? 
# 
: . . . . .  - . r  ' .  
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to mountain top •  nsights Alpine slOpen~ ! gt~v::?¢m~ Why:Ot:nXl~dlltetnymlblikg:pp:ffd 
ock. During brief snowmobilers un rampant? After 
sunm ~r these slopes all, how could an area with so 
with inviting alpine little to offer possibly be damaged? 
line and extend up over summits 
of barren r ring a 
two-month m er  
am dotted 
meadows, dozens of miniature 
lakes and, at .higher altitudes, pic- 
turesque fields of perpetual ice. i ~'] 
If you don't know the answer to 
these questions, perhaps you 
by Ted Strachan, in consultation with Rod Arnold and Doug Davies 1 
These am areas often considered 
by hikers and photographers a a 
source of the ultimate summertime 
experience. 
Once the 10-month-long alpine 
winter begins, however, there's a 
drastic change, These pristine 
slopes become an inhospitable 
arctic desert of ice and snow buf- 
feted by cold, gale force winds - -  
an environment that does little to 
encourage life. What real value, 
then, do these regions .hold? 
With only a.. few •stunted trees, 
there's nothing on alpine slopes for 
the logger. Sheltered havens of 
wind-deposited, paper-thin soils fill 
depressions and cracks between 
rocks but because of their shallow 
depth offer little opportunity for 
trees to take root. ethersoils, am 
.ground from rock by slowly mow 
ing ice flees, but.these too arc thin 
and host ,primarily. only small 
shrubs and flowers.. 
.With limited recreational value 
and no apparent commercial value, 
, then, why should be worry about 
the few who choose to go there? 
should take a closer look. Because 
in truth, alpine slopes are import- 
ant in nature's cheme of things 
and can very easily be damaged. 
Like the sub-alpine areas a few 
hundred feet below, alpine regions 
are a primary source of nutrients 
and moisture for the forested val- 
leys below. And like the sub-alpine 
areas, the balance of nature is 
delicate and very easily disturbed. 
Lichens, a member of the fungus 
family and the first stage in pri- 
mary succession, are important in 
extracting minerals from the rock. 
Lichens attach themselves to rock 
and, with moisture and nutrients 
taken from the air, form carbonic 
acid, which degrades the rock. The 
minends released in this way find 
their way into small streams and, 
eventually, the valley bottom. 
Other plants also form carbonic 
tall ..false hellebore, with its huge 
oval leaves and large veins, is 
distinctive and an indicator of an 
area with an alpine climate. Some 
plant life grows in the snow. Red 
fungus is one and is identified by 
purple streaks in the snow. 
In addition to being a source of 
moisture and nutrients, these alpine 
regions are also important wildlife 
reserves. Mountain goats and 
bighorn sheep feed on lichens. Elk 
and caribou feed on sparse grasses 
during the short summer. And 
these regions are important to man. 
Melting and evaporating snow fill 
reservoirs with mountain-pure 
water and glaciers have a cooling 
effect, moderating summer tem- 
peratures in the valleys below. For 
plant life, wildlife and man, then, 
these alpine areas are important. 
. If.there is little activity, though, 
~,hat kind of  management isacid and serve a similar purpose. 
Some of these include mountain needed? Some would argue that no 
:heather, Indian paint brush, wild" management ~is required. ,And If 
columbine, rocky mountain juniper man stays away f~om the• alpine 
and false hellebore. The three-foot' slopes, they're right. No manage- 
• 'R iverboat  
 Days 
sa lu . tes . . , .  . 
• Cont r ibuted  by  .. 
• ' Mary Ann Burdett. 
The Riverboat Days Society 
Salute for this week is for the 
Royal Canadian Legion, Ter- 
race, Branch 13! 
• This integral part of our com- 
munity has been in existence 
since before it* was the Royal 
Canadian Legion and was in 
• fact, a part of the British Empire 
Services League. During these 
years they have verY much main' 
tained their objective of "Ser- 
vice to Others". 
area have had the benefit of 
legion-sponsored bursaries. 
Youth sports, the Heart Fund, 
the Cancer Society, the Terry 
Fox Foundation and specialized 
equipment o Mills Memorial 
Hospital along with support to 
the Meals on Wheels program 
are only a fewof the things that 
the Legion in Terrace has sup- 
ported or donated to over the 
• years. The present executive of 
Cde. Peter Crompton as presi- 
dent, Cde. Maria Thomsen as 
secretary, and Cde. Howard 
Cromarty as first vice-president 
continue to direct the member- 
ship's concerns to the 
aforenoted and other worthy 
cau.ses and organizations. 
They .have recently renovated 
the interior of their club on 
,Legion Avenue and the new 
look, together with the warm 
,and friendly attitude of the 
members and staff, make a 
charming and fun place for 
dyer the years the Legion has 
seen many changes in its 
membership, its location and its 
decor, but remaining unchanged 
is its dedication to the needs of 
.. our. yeteran~ : ,and, their 
dependents, our seniors, our 
youth and our community in 
genera!. For decades now many 
local groups and  individuals 
have received :assistance from 
this great organization. 
One of the many things the members and their guests to 
Legion concerns itself with is ad- work towards Legion goals or to 
vancement Of education, and reiaxand enjoy•the! r free time. 
numerous folks in.the Terrace' "Over the duration of the 
Riverboat Days celebrations, the. 
Legion has sponsored the 
parade, which has grown in size 
and excellence ach year. This is 
a big undertaking and one much 
noted and appreciated by the 
community. The Legion uses all 
entry fees for prizes and, besides 
the work of organization, they 
also donate the trophy for best 
float and $300first •prize money. 
At the coriclusion of theparade 
they hold a beef barbecue out- 
side the Legiohland one can en,. 
joy a very ~t.asty bite while 
awaiting the announcement of
parade winners. 
This year Branch #13 will 
again be doing, th e pai'ade and a 
.barbecue, and I am sure the 
community of.Terrace joins the 
Riverboat Days Society in 
thanking 'Bran.c b a13 for7 past 
contributions to0ur area,'in ap-. 
• preciating the w0rks~hat are. 
presently being .done by this 
organization, and..in looking 
forward .tO future., years Of co- 
operation with Branch #13. 
See yo u at the Legio n ,during 
Riverboat Days. 
ment at all is the best management 
practice to follow. Stay fight away 
from these regions and let nature 
take its course. 
But of course man isn't about o 
stay off our alpine slopes. There 
are the hikers, photographers, 
skiers, bikers, snowmobilers, 
miners and a few assorted others. 
And what they do there can be 
devastating. Pick a few flowers 
and you kill the plant. 
Alpine flowers are perennials; 
annual species don't have time to 
grow from seed,, flower and spread 
new seed for next year's crop. 
Motorized vehicles leave behind 
bits of metal, rubber, spilled fuel 
and exhaust. And everyone leaves 
• behind litter- bottles, cans, 
paper, plastics. 
So.where man .dares to go, he 
must also do something about what 
he does while he's there. Manage- 
merit i s  needed. Industrial oper- 
ations like mines and ski hills have 
to understand what they are deal- 
ing with"~ fdllow approp/.iat, 
management practiom. For.other 
• users, the basic rule of thumb is 
simply to leave things alone. Trails 
should be on rock, not grass. If 
you like the flowers, take a pic- 
ture.., don't pick them. If you take 
litter with you, bring it back. And 
as far as motorized vehicles are 
concerned, it's entirely possible 
that some day their use may be 
restricted. To a great extent, it 
depends on how today's users 
behave, 
Alpine regions are delicate. They 
have taken decades to progress to 
their current state and any man- 
caused scars will take just as many 
decades, if not longer, to heal. As 
is always the case with nature, we 
can't conlrol the cfimate or cycles 
of plant life, so our best policy is 
not to interfere. If we must inter- 
fere, however, we must do it in an 
educated and responsible way. 
Next week we'll look at the last 
topic in this Forestry Insights 
segment on ecology and manage- 
ment ~ wilderness reserves. 
Where am they.., if they even 
-exist? Ahd~if they do, Who should 
use them? Is "integrated manage- 
ment" a realistic possibility? 
n 
" l  
Ref reshnng Stephan ie  
To the Editor; 
After reading Stephanie 
Wiebe's column last week, I too 
would like to take the summer 
off to "squish sand between my 
toes". Where did you find this 
gem? I so enjoy reading her 
weekly muse, and look forward 
to the autumn when :she will 
return in print. Meanwhile, have 
you considered re-running some 
of her past work? Or perhaps 
she will be gathering a collection 
of "The Way I See It" in the 
future? It's refreshing to read 
Opinions that are written with a 
wry grin instead of the usual 
heavy .political tone one sees 
enough of in. newspapers these 
days. . 
Overall, I enjoy your paper 
and the thorough txeatment of 
local news. Keep up the good 
work! 
K.M. Smith, 
Terrace, B.C. 
• Ed i to r ia l  - - -  ' 
Continued from page A6  
cars less. The note in the budget that the government 
expects revenues of a paltry $500,000 from waste 
management permit violations says more than any press 
release, 
With no laws inB'C, against the traffic in animal parts, 
which is illegal in most environmentally-enlightened 
jurisdictions, the grizzly bear and other spectacular 
creatures that inhabit the far reaches of thisspectacular 
region, could be on the way to becoming the North 
American:.version of the African elephant. At this point 
"no'one can be' sure: 'Are we going to wait until the last 
on~ are" il'ividg in a zoo in California before we assess the 
situation?. " , 
• ( :  
# 
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NWCC grads 
get public 
recognition 
Northwest Community College 
held its commencement ceremony 
June 2, the second year that 
graduates of the college have been 
publicly recognized for their 
achievements. The following 
students participated: 
Special Awards 
Rhena Gardiner Memorial 
Award: Esther Robinson, Terrace, 
Early Childhood Education. Robin- 
son was chosen for her diligence 
in completing the program and her 
dedication to serving the needs of 
young children. Rhena Gardiner, a 
long time Terrace resident was an 
instructor in the Early Childhood 
program commited to the edu- 
cation of young children, espec- 
ially those with special needs. 
Northern Institute for Resource 
Studies Awards: Business Admin- 
istration students Vanessa Biclde, 
Prince Rupert, $250, and Jill 
MacNeill, Prince Rupert, $500. 
The Northern Institute for Re- 
source Studies was founded to 
promote, encourage and advance 
the awareness, knowledge and 
appreciation of economic develop- 
ment in the province. Bursaries are 
for students with above average 
academic achievement who have 
demonstrated effort and diligence 
in their studies. 
Lieutenant Governor's Silver 
Medal: Bradley Swank, Heavy 
Duty Mechanics. The Lieutenant 
Governor's Silver Medal honours 
a student graduating from a voca- 
tional or career program of less 
than two years' duration. The 
winner .of this medal will have 
excelled not only in his studies but 
will have contributed in a positive 
way to the life of the college and 
community as well. 
Governor  Generals Collegiate 
Bronze Medal: Debbie Rnssel, 
Terrace, Business Administration 
accounting major. The Governor 
Generals Collegiate Bronze Medal 
is awarded to the student who 
achieves the highest academic 
standing in a diploma level post-- 
secondary program of two or more 
years' duration. The average mark 
obtained must be over 80 percent. 
Russel's average was well over 80 
percent. 
Smithers; Mellany Harper, Terrace; 
Chris Kamlah, Terrace; Marie 
Kirton, Prince Rupert; Harpreet 
Leekha, Kitimat; Elizabeth 
McKenzie, Kitimat; Lauren 
Maillot, Smithers; Phillistine 
Miehell, Smithers; Wanda Mueller, 
Houston; Susan Musgrave, Prince 
Rupert; Simone Raudzus, Terrace; 
Valerie Savard, Terrace; Mercedes 
Scherre, Prince Rupert; Glenda 
Slaney, Prince Rupert; Dianna 
Smith, Terrace; Nancy Smith, 
Terrace; Ravneet Sohal, Kitimat; 
Karen Stanley, Smithers; Susie 
Taylor, Terrace; Penny Tiljoe, 
Houston; Carol Wager, Prince 
Rupert; Tracy Wherry, Kitimat; 
Wendy Wilson, Smithers; Susan 
Wong, Prince Rupert; Angela 
Young, Smithem; Connie Young, 
Smithers. 
Cooking: Vera Duncan, Terrace; 
Connie Johnson, Terrace 
Community Support Worker: 
Raeline Chicoine, Terrace; Rhonda 
Fedderson, Terrace; Elizabeth 
Hollist, Terrace. 
Continuing Care Assistant: 
Frances Abrahams, Prince Rupert; 
Sue Hadley, Terrace; Miriam 
Robinson, Terrace. 
Early Childhood Education: 
Laura Anderson, Terrace; Bonnie 
Barton, Terrace; Christine Doherty, 
Terrace; Darlene Dudoward, Ter- 
race; Shirley Dudoward, Terrace; 
Christina Lindstrom, Terrace; 
Jackie McMartin, Terrace; Rhonda 
Morgan, Terrace; Esther Robinson, 
Terrace; Patti Savage, Terrace. 
Experienced Based Vocational 
Preparation: Medrick Duncan, 
Terrace; Oran Kinney, Terrace; 
Marlene Sampare, Terrace; Carol-- 
Anne Stocker, Terrace; Steven 
Tremblay, Terrace. 
Graduates 
Associate in Arts Diploma: Ann 
Goodall, Terrace 
Business Administration: Vanessa 
Bicide, Prince Rupert; Rob Gruber, 
Prince Rupert; Jill MacNeill, 
Prince Rupert; Steve Maguire, 
Prince Rupert; Shirley Palahicky, 
Terrace; Debbie Russell, Terrace; 
June Trotter, Prince Rupert; Maria 
Yaroshuk, Prince Rupert. 
Business Careers: Lenora 
Bdonon, Houston; Sharon Bryant, 
Prln~i Rupea;, Laurie Dumont, 
Houston; .garen Ferguson, 
T©rra~i01iv© Fowler~ Prince 
g.t~erg, /~r!ot ' t°  i"F.~w, Prin~ 
• Rupert;* ~Mt ldred  uunanoot, 
i! i .... ~::;:::' !•i ~ iii: ¸  i? 
:= • i?i:i~ i ....... 
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ESTHER ROBINSON was one of several graduating Northwest Community College students who 
received special recognition for her achievements from college president• Don Anderson at the 
college's commencement ceremonies June 2. She was given the Rhena Gardiner Memorial Award 
for her work in Early Childhood Education. 
Human Service Worker: Jessica" Smithers; Evangeline Landry, Robinson, Terrace; Dawn Thor- 
• Bauman, Terrace; Janet Boothrnan, 
Smithers; Edith Forsythe, Smithers; 
Yvonne George, Srnithers; Valerie 
Glaser, Terrace; Angela Kwantes, 
Smithers; Cheryl Jean McDiarrnid, 
Smithers; Priscilla .Michell, 
Smither; John Peqttin, Terrace; 
Lorraine Phillips, Terrace; Lilac 
steinson, Terrace; Ruth Wells, 
Terrace; Brenda Wilson, Smithers; 
Dana Wright, Terrace. 
TRAC: Andy Forsythe, Terrace; 
Michael Rogue, Terrace. 
f 
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A 
FREE BLANKET 
Bundle up your water heater 
in a cosy blanket.., and save money. 
[ ~ ~ = ~  Making your 
electric water 
~[~[~[~ -I heater more 
energy-efficient 
can save you up to 10% on your household 
water heating costs. 
That's why B.C.Hydro is making you 
a cosy offer: a free insulating blanket for 
your electric* water heater, installed free 
of charge. 
It's an offer worth $40. 
Natural gas is a convenient and econo- 
mical way to heat water. So if you have a 
gas line into your house, your best option 
is to convert o gas the next time you buy a 
water heater. TO help you out, B.C.Hydro, 
along with your gas company, will give you 
a $150 cash discount if you purchase a 
new gas water heater with ~ the next year. 
But if you don't have ~.as ervice in 
your home, we'd still like your electric 
water heat.er to be as energy-efficient as
possible. So, when we install the insulating 
blanket, we'll give you a coupon that's 
good for a $20 rebate on a new Power 
Smart electric water heater. 
If for any technical reason your 
electric water heater cannot be fitted with 
an insulating blanket, we'll offer you the 
same $20 rebate. 
So bundle up. Your water heater will 
save heat, you'll save on your electrical 
bills, and we'll all save energy. 
To arrange for a contractor to install 
the water heater blanket, call 
Lawrence Watson 
at 638-0140 
10 a.m. - 6 p.m. m 
*Foi i safety reasons, nat.rat gas, propane and oil.fired water heaters do not qualify for this offer, 
Applies to B,C,Hydro customers only, 
I )  
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Nuc lear  med ic inetech  " T.er.race Totem Ford 
explains new tools e PR! NG SALE 
by Betty Bar ton  assurcsarearcsidentsthat"cvcry- s Cars and Trucks • thing will bc safely transported by U 
By late August or early Septem- air. I know p~ople are leery 
her Mills Memorial Hospital will because it's an unknown, but it is 
have a nuclear medicine unit, says very safe." The. radioactive 
Susan Winthcr, a nuclear medicine materials will be stored in a lead 1989 T-Bird Supercoupe s27'900 
technician. ' storage room at the h0spital.There 
Winther explains nuclear medic- : will be two labs- a "hot lab" for - -  like new, 2400 km, CD player, bra and car 
ine: "We're x-rays in reverse." The drawing dosages and preparation cover 
diagnostic imaging is done by in- of patient kits, and a "cold lab" for ,~ ~ ,  
jecting a trace amount of radioac- blood work. :: : ~.~i~' ~ t ~ - ' ~  • 
tivity into the blood stream to look Initially Winthcr will work alone ~ ~  
at the functions of the organs, and sec five to six patients in an ~ ~  1989 Bronco II, 
including bones, liver, k i d e y s , h e a r t  and brain. The eight.hour day. They w i l l soonbCabout  another tech. [ ~ ~ ' :  b lue- -  standard, 22,500 km . 
radioactivity thinking hiring ~T~ ...... .... ~:,, ;~ :~ ~ :-:!i-7':'~ f ,:,';~4~; ':,~ ,~: ..... 
used is equal to or less than that nician and extend the working I ~ ~ ; ' ~ t  ~- - t~mem =, ,~p , . , :~ . , , , ,~~. :~.~;~. - - - .~ .  ~ ' - ~  ~ " ::i::i:::i~ . • :, ,. . • ~: : : : : "  ':": . . . . .  ~i~i;::i:!: i;- .. 
used in x-rays. Winther says diag- hours to accommodate more I ...... ~~~.~"°~ " "L..._.._ .:~ .......  ~.=-_z'~ / ~ , , ~ =  ."w,~:~~:~___----,--~=. 
• l r - - - -~ . .  # :" ~"~::ii~:.i.--..:.:i . . . .  , • :~:~:~:: ~, ~:'."~-;:~, . " ..~...: ,!'.~::~!~:::~i:~ S 
nostiCradiologyimagingand l biS half-waYwork, between patientSwinther,and origi allyPe°ple workingfromShiftS.Port ! : :~ ; : ; ; ! :~: ; i~  ~!i~i~i:~:~;;:~:::~ 18,995 ~ ~ ,  ................ , - - - -  
With the nuclear medicine capa- Alberni, has lived with her hus- 1985 Pontiac Grand Am "~°~V:~" : "  
bilitics cancer diagnostic work can band in Prince Rupert forthe past - -  automatic,  stereo • ~ 
be done as well. By this meam, two years. There, she worked as a ,7.~, _ ~ ~ ~'= ........ ' : v_  
~- . . .  - , / "  " . . i  • ~¢: . - : ,~-~. .7 - - - - . - -~  ~:mm~.-- changes in bone function can be certified ultrasound technician.She ~,:..:~ . ~ i ~ ? ~ : ~ ~ : . , ~ , - ~ ,  Is7,995 
sccn five to seven months prior to has a diploma in nuclear medicine ~ 1987 
• : '= '~:~ : I ...... ' :  
\ .  . the time when an x-my would pick fmmBClT.Shercccntlymovedto .i ~ "= . :  .... ........... ,~ Nissan Multi 
~:~:.~:-~,~ ................ ~ . . . . . . .  "= - -  4x4, automat ic ,  air cond., crusie control  
Terrace to start the process of 
introducing the nuclear medicine 
clinic to the community, setting 
minds at ease, doing public infor- 
mation sessions and making up the 
manuals for the hospital staff. 
She says it's exciting coming in 
right at the beginning and being 
part of the initiation process. She's 
eager to talk to patients, students 
and the general public about the 
capabilities of nuclear medicine. 
Susan Winthcr adds, "Between us 
(nuclear medicine), lab, x-ray, 
ultrasound and CT scanner work- 
ing together, you've, gotit  m/ld¢ 
here - a really good diagnostic 
team!" 
it up ~ any growth or irritation 
shows up sooner through nuclear 
medicine techniques. 
At the present time, patients have 
to travel to Prince George or 
Vancouver for testing. Or they 
could wa i t  for  one  o f  two mobi le  
units in the province - one based 
• in Fort St. John and the other at 
Royal Jubilee Hospital in Victoria. 
When the local unit is operational, 
Susan will do the actual tests and 
the images will be read in 
Vancouver. 
Dr. R. Morrison, a nuclear phys- 
ician at Shaughnessy Hospital, will 
be able to give a same-day verbal 
rcfmrt of  his findings. Susan 
I NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION WEEK.  JUNE3-9 ,1990 ] 
Ill#ways is also hard at work on hundreds 
of new projects Including the Vancouver 
Island Itighway Project, the Casslar 
Conne~tor P oject in Vancouver and the 
Okanagan Connector Project, linking Merritt 
with Peachland, 
lbgether with B.C, Ferries, B.C. Transit, 
and B,C. Rail, we will continue to exph)re 
efficient and innovative ways of providing 
the "freedom to move? And together, we 
salute the thousands of men and women in 
British Q)lumbla's transl~)rtatlon industry 
who ultimately make It all happen. 
~J~I [~[~W Prov ince  o f '  
~ ~ , ~  Bf l t lah Co lumbia  
MOVE "'Mlnllltqt °f Tt#rl~tlan°nHlohwal/tl 
. . . .  l i on ,  Rlta Johnston .  Min ister  
i I I II I Ill I l l  I 
J .~ J~,~U newIYansportation Plan 
fur British Columbia, aplan that brings all 
of B.C:s transportation agencies together 
with the goal of moving people and goods 
qulcldy and effidently. 
Now, during National 1Panspnrtation 
Week, we can h)0k on some of the re~ent, 
achievements In our tmnsportatk)n 
industry. In May, B.C. Ferries demonstrated 
their ()n-going ¢ommitment toImproved 
service with the lntmductk)n ofll~e 
Mid-Island Express, anew mute linking 
Nanaimo n Vancouver Island with 
Tsawwassen in the [x)wer Mainland. Plans 
are also underway for the building of four 
new ships and ~tdditk)nal terminal upgrades 
that will keep our ferry filet In step with 
gn)wing demand. 
1986 Aerostar, 
red, - -  7-passenger, cruise control, 97,000 
km 
1987 Nissan King Cab, 
blue - -  2-wheel drive, stereo, 80,000 km 
1987 Chev 810 pickup, 
)lood red - -  one owner, l ike new, automat ic ,  
~6,000 km 
1985 Volkswagen 
~ulf - -  5-speed, 5-passenger, fun to drive 
$~ 
1985 Pontiac Sunbird, 
1986 Sable GS, 
red - -  automatic, 88,000 km, perfect family 
car  
1986 Ford E350, 
grey - -  15-passenger van, 1,,ton,, automat ic  
perfect for the sports team ' 
~9,850 ,~,:I: 
TERRACE DL #5548 
4631 KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. 635.4984 
CALL TOLL FREE- 1-800-772-1128 
~-,7;,2 ) MERCURY • 
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Backing sought to::. : 
start seniors' program 
The city and Terrace and District 
Community Services Society 
(I'DCSS) are entering a joint 
funding application for the devel- 
opment of a data base for seniors 
services. If successful, the project 
"Senior Support Services Initiative" 
would be funded by the B.C, 
Health Care Research Foundation 
(BCHcRF) and would carry 
through on a recommendation from 
a recent seniors workshop that 
called for the cataloguing of 
existing and needed community 
services for seniors. 
Under the BCHCRF program 
grants of up to $5,000 are avail- 
able for research projects lasting a 
maximum of three months. 
If theproject gets off the ground, 
it would be fall under the jurisdic- 
tion of the newly formed Senior's 
Advisory Commission (SAC) and 
would be administered by TDCSS. 
The SAC was also an idea that 
came out of the recent senior's 
workshop that has been adopted by 
city council. 
The city will soon be advertising 
for SAC membership and has 
adopted amended SAC Terms of 
Reference. Under the Terms of 
Reference, the commission will 
consist of eight members; four 
with two-year terms and four with 
three-year terms. Membership is to 
be comprised of not less than 50 
percent senior residents, and 
council will be represented on the 
commission as well by a single 
voting member. 
Tri-J to rn ai ntai n 
Ferry Island this year 
Charles McKay of Tri-J's Jani- 
torial and Steam Cleaning has won 
the Ferry Island maintenance on- 
tract for the second year in a row. 
Tri-J beat out three other bidders 
with a tender for $11,550 to main- 
rain and collect fees at the city- 
operated campsite. Other• tenders 
received came from Kevin Jeffrey 
for $13,000, Lock Port Securities - 
and Patrol for $17,000, and GTC 
Contract for $22,000, All bids 
received were from,Terrace comp- 
anies. 
Tri-J won the Contract last year 
with a bid of only $6,875 by using 
a iitile ingenuity. Itsounded alittle 
lowto some"aldermen-- the two 
other bids came. in at $I4,987 and 
$19,985: ~ but i twas ,  both 
explained and praised by alderman 
.~:" 
Danny sheridan. Sheridan told 
council that Tri-J was taking ad- 
vantage of a Ministry of Social 
Services and Homing wage sub- 
sidy program, thus providing an 
employment training opportunity 
and keeping the cost down at the 
same time. 
Superintendent of Parks and 
Recreation, Steve Scott, says 
Tri-J's bid was higher this year 
because they aren't 'taking advan- 
tage of the social services employ- 
ment program; but they still came 
in with the best price because the 
company owner will be doing a 
good portion of the work himself. 
Scott says all four tenders were 
examined, though, and Tri-J's 
Proposal is economically sound. 
rrace tops B.C. 
McHappy - money  
the Mills Memorial hospital share 
will be used to brighten the Child- 
ren's Ward a little. 
The money represents 90 percent 
of the $2960.02 collected during 
McHappy Days last month by 169 
celebrity volunteers. This record 
volunteer turnout helped earn 
Terrace number one McHappy 
Days status in B.C. 
The remaining 10 percent of the 
funds raised will go to Ronald 
McDonald House in Vancouver. 
Terrace McDonald's Malcolm 
Hilcove and Karen Focker had a 
pleasant duty to perform recently: 
the presentation of cheques 
totalling nearly $2,700 to Margot 
Hayes of the Terrace Child Devel- 
opment Centre, Cheryl Groves 
from the Kitimat Child Develop- 
ment Centre and Phil Grocott from 
Mills Memorial Hospital. Hayes 
and Groves say the money will go 
into general revenue for their res- 
pective centers, and Grocott says 
l 
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Pictured above (left to right)are outgoing, Rotary president Wayne Epp and his wife Bey; 
and incoming Rotary president JohnJack•and hiswife Doreen. Highlights-of theevening 
were Gim Wong and Harold Cox being :awarded Paul Harris Fellowship awards for their.. 
dedication an.d.~com~itm_en.t to Terrace Rotary. .. . ,., 
The Installation of the 1980.91 Rotary executive took place June 2. Pictured above (left to 
right) are: Harold Cox, director of club service; Wee Beeston, treasurer; Stan Turner, direc- 
tor of community service; Gerry Martin, District Governqr's representative; John Jack, 
president; Ken Beddle, secretary; George Clark, director of vocational service;.and Audon 
Birkedal, director of international service. Missing from photo: John Cliff, vice president; 
and Dennis Fisher, director of club service. 
City !o fund hepatitis [ 
:i i::,vacclnattonprograrn:fo r Th!e Cats Out 
 :volunteer fir.igh!ers '!:Of The Bag! 
'Terra~ ctty'~counci!, :has. agreed-' :steal. At $132 each',.' the program :.. .~ 
that: Tena~ yolmlteer firefighters, .could. cos! as.'much as $3,300.. 
a~. :at :risi~ of:,~eing.~xPosedtOi,..'So"me.',::i.lvoi"~nteers,..~ ,0~ensi.: 
Hepatitus B While, c~i'rying .6at" :':.e~i~Iati~ed,, '~re: already.~¢, ered.,by ::
tileir regular: .. duties and.have/.otherlmedicai:piansand.~i0n~tneed-,,,. 
agreed, ~.io., :.spend approximately'::'a ¢ity-spg~0~ed pr0grain: 'In "hi~ ': 
$2;60OtoWard:a voluma~ v:accina. request,. Ow.,e~' po!nted.'out that " 
tl~n p~tam.,::~'i,:' ~".:. : ~" - i.;incigeri~of:He~atit~ Bdre On the. 
'A  request: for the' ex'periditure rise and about 200 U;S healthCare : 
came. from, :',T~mice)~. i '61~teer, workersdte ve~ y6ar by con~¢t- 
Fireman's Asso¢iati0n"/pr~.!@nt i g the :dlsease throu~gh 't 6it~e~;: ~' 
Rick Owens, who said there were ular duties, 
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' ::Students raise pulses, heart money 
and Terrace were active in raising 
awareness and funds. 
Last week four Clarence MiChiel 
Elementary School students 
Tanya Smith, Jill Iverson, Bardccp 
Dhillon and Babal Sanghera 
presented Heart Foundation 
Regional Coordinator Betty 
The following convictions t~k.:p~ce in Terrace adult criminal Campbell with a cheque for 
provincial court on the dates indicated according to in[ormation $3924.22.,. 
provided by the court registry. ~, : ::, r, acn o[ the four girls raised 
Tuesday, May 29 more than $100. All the money 
Gary :Louis Pffiinmer was--fii~ed was,~sed for heart treatment and 
$200 oh each of two ~unts of drug ~earch through the Jump 
operating avehicle not equipped in Rope For Heart campaign. The 
conformance with the Motor 
Vehicle Act and regulations. 
entire school participated by col- 
lecting pledges and then skipping 
for a maximum of two hours. 
Organizer and teacher Dawn Mar- 
tin says, "No one was skipping 
before. Now everyone is!" Teacher 
Yvonne Whyte assisted organizing 
the event. 
Betty Campbell says that 285 
schools throughout he province 
participated in the Jump Rope for 
Heart Campaign. In this region, 
schools in the seven communities 
of Smithers, Stewart, Houston, 
Massett, Kitimat, Prince Rupert 
Campbell explains that, in addi- 
tion to being a fundraising promot- 
ion, the ultimate goal is for the 
students to gain an awareness of 
what they're doing for the com- 
munity and for their own health. 
The on-going Jump Rope for Heart 
campaign includes educational 
resource packages, activity sugges- 
tions and instructional programs, to 
inspire heart health in young 
people. 
I I 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
These Ads appear in the more than 100 Newpapers of the B.C. and Yukon Community Newspapers Association 
and reach more than 1,500,000 homes and a potential two million readers. 
$165. for 25.words ($3.15 per each additional word) 
¢135 Gr~ A wnv~. Th-nm~. B.C, VIK; tM?  • • 
I 
AUTOMOTIVE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
Active Auto Brokers, dislxmaJ 
agent for Active Bailiff Sandces• 
Repossessions, estate, legais, 
cars,trucks, mctorhomes, boats. 
Call Mr. Price (only), (604)454- 
1819. 135476. 
Earn thousands at home in spare 
time. No experience necessary. 
Rush S.A.S.E: Strachn Enter- 
prises Ltd., 2580 Hurontado St. 
Ste 131, Misslsssuga, Ontado, 
L5B 1N5. 
BUILDING SUPPLIES BUSINESS PERSONALS 
Body, Mind, Spirit. Who are you 
really? Call Dianelics Hotline. 1- 
800-FOR-TRUTH. 
EDUCATION 
EMPLOYABLE? ALWAYS! Can- 
ads needs Cooks. After6 months 
of Intensive training, be emplop 
able In Canada's fastest growing 
industry. Government funding, 
student loans to fund your future. 
Job guaranties. ~Diploma~- PI~ 
ERRE DUBRULLE CULINARY 
SCHOOL. 1522 W.Sth Ave., 
Vancouver, V6J 4R8, (604)738- 
3155. 
LONDON SCHOOL of HAIR- 
DRESSING & AESTHETICS is 
now accepting applications for 
enrollment Into our daytime or 
evening courses in comprehen- 
sive hairdressing, professional 
sldn care and electrolysis. Call 
(604)685-4122. 18 Water St•, 
Vancouver, B.C., V6B 1A4. 
HAS AUCTIONEERING ever In- 
terested you? "Yes". Not sure 
about all the facts of this lucrative 
FREE boofdet. Concrete or wood 
for your basement? Before you 
decide get the facts. Call FOUN- 
DATION FOCUS 1-800-663-7774,, 
8:30 a.m.- 4:3O p.~. PDT, M-F. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
START YOUR own impod/expod 
business, even spare time. No 
money or experience• Since 
1946. Free brochure: Wade 
World Trb.d~," c/o Cdn. Small 
Business Inst., Dept. Wl, 1140 
Bellamy Rd. N• #1, Sce~h,  
Ontado, MIH 1H4. 
Invest $12,000 in a high end deck 
waterproofing dealership for this 
area. Top quality product line 
allows for above average return 
on investment. We supply open- 
ing inventory, tools and training. 
Successful dealerships estab- 
lished across Canada. Phone 
collect: Mr. D. Chaisson, 
(604)860-1200. 
INCOME OF OVER $50,000 
POSSIBLE• Wanted Master Li- 
censses for Northern B.C, - Con- 
tral Intedor Kootenays- Vancou: profession? Call The Auctioneer- 
ver Island-LowerMalnland. Tdo • i I Institute of Canada, 
Pizza frozen dough & sauce is [ ~ydminster, AB. (403)875- 
suppled to over 1S0 restaurants, 
beverage rooms, & hotels in Can- 
ada. Duets aspecisl processthe 
pizza dough will rise as it is cook- 
ing and is of the same quality as 
fresh pizza made daily in large 
pizzerias. A restaurant can buy 
the system for under $4,000 In- 
cluding oven. Investment re. 
i~utred $9,000-$15,000. For more 
formation call (604)921-739~• 
3,339. 
EMPLOYMENT WAHTED 
Young family of five earnestly 
desires to return to a healthy rural 
environment 1o live and work on 
fame/ranch and raise our children. 
Farming experience, construc- 
lion, logging and more. All situ- 
ations and areas  considered In- 
cluding workto purchase. Refer- 
ences (604)557-4748. 
FOR SALE MISC 
I ihting fixtures. Westem Can- 
i a's =ames= o~lay. Wholesale 
and retail. Free catalogue avail- 
able, Norbum Llghling Centre, 
4600 East Hastings St., Bumaby, 
B.C., V5C 2K5. Phone: 
(604) 299-0666. 
S & N Home Shopping dub, 
$I,000 ~ line guaranteed. 
Call now for l~eH~mmm~ aFpll- 
cation• (604)389.0W9, 3211 irma 
St., Vldoda, B.C,, VaZ3Fm., ,. 
Surrey, B.C. June 12, Rlldde 
Brae. Auctlemere re sel lng 50 
used forkli~ to highest bidder. 
Rough ternd~, pneumatic, solid 
tlme, 3000-250001~. ,  ~ di~ud, 
prepane, ebcldc. 
ATTENTION W1NE & BEER 
nlike~, W1NEARTInvilea you to 
eel now Ior yox mal order Inl~ or 
mtalolwe. O~lms over $~0, well 
iz,ypma0e• 1.e0o.6mzm2. in 
the Yukon please call: 731-4739. 
BUY FACTORY DIRECT, New 
14 wtdes and doublewldes deliv- 
ered, /ass bme ~ebct~ o( used 
homes. Noble Homes, Edmo, 
tonl AB, (403)447-2333. 
Laser Clinic- Foe stop smoldng or 
weight loss. Operate from home, 
earn $75 hourly. Full training and 
cedllicete provided. Investment 
$2,495. Call Mr. Taylor 
(604)538.3457. 
Thursday, May 17 
Brenda Joy Doxater was fined 
$300 and given a one-year driver's 
license suspension for driving with 
a blood alcohol content over the 
legal limit. 
Stephen Andrew Fehr was 
sentenced to three months in jail 
and placed on probation for one 
.... y..ear for impaired driving. Fehr 
. ,,,.w~ sentenced to four months in 
jail, to be serve~l. concurrent!y, on 
a second count of impaired.driving i 
and given, a 30-day concurrent 
sentence for .driving while 
prohibited to do so. 
Rose Clara McNeal was 
sentenced to five months in jail 
and given a one-year driver's 
license suspension for impaired 
driving. 
Wayne Harley Otteson was fined 
$500 and given a one.year driver's 
license suspension" for driving with• 
a blood alcohol content over the 
legal limit. 
Fridsy, May 18 
Edward David Clark was fined 
$50o for theft. 
Patrick Dan'cn Fxickson was 
~ned $300-for driving while 
prohibited by a court order. 
Roger Fehr was fined $250 for 
creating a disturbance in a public 
place. 
. John Andrew Eittelson was fined 
$500 for impaired riving. 
Leo Arthur Laplante was 
sentenced to 14 days in jail and 
given a one-yew driver's license 
suspension for impaired dflvlng. 
Stephen George Moore was fined 
$50O for impaired driving. 
Edwin Blaine Lefcbttre was 
given a six.month suspended jail 
sentence for committing mischief 
in relation to property. 
Alexander Wayne Peck was 
given a three-month suspended jail 
sentence for assault. 
Marvin Colin Stephens was fined 
$150 for theft. 
Daniel William Salmond was 
sentenced to 30 days in jail, given 
a one-year driver's license 
suspension and placed on 
probation for 18 months for 
driving with a blood alcohol over 
the legal limit. Salmond was also 
• sentenced to seven days in jail and 
placed on probation for one year 
for failu~p to comply with a 
conditi0n 0f recognizance. 
Tuesday, May 22: 
Henry John Haydon .was sen- 
tenced to 90 days in jail and given 
a one-year driver's license suspen- 
sign for driving with a blood 
alcohol content over the legal 
limit. 
• Thursday, May 24 
Clifford Noel Marcil  was f i~d 
$150 for illegal possession-of a 
narcotic. 
Panagopouios 2 for 1 pizza fran- 
chises "Pizza "Pasta "Chicken 
• Ribs. B.C.'s largest pizza fras- 
ddse. Proven results. Full t~ning 
and st4~0ort. Simple to operate. 
Excellent sites still uvallable. Call 
newl 1-859-6621 or 1-530-6618, 
Trampoline. Want a trampoline 
for your family thle summer? We 
want rqxesentatives In your 
area. Let's do fl together, Col 
Malty colect. Vancouver Tram- 
paine. (so4)sm~los. 
12 ~ 15 Ihomand tnl(B. 4 lh=u- 
~nd ready fur harvmt hi= 
year. Reason for sells0 - Old 
A~. ~1~,  1. 
For Just $165.00 you can 
idac~ a daullled ed in over 
100 newapa,6ere through- 
out B,C.& Yukon. For more 
Inlomlstlen call BCYCNA at 
(6O4) 669-9222, 
I I 
FOR SALE MISC 
Trucks, running or ports. 14 foot 
tralisr, solid. One ton trailer. Used 
lumber• Four truck boxes. 500 
g~londltsnk. Fordpam. Phone 
1-734-5711,1-732-9898. 
SLIMMER SPECIAL: Removable 
tattoos, attractive body accents, 
stays on for several days, norP 
toxic. Package of 25 0nly $4.95. 
Also water watches - $12.95; 
microwave leakage tester 
$12.95. To order: Rupert - Mel 
Marketing, 3753 Cardflt St•, 
Bomaby, V5G 2H1. (VISa/MC 
Accepted). 
For Sale 700 plus theatre seats• 
Very reasonable. Phone Vernon 
(604)549-1284 or 545-9778 eve- 
GARDENING 
THE ULTIMATE GARDENER'S 
STORE, 1,000's of products, 
greenhouses, hydroponics, huge 
book selection. $4 for catalogue 
full d money saving coupons. 
Western Water Farms, #103, 
20120`64th Ave., Langley, B.C., 
V3A4PT. 
Aluminum/Glaas Greenhouses 
and Soladums. Singb and double 
glazed, straight and curved save 
units. Phone or write for FREE 
BROCHURE: B.C. Greenhouse 
Builders Ltd•, 7425 Hadley Ave., 
Bumaby, B.C., VtE 2R1. 433- 
4220. 
HEALTH 
VITAMIN DISCOUNTS. Sinoe 
1973, ofledng high qusllty.lowast 
pdces on Vitamins, Minerals, 
Herbs, Body Building and Weight 
Loss, Supplements, Hair Treat- 
ment, Skin Care and More. FREE 
CATALOGUE. Write: VITAMIN 
DISCOUNTS, Dept.BC15, 260 
S.W. Marine Drive, Vancouver, 
B.C.,V5X 2R5. 1-800-663-0747. 
In Vancouver, 321-7000. 
Lose 10-29 Ibs/month. Safely. 
With revolutionary, natural, herb 
based, Doctor recommended 
Diet Disc Program• Balance ap- 
petite. Lose inches (cellulite). 
Call tog-free 1-978-3071. 
HELP WANTED 
Train to manage an Apartment/ 
Condominium c~Ttplex. The 
government licensed homestudy 
mrtHiostion includes free place- 
meal assletarme. Free brochure: 
(604)681-5456. Or: RMTI, 1120- 
789W. Pander, Vanoouver, B.C., 
v .tH2. 
Edikx required foe the Jasper 
Booster. Minknum two years 
experience prefemKI. Send res- 
ume wilh salary expootstions to: 
Jamer Bo=ter. Bex 940. Jmoer. 
AB, TOE lEO. 
~ i n y e r f o r  e n ~  
and ehmt goods, Must have own 
Ioob and truck. Mustbe reliable, 
immedi~ely, Call Custom 
~.Sa les  and Inetallation, 
HOUSEWIVES, Mdhem and In. 
terested persons needed Immedi- 
ately to ul l  toys and grits for Ha- 
:'= ,t Home Party Plan. No In- 
,,.ant. deliveries, or money 
colection, Call (519)258-7905. 
HELP WANTED 
OFFICE CLERK REQUIRED for 
"ord dealership in Upper Fraser 
Valley. Dealership expodence 
preferred. Apply In writing with 
resume to: BOx D-66, PJo The 
Chllliwack Progress, 45860 
Spodina Avenue, Chllliwack, 
B.C., V2P 6H9. 
Overseas positions. Hundreds of 
top-paying posltions• All occupa- 
tions. Attractive benefits. Free 
details: Overseas Emp(oyment 
Services, Dept. CA, Box 460, 
Mount Royal, Quebec, H3P3C7. 
LET'S GET BIZZYI Mutkmlgion 
dollar natlonel firm eesks 2 mpm- 
sontatives in your area. Candi- 
dates selected can earn up to 
~2,o00 wesk'y. Indivldua~ app~ 
iil0"shbuld be avalleble immedi- 
ately for placement. .Call 
(416)756-2111 or (416)756-7796 
for your contldentisl interview• 
IMMEDIATE OPENING for expe- 
denced past~updypesetter, wflh 
knowledge of Pagemaker• Cam- 
era knowledge an asset. Only 
those with above qualillcations 
need apply. Please phone Kathy 
or Doug at the TIMES, 463-2281. 
Qualified retail grocery person 
required. Must have experience 
ordering, stocking product. 
Butchering expedence an asset, 
but rm neosssary. Resume-Box 
5371 Haines Junction. yukon. 
Y1A 1LO. 
Entrants for The 1990 Search for 
B.C•'s Most Photogenic Female• 
1st Prize $10,000 cash + $10,000 
pdzes. Someone you know? 
send S.A.S.E. to: RULES, 1990 
search, Box 5055, Vancouver, 
V6B 4A9 or phons 733-6798 
(recorded message). Contest 
doses July 31. Sponsored by 
Tr~ Hudson's Bay. 
SERVICE TECHNICIAN - For 
Nodhem B.C. and Alberta to re- 
side In the Pdnce George area. 
To provide technical support for 
our dry kilns and energy syslerns, 
QualHIcations are strong electri- 
cal or eisctronlce background, 
trouble shooting sldfls, enjoy 
people and be prepared to travel• 
Background in the Forest Prod- 
ucts Industry an asset but not 
mandatory.send resume to eel- 
ton Fabdcatiort Ltd., 19087-95 
Ave, Surrey, B.C., V3T 4W2. 
WANTED: 99 people to lose 10- 
291~, In 30 clays. We payyou• 
Doctor recommended• Call tolk 
free 1-078-3074. 
WANTED: Ovemei0htpeop~ to
IDa up to 251~ padres:rod mm 
extra $$3. 100% natural. Fuly 
gU~,,nl~Kl, TofMme 1-ff/6. 
Kamloope Thla Week, a hdoe- 
w~,ly ~mmu~/n~q=mw, Is 
Icok~ for an expemmo~ Ac- 
ooum Exoeutlve. Sand compble 
resume to" Kamloope This Week, 
#11-319 Victoda ~., Kemlcops, 
B.C,, V2C 2A3, Aitn: D~n 
Moores. 
II 
NOTICE 
Horse Racing - June 3D/July 1. 
Thoroughbred and Quarter 
Homes. Pari-Mutuel Wagering. 
PRINCETON SUNFLOWER 
DOWNS. For more Information 
write: P.O. Box 540, Pdneeton, 
B.C., V0X lW0. 
JOIN THE REFORM PARTY OF 
CANADA. Annual membership 
$10.00. Contributions welcome. 
Send to Reform Party of Canada, 
P.O. Box 15387, Vancouver, 
B.C., V6B 5B2. For further larD, 
ceg 688-8095. 
REAL ESTATE 
Kamloops and Area 
Write for in fonnst ion~s  
guideto: Inland Realty,~32Sey- 
mour St., Kamlcopo, B.C., V2C 
2G,?.. Attn: PropertyCoordinator. 
Phone: (604)374.3022• 
RELAX COUNTRY LIVING. 
1,5,10 acre lots. Water, hydro, 
telephone, Aver view and Aver 
front. 30 mlleswestof Kamloops. 
Call collect: (604)373-2282. 
SHOPPING CENTRE 
$1,625,000. Triple net bases. 
Mtge. $1,145,000 at 10 7/8%. 
Inoome $180,000. For dstalb od 
Gordon or Mae Molr, 1-(403)932- 
4599. 
REAL ESTATE AUCTION for 
Phoenix Millwork Canada Ltd., 
Sat. June 16,1990• Valemount, 
BC. Spectacular view lots and 
acreages. Pdme, commercial 
and Industrial lots• Excellent in- 
vestment opportunity. NI agents 
protected. Approximately 130 
total acres offered. Contact: 
Rodger Paterson, (604)569- 
2719. John Petemon, (604)566- 
4438. sekura Auctions, Ron, 
(403)542-4337. 
By owner - 2.6 acres, small or- 
chard, reservoir, 3 bedrooms, 2 
fireplaces, valley & Olympic Mtn. 
View, 2766 Island View Rd., 
Saanlchton, B.C. For appoint- 
ment 652-1421. $229,000. 
SERVICES 
Major ICBC and injury claims• 
Joel A. Wener, trial lawysr for 21 
yearn. Call collect, (604)736- 
5500, Vancouver. If noreoovery, 
nofee• No Yukon enquiries. 
"ICBC offered me $3,500• CanDy 
Linde got me $190,000•" G•N., 
Ald~eford.  '.aw otflces ot Carey 
Undo, Vancouver 68,1-77ge. 
Serving clients throughout B.C. 
for 18 yearn. 
• . lrRAVFd. 
Jofning our Immatiomd Trawl 
ClUb ~11 ==re you up to lr~% oil 
hotel, aiders, ~ 
"wide. Free delaik: J.F.D. Be= 
67672 Stn.O, Vanmuver, B•C., 
VSW3V2. ' 
WANTED: ~ =JKaor 
wishes to purcha~ okler 
Mcorcrolt 
any tea or dinner esnticee made 
by ldoq'cmlt or Maclnlyre. Col 
collect: Vlctoda (604)658-2895, 
(eo4)~12. 
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CLASSH~IED AD RATES. 
4535 Greig Ayenue, 
Terrace, B.C. vgG 1M7 
Phone 635.7840 
All classified and classified display 
uds mast be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mustercard, except for es- 
lab,sbed business nccounls. When 
phoning in ads, please have your 
card number and expiry date ready. 
DEADLINE FOR 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
10 a,m. Tuesday 
DEADLINE FOR CLASSIFIED 
DISPLAY ADS 
5 p.m. Monday 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 20 words 
per week, plus 20¢ for each addi- 
tional word per week. All CAPITAL 
or boldface words are $1.00 extra 
per insertion. $2.00 extra for box 
service (plus postage if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the fourth 
ad FREE, Four regular classified 
word ads for the price of three. Sav- 
ings of $4.50 or more. Prepayment 
only. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$5.75 per column inch. Minimum of 
one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS 
$10.00 per week. Non-commercial 
use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES 
$%00 per column inch per insertion. 
Minimum one inch. 
Terms nnd Conditions: Advertise- 
ments should be read on the first 
publication day. We are not respon- 
sible for errors appearing beyond the 
first insertion. 
Agreement: it is agreed by any 
display or classified advertiser e- 
questing space that the liability of 
the paper in the event hat errors oc- 
cur in the publishing of any adver- 
tisement shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for 
the portion of the advertising space 
occupied by the incorrect item only, 
and there will be no liability in any 
event beyond the amount paid for 
such advertisement. 
I TOLSEC CANADA INC. is 
now accepting applica- 
tions for the positon of 
• " 1~ ~ NORTHWEST 
, ,~L,, ,, \ ~ ~  COMMUNITY  I 
~ COLLEGE :)/:'~ /iii,} I 
is a growing, vibrant; Multi-Campus, Post-Secondary ~I~ [ 
Centre with approximately 2,500 students enrolled in ftdl~.time':" ~1 
~ programs. We are seeking the following:" . ;  .... 
To instruct 1st & 2nd year university credit courses in English. 
In addition, one of the following will bc required: FRENCH 
(fully bilingual) or PHILOSOPHY. This: is a temporary position 
commencing August 1990 to May 1991. A Masters Degree in 
an appropriate discipline is required. Teaching experience is an 
asset. 
To instruct students in our Early Childhood Education 
Certificate Program. This full-time position commences August 
1990. A Masters Degree in E.C.E. is preferred, with experience 
in the field of Early Childhood. 
Above positions are covered by the Collective Agr~meat between the Co l l i e  
and CUPE. 
We need the fight person to manage all aspects of our 
Aquaculture, Business Careers, Business Administration, :Health - 
and Trades programs. Reporting to this position will be full and 
part-time faculty as well as support staff. The successful 
candidate will have a proven ability in effective management, 
preferably with experience in business/industry and the 
Canadian College system. This is a management position. 
We offer a good benefit plan and a salary in the 
range of $44,000-$48,000. 
Please respond not later than June 8, 1990, 
~-usxr~ fi6USE soc~v 
I~OX 5~'~,  . .  . . 
t. 
"Em.~lmjer: Ksan.HouseSociety 
Looation: OSborne Home ~ ' 
Position: Program Coordinator 
Terms: Salaried position, 70 hours biweekly, complete benefit 
package upon completion of three month probationary 
period. Day shift, howet, er hours may vary as needs dictate. 
First aid certificate mandatory. 
Start Date: June 18, 1990 
Qualifications: 
Diploma or Certificate'in field of Social Services. 
Management experience an asset. 
Good knowledge and understanding of mental illness. 
Knowledge of medications and their side effects. 
Able to deal with stressful situations. 
Kn0wledgeof community resources. 
Resumes will be accepted until 4:30 p.m. June 15, 1990 and 
should be addressed to: Shelly Lachance, Executive Director, 
Ksan House Society, #5 - 3238 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C., 
V8G 2N4. 
PROFESS IONAL OPPORTUNITY  
CERTIF IED 
DENTAL  ASS ISTANT 
Required for progressive prevention oriented 
practice. Excellent remuneration and benefits 
with opportunity for personal and profes- 
sional growth and development through con- 
tinuing education. 
Apply with resume to: 
: : : Dr. JiD. Zucchiatti's Office ...... 
4623 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-2552 
I "11 I I I i II 
MANAGER REQUIRED 
for the Terrace Curling Association. The suc- 
. , ,  • 
with full resume and references to: 
TELE.RECEPTIONIST - DIRECTOROFmTuA-R~nlmr~ cessful candidate must have a backgroUnd 
approx. 20-30 hrs/weeK. " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' I " " " 
The successful a- - l icant  Northwest Community College, P.O. Box 726 with proven skll .s In communication, account- 
will nn~qq thAPl~llow 5331 McConneU Street ing, public relations and general club opera- 
ww , , ,  p ,  vwvv , . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . .  " e V ' ing: T trace, B.C. 8G 4C2 t lons .  
• 1 year previous office ~ n wled e of refn r ti " . . .  ' A k o g . "ge a on, ice making or 
relates experience ~ r I - "~= . . . .  *'"-in" ~A =~,, A, gene a plant maintenance would be an asset. 
; °Pleasa'nt='~elephone ! ~:~'~ ~,  ¢r , ' , vo  ! • Th is ,  is, a part-time position from September to 
manner ] ~ _,__...,__~. . . . .  ~ I April on a yearly basis. Reply stating qualifi- 
lye withAbility_, thet°publicdeal effectiVe-ork '1[ ~ a  m a t e s ~ ° d s ' ' ° u  w,,, ue ,rive,yea ,n me manua, uuru,,u , ,nU,,must De'at nd.'U'UUU=U"aDle.prO-to I'l ' cat lens Curh ng" Club,andexpectedBox 247,salarYTerrace,range'tOB.c. Terrace 
• I-lexioillTy ZO W J ~ 1  ng_peri.odsof J .. . . , ,, . . . .  . , 
~ k ~ ~ : s u m e  I CASUA~ h~°~r~n°wleeq°gee~r'°ra'anaiwr'''~n~"gllsn I I 
:letter to: Tolsec Canada I • ~m~ s-~A ~ m ~  : , ;  -/1':-:.| • MinlmumQualification: a helor of LibraryScle ce. I. 
.Inc., 3238 Kalum Street, I ~ _ = ~ _  ~: , -  I. |:. Duties:responsibility for allaspects of children's services, in- | 
Terrace, .B.C., VSG 2N4. I ~ s  en~ . . i  | cludingprogramming for preschool.and school,age children, | 
Attention. Eeona Klein. I ~ . ~ l ~ " ~ "  [ i I public irelati°ns; acquisitions and cataloguing. I 
" . . . . .  I ~ ' " % : ~ . . "  I ;|: i Hours. a35 hour Week, Tuesday to Saturday, and one evening I 
• . ~ I ~ ' ~  ~.°~m; J I per week: . ,  -,, -. " • I 
• , , _ . , . . _ _ . ,   se or;a I | Salary:S28;000 ;:$31,000 perannum I 
! ,,.,,.,.,v,:,,. ! I excellent driving• I /C loe lng  Date: June 15, 1990 " I 
I Ma i rc l resser  wanzea  I I ~  in.the transporta- I | Please submit resume and references to: Ed CUrelI, Terrace I 
I~ l , , f , , l l  ÷im,~ in = I I tion Industry. I | Public Library, 4610 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C., . VSG ly6 . .  | 
:PART-T IM 
. . . . . . .  ' " ~ " " Employment Opportunity : r "~ 
If ou are interested in either ositlon, please forward your needed annroxim~tAIv P ,. r ' ' " ' ' ' " " I * 
i [ hours o-el" week-.'-Sendl I wire grow,ng, ue! lvery I . : 
I ~ ~ :  ~ ~: ; I  ~ ,  8B z4 3. Attention: ~'. _ . ~- / I  Business,. Must<have de. II . . . .  
resume to Hoyel uana. I ~~'H~I~' f '~^. .~ 1 I ~ ' - '  . . . . . .  - - "  . . . .  " -" - i :n  Branch 131 I pendable veh ic le . .Wi l l  ~ . . . .  
'; ~ I~~:kL '~; l~=' l  I • ~r  ~ • ~ T -~f"% ~, '1" ,  r - ,  ~lan..Leg o_ "venue Ter '1 ! - t ra in  and  supply:.-.C.B.. ~ 
• I t - .  I,,,; .i. ii. l. l 
..... I ~ ~ . ~  . . .  " ~ . . Z - . . , : , l ] ~  , . .  , . ,  . , , .  ,. ,, . .--I.. Closlng date juno  15,.J.l:o.ver, J9:.Phone:,S38..~9.1L~.i:: .:.~..:: ,:;~ 
I " ' "  '" ' : "  : ~"  " : " '  " ' " " " :  ..... "'%% "~" ' " "  s ' "' 
7 - CL,, 'SSIFIED.,, 
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FOR LEASE FOR SALE 
STORE FRONT/WAREHOUSE Dartrn0uth Moduline:Mobile Home: 3 months 
:,:~ LIGHT INDUSTRIAL : .  old; currently in Kemano. 924 square foot 
1,800 square feet at Pohle and Kenney. three bedroom. 14 x 70:ft. Asking $31,000.00. 
Sterefront with some office, 
washrOom, overhead doors 
and .gas heat. 
635-7.459 
FOR RENT 
Vacant 1 acre lot between 
Kalum Tire & Kondolas Furniture 
ALSO - -  CENTRALLY LOCATED 
8,100 square foot warehouse 
7,257 square foot warehouse - 3 phase power 
4,800 square foot heated building 
- 3 phase power 
DAVE McKEOWN 635-7459 
CANOE 
& BOAT 
RENTALS 
Wilderness 
Experience 
For more Information contact: 
Ken's Marine-4946 Greig 
1978 Datsun B210, 2.door, red in col- 
or. Asking $500. Call after 5 p.m., 
638-1541. 616c 
Pekingese puppies, six weeks old. 
$250 each. Phone 639-9551. 616p 
1987 Jstta GL, like new, sun roof, 
power steering, 37,000 kms. Asking 
$10,500 OBO. Phone 635-3434. 816p 
14-ft. Hoble Cat with trailer. $2,000. 
Phone 847-3007. 6120p 
Two single beds, one captain's bed 
with bookcase headboard, $75 each; 
one antique hutch, $200; Kelvlnatof 
self-cleaning stove, $350; chestnut 
brown Coldspot frost-free fridge, 
$350. Phone 635-4614. 6113p 
1985 F-250.4x4 =A-ton, cassette, 
canopy, 4 new re-cap tires, dry box, 
good condition. Asking $8,500. 
Phone 635-4640 after 5 p.m. 6113p 
German Rupp fire volume pump with 
10 hp Brlggs & Stratton motor. Ask- 
Ing $800. Also assorted fire tools. 
PhOne 6354640after 5 p.m. 6113p 
New furniture available for purchase as an op- 
tion. 
Three Britco 10' x 24' Mobiles: complete with 
plan desks; one unit has a partition wall; elec- 
tric heat. Asking $8,600.00 each. All four trail- 
ers are currently in Kemano, but they can be 
shipped to Kitimat. 
For further information contact Glen Thorne 
at 631-4133: 
~i:-~:~ ; :  :,;..:.': ) .x 
M.V.  Pierce 37' Coastal 
Cruiser:. 130 HP diesel, an- 
chor winch, stove, radar, 
sounder, radio, BIR shower: 
Ideal family boat. Priced at 
$28,500, Phone 624-6448.... 
FOR SALE 
EXCELLENT REVENUE 
RENTAL HOUSING COM- 
PLEX includes a mix of 1, 
2, and 3 bedroom housing 
plus trailer pads on 2 
acres in Thornhill. Asking 
$225,000 Phone 635.4453. 
TERRACE DRUGS 
: (Nonhem •Health Cam) 
All store fixtures 
must be sold. Phone 
Allan Dubeau at 
635-7274 , .  . - ,  . . . . . . . .  
1988 
1987 
1981 
1980 
1978 
1978 
1977 
1977 
REUM MOTORS LTD. 
4521 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Telephone 635-2655 
Olds Calais, 2-door hard top, loaded 
PontlacSunbird, 4-door 
Cadillac Seville, 4-door 
6-cyl. Y=-ton pickup, 4-speed 
Blazer, mechanically good, some rust 
Cut-away 1-ton van 
Pontiac, 4-door, for pads only 
Ford T-Bird, 2-door, hard top 
110x220 comer lot In Thornhlll by 
golf course. Two-bedroom tral!er 
with addition. Natural gas and hot 
water tank, wood stove. Asking 
$32,000. Serious Inquiries only. 
Phone 638-8489. tfnc 
OI l  ¢~wlnlbe ash: Rheem 40 
gallon electric hot water tank, $150; 
Beach 66,000 BTU oll furnace, ap- 
proved for mobile home, 125 gallon 
fuel tank with shout 30 gallons of 
fuel oil, offers. Call 635-4810. tfnp 
FOR SALE: 1982 14x70 Peclfica, 
skirted with vinyl, five appliances, 
better than average oondltion. 
Boulderwood Trailer Park. Phone 
Mary at 638-0800 or 638-1182. tfnc 
1985 Toyota 4-runner SR5, zlebarted, 
sunroof, like new condition, extras. 
$14,000 OBO. Phone 624-4691. 6/6p 
LOST - -  from Braun Street area, 
new men's 15-speed Krane moun- 
tain bike, blue and white. Reward for 
return. Phone 638-8217. 6/6nc 
LOST -- choker necklace, 16", 
white/yellow gold, in Hanky Panky's 
between 10:30 p.m. and 12 midnight. 
Reward offered. Sentimental 
reasons. Phone 639-9753. 6/6nc 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 1985 Chrysler Daytona turbo, 2-dr. 1979 GM crew cab' H A P P Y  "40th"  
Phone:635-2909. hard top, low mileage, AMIFM 1981 GM 1/=-tondlesel pickup 
L f stereo, 2.8 Iltre engine, excellent 
condition with transferable war- Recreational vehicles " 
- ' '  - rantv $8,600 OBO. Phone 635-3565 I .~na  D A L E  I ]~ I ' in l ] I ' ] ' ]~TTA|~ ! af ter  ~ p.m. 6127p 1978 25-ft. Winnebago, model C25 (clean, new tires, 
batteries . $20,995. " 
! ,°'"~-n"A n ' "  -~,,L~,r,r~,~,-,,,,r," . . . . .  i 21-fl. Campion boat. Almost new, 1974 24Lft. Winnebago, 20-ft. awning, 3,500 power unit, Love  Morn  & Dad & 
i ,RLr.,~JK I1~1 I1~ I new motor. $350. Phone 638-8795. loaded(cleen) $14,500. Dean & Joan & Paui • I 6113p • 19732~ft: Vanguard travel trailer, T25 $ 4,85O. 
! Centrally-!ocated,-.. clean, I' ~ lot in Thornhlll area. Will .8-ft. camper $ 950. 
| quiet, security,i l l ,room, on- |  -trade for truck, car,or recreational • . . . . .  , 
I~= =,.as~.,:.si~o.s,'o.cl ~. . :~ ._"=.~.vo '~r~,~T°~er  ' . . . . . . .  llllll l l I , l 
• . . . . .  .- ' f • l~one l~l.-~lffa2(owner W, " • i * ' , - 
I bedroom. . un!ts L .lau.d .y [,;. race.first Mlek ln dune) or 463-6540 . . . . . .  CEOAR S lO ING , . . 'Great  Invm;tmem. : FRED& MILOREO 
If=mti=s an([ p~r. k~s. • ,-.-.i: .;: : ..... "' ..... ,.... : ~'..: BENARD-  ' 
I .... ..Jee~m~ .,.. "i~ I ~mi l~.~meo. . : .~  ... : : .  Sel~-Hl~htK,mt-f - -1 ' I~-7 Chew Bet Air, . Congn l fu lo t lon l  
a ,~ ~,r~--=.=..:,.:, l" .=ru, thm,~-~"~.~: .  ~h = i ,~  "~ : excellrnt".condltlon, 
I : :  . . . . . .  : . . ~ . : .  .: a : ~ ,R /~.~m-~mt~,~e , . : _ .  el== op, one , . .~ , . .p r=u~ no. 1~ '- . :' :~  . . . .  I l~ lud lng  t l res ,  and  . on  your 
• . . " ....'-,- '. TmNes ; . . . . . . . . . . . .  w.h~°aRl~rr°n'wm-BodY'~°P .~d..~l.;a°°-~L~ne~'~87~'~0p " : , , . : . .  . . . . . . . .  , . .  , ~-~:cMi~:?. ; : - i "~ .  i .:rlms..-.Asklng :$7,500, . _.2$TH WEDDING 
dnga In floor for frame re~- t  re,., "lllfft$t'lt"akyllukStt~Mmetlrmmf"~ t - s ~ "  " " '•" :  -~Ot~,~rF~i Posts.: . . .  .'1 UCK~" " o r  . . . .  r 5 " proof palntatorage. Locatedat4526 trallei.. Hitch i,cluded. Excellent ~---.-- . " ~:  cast a t te  _ _ _ _  
Gretg Ave. , . l e r rsml .  iPnone~z~oo, c0ndltlon;-~ $10,000, firm,-. Phone, . " ~. .~ ' . ,  ' - p ,m.  638 ,1541. .  . . . . . .  
" tfno 638.O793.. " 6/131) " . . Ix6, Ixll, lxi0 ....... Met.erlal . , " , 
1973 Ford CalXl~2,door, V6 motor, 
blue, $400;: 1076" 'FOr"  Toting Bite, : 
2-door, 400 motor, blue,$400;Phone 
635-5102. 8/6p 
1.68 acres overlookingSkeena River, 
water, power and septic, located on 
north side of Sksena River In Usk. 
Phone 338.1685 in Courtney. 6130p 
• Plrle 
lX4 lx§ . . . . . . .  • Cottonwood 
2x4, or x6, or x8...,Cedar & SPF 
• lX3 . . . . . . . .  • Hemlock 
C0mpetative Pricesf 
DEPENDABLE LUMBER 
Box '7 
Hazelton, B.C. 842-5660 
1979 Ford t/e-ton. Has canopy and 
running boards. $2,200. Phone 
635-7996. 816p 
1 m;~IC~,GX,  Or.~wner, Iow- 
mlleagik maya gold, 5-speed, :sun 
roof, leather seats, cruise control, 
stereo and more. Asking $12,000. 
Will consider easonable offers. Call 
Don or Robin at 635-2964 evenings 
or weekends. 6/6p 
82'x120' lot for sale at the corner of 
McConnell and Munroe. Asking 
$31,000. Phone 635-3409. 6/6c 
1988 Suberu DL station wagon, 
15,000 K, excellent condition. Phone 
835-2212 or 838-1318. 6/6p 
Gas conversion sale: oll furnace and 
oll tank in working condition. Phone 
635-2655. tfnc 
1985 Buick Skylark, auto, lOB, air 
conditioning. $5,900. Phone 
635-6972.. 6/20p 
FOR RENT OR LEASE -- Were- 
house suitable for stem 'or shop;-.' 
14-ft, door, 2,000 sq.ft. Located at 
4523 Grelg Ave, Terrace. Phone 
635-2655. tfnc 
Mobile home pad for rent. Phone 
635-4453. 6130p 
FOR RENT - -  On Queensway, large 
2.bedroom sure, natural gas heat 
and hot water, frldge, stove, garbage 
pick-up Included. $425 per month. 
No pets or children. Phone 835-2637 
evenings or weekends. 018p 
Newspaper oll ends from $5 to $25, 
depending on size. Phone 635.7840. 
. . . .  tfnp 
1979 23.ft. Security motorhome, 460 
motor, propane stove and oven, pro- 
pane furnace, 3-way frldge, stereo, 
air conditioner In front, and C.B. 
Good shape. Asking $18,500. Phone 
635-2467. 8130p 
Mul t i . fa r "  . . . . . . . . .  ' -  10 a.m. 
Saturday SORRY, Isk com. 
munlty ! CANCELLED J. stereo, 
antique . ,.,.., "'LY ,o much 
more. Tz u,mllk.~W ..... shments. 
Phone 635-3487, 616p 
Mo4ern Methaphys ic t -  
under-standing" for our 
time - -  Readings by ap- 
pointment. Phone Laurel 
- -  635.7776. 
Northern Assonlatlon of Injured and 
Disabled Workers -- anyone having 
problems with obtaining your ..... 
disability pensions or awards from 
CPP or WCB, please contact. 
635.5057 between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m,; 
" '. " ,i 6120p ..... 
A14 
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Min is t ry  o f  Fores ts  
is offering a 
3.Day Course 
at 
Northwest Commnni ty  College, Terrace, B.C. 
J une  19th,  20th  & 21st  
8 :30  a,m. - 4 :30  p.m. 
Course Fee: $50.00 
Requirements for course: 
Proof of previous flreflghting experience and 
formal flreflghttng training, eg. basic t~e aup~ession certification 
Register today: N.W.C.C., Terrace Campus, 
5331 McConnell Avenue 
(]Doctor's Certificate required with registration} 
DEADLINE FOR REGISTRATION IS JUNE 15th .  
I NOTE: You must have all documentation i
I place BEFORE registration. 
Preference will be given to applicants having first aid 
certification, t ime keeping or Forest Industry experience. 
Kalum Family Day Care has open- "~i 
ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. I Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time or drop-in available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 a.m. 
T.hursdays from 10 a.m. to 12 noon. 
The Cupboard is located in the 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency inquiries can be 
made in between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635.2122 or 
635.7941. tfn 
Pregnant and need help? BIRTH- 
RIGHT can assist you with free preg. 
nancy testing, maternity and baby 
clothes. Many other services - -  all 
free and confidential. Call 635-3907 
ANYTIME. 6/13p 
Looking for property In the Nass 
Valley, preferably with river front- 
age. Please reply to File 108, c/o Ter- 
race Review, 4535 Greig Ave., Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 1M7 6/30p 
Will babysit in my home during the 
summer holidays. Phone 638-1209 or 
635-6162. 6/30p 
Will do house cleaning. Phone 
638-1209 or 635-6162. 6/30p 
! .  
If you don't know 
what's going on, 
things go on 
without you. 
I read the 
Terrace Revie  
," ~ , ,  
THANK YOUS 1 
We would like to thank Dr. Redpath, 
Dr. Asante and the nurses at Mills 
Memorial Hospital, Rev. Stan Bailey, 
all family and friends, medivac team 
and children's hospital that sup- 
ported us during the loss of our son 
Kelly Thomas. Your kindness will 
never be forgotten. 
Tom and Lynn Straw. 
i n  ,m 
LAND TITLE ACT 
IN THE MATTER OF Duplicate 
Certificate of Title No. F3032 to 
Lot 6, District Lot ;369, Range 5, 
Coast District, Plan 3047, except 
Plan 8438 Parcel Identifier 
#012-406-406 
WHEREAS, proof of loss Dupil- 
cate Certificate of Title No. 
F3032 to the above described 
land, issued in the name(s)of 
Gordon Lindsay Little has been 
filed in this office, notice is 
hereby given that I shall, at the 
expiration date of two weeks 
from the date of first publication 
hereof, issue a Provisional Cer- 
tificate of Title in lieu of the said 
Duplicate, unless in the mean- 
time valid objection be made to 
me in writing. 
DATED this 16th day of May, 
1990. 
Terry Dinnell 
Registrar 
DATE OF FIRST PUBLICATION 
May 30, 1990. 
I I  J I I  
mattl~ews projects 
MATTHEWS PROJECTS INC. 
Suite 27-91 Golden Drive 
Coquitlam, B.C. 
• V3K 6R2 
Tel: (604) 942-0280 
Fax: (604) 942-8846 
invites all subtraders to 
submit pricing for: Hazel- 
ton Education Center 
prior to June 22, 1990. 
Mech. & Elect. bid 
through Bid Dep0sit0ry, ~ 
_ I I I - -  
NOTICE TO SURVEYORS, ROAD DESIGN CONSULTANTS 
AND CONSTRUCTION COORDINATORS 
The British Columbia Ministry of Forests is compiling a Province- 
wide eligibility list of qualified Technical Consultants and Technical 
Field Personnel who possess expertise in some or all facets of 
survey and road design and construction pertinent o Forest Service 
Road (F.S.R.) projects. At this time, interested parties should request 
a "pre.qualiflcation" information package containing instructions to 
applicants and application forms. Please note that only consultants 
with In-house expertise and experience field technicians will be con- 
sidered for any of. the categories listed: 
: Reconnaissance for Route Survey; 
: Road location Survey and Computerized Road design~ 
: Road ConstructlonlMaintenance equipment Supervision; 
: Road Construction/Maintenance Contract administration; 
: Full Construction/Maintenance Project Management. ` 
It should be noted that all candidates on previous existing eliglbliity 
lists must re.apply for pre.quallfication and should also request an 
Information package. Applicants that desire to qualify for com- 
puterized .road design assignments must also request a "Road 
Design Test Package." 
All interested parties should direct their requests for an information 
or road design test package to: Ministry of Forests; Engineering Si)c- 
tlon, Timber Harvesting Branch, 1450 Government Street, Victoria, 
B.C. vaw 3E7, Telephone:~ 387.5024 Fax: 387-6445. Attention: Mr. 
Glenn Moore, P. Eng.,-Constructlon Engineer 616c 
I 
Re: Invitation to Contractors 
Sealed bids will be received by 
the undersigned for CONSTRUC- 
TION OF HAZELTON EDUCA- 
TION CENTRE in Hazelton, B.C. 
for School District No. 88. 
Bids will be received on or before 
1990 June 22 by 15:00 hours 
Pacific Time at the office of the 
Secretary-Treasurer for School 
DistrlctNo. 88. (Not 16:00 hours 
as previously stated.) 
The Secretary.Treasurer 
School DistrictNo. 88- -  Terrace 
3211 Kenney Street, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 3E9 
Fax: (604) 635.4287 
~. '~ 
~NU 
CIASSFINS 
North Coast Road ~ , ~  
Maintenance Ltd. "~~ 
4544 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, British Columbia 
V8G 4V1 
(604) 638-8300 
Fax (604) 638-8306 
TENDERS 
TERRACE CONTRACT AREA: 
Terrace and Thornhill Area. 
Project or Job Description: 
Highway Surface Treatment-- ~ 
The tender sum for this project is 
to include applicable federal and 
provincial sales tax. The lowest 
or any tender not necessarily ac- 
cePted. 
Tender Opening Date/Time: June 
15, 1990 at 2:00 p.m. 
Surety Bid Bond or Certified 
Deposit Cheque is not requried. 
Tender documents with envel- 
ope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail- 
able free of charge ONLY from 
NORTH COAST ROAD MAIN- 
TENANCE LTD., 4544 Lakelse 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4V1 
between the hours of 8:30 and 
4:30 p.m. (closed from 12:00 to 
1:00 p.m.) Monday to Friday, ex- 
'cept Holidays. 
Tenders will be opened at Main 
Office, North Coast Road Main- 
tenance Ltd., 4544 Lakelse Ave- 
nue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 4V1 at 
June 15, 1990 at 2:00 p.m. 
Clarence Baker 
Operations Manager 
I I  I 
I I 
MINES ACT 
Notice Pursuant to Section 7 
Take notice that Jim Marx of 
D.J.J. Enterprises Ltd. has filed 
with the Minister of Energy, 
Mines and Petroleum Resources 
a program for the protection and 
reclamation of the land and 
watercourses affected by the 
proposed Gravel Pit located at 
Stewa;t, B.C. 
Any person affected by or In. 
terested in this program has 30 
days to make written representa. 
tion to the Minister. 
I I I I 
FOR LEASE 
Skeena Mall Retail Store. 
Excellent traffic location. 
455 square feet. Good 
terms. Call collect: 
(604) 946-1116 (Vancouver) 
New LOS Home For 5ale  '~.~,,=o.~;:~.~o,,,,,~.-~._~?/ ~.~; Jx~,~, .  • ~'~.~ r. . . . .  ~ , , . .~ '~ '~ ~ . . . . . . . . .  ~'~.~.-~ :,#7,~ , -~.~.:  .;~ :':.~i~ :.:~ 
oy LUSSler Log Homes L t O . ~ ~ ' " " '  ~ :"%'=:~ 
1,200 square feet. 1 story, 3-bedrooms, 
full basement, double carport, gas heat, 
covered porch and sundecks. 
On ~/~ acres property with trees. 
Location: Spring Creek Heights Subdivision 
by Northwest Community College. 
Come and see our high STANDARD'of 
workmanship. Buy direct from the contractor 
and save thousands of dollars/ 
For more information phone: 635-7400. 
I II 
JOURNEYMAN 
ELECTRICIAN 
Applications for the position of Journeyman Electri- 
cian are invited at Alcan's Aluminum Smelter in 
Kltimat, B.C. 
The successful candidate will be a qualified journey- 
man electrician with a B.C.T.Q. or an Interprovinclal 
ticketl with a minimum of two years industrial ex- 
perience in maintenance. 
A background on 600v distribution systems and good 
trouble shooting skills. P.L.C. experience would be an 
asset. 
An excellent compensation and benefits package, in- 
cluding relocation assistance Is offered. 
If Interested, please submit your resume including ex- 
perience and copies of certificates no,later than 22 
June 1990 to: Mr. Ron Boston c/o A lan  Smelters'and 
Chemicals Ltd., P.O. Box 1800, Kitlmat, B.C., VSC 2N2. 
Tekm~,=m. (604) S=~SN. 
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bl p Profita e cleanu 
Three. Northwest schools have Deep Creek. He says they're look- 
tallied up the final results of their 
spring cleanup fund-raising efforts, 
andas  a result Norlh Coast Road 
Maintenance ,has written them 
cheques .toialling $3,450. r 
The Caledonia Kermode Boys, 
basketball team topped the list by  
collecting.257 bags of litter; 38 
tires and !'unclassified large pieces 
of:refuse" to earn $1,770 . Accord- 
ing to Kermodc coach • Cameron 
MacKay, his crewworked hard in 
cleaning up the highway from the 
Hwy. 16/37 intersection to New 
Remo and Kalum Lake Drive to 
ing forward to more of the same 
this fall. 
Thomhill Junior Secondary stu- 
dents collected 192 bags of litter 
as well as a few tires, mattresses 
and television sets to earn $1,152, 
and Kitimat's Mount Elizabeth 
Secondary Junior Boys' basketball 
team grabbed 88 bags of garbage 
for $528, Kitimat didn, t quite 
finish their assignedtask, but 
according to coach Dan Striker 
they will be back on the road this 
fall to complete the job. 
All is quiet in Terrace. The only 
offenders reported to have been 
ar i~d by RCMP are two 
escapees' o f  the P.fince George 
RegionalCorrectional Centre. In a 
release last week, Const. Don 
Oldham reported that Kenneth 
James Neufeld, 21, and Douglas 
Glen Petemen, 30, were arrested 
Police report 
arid.charged with the early morn- 
• ing armed robbery of the Northern 
Motor Inn which occured at 3:50 
a.m. on May 11. According to 
O!dham, the two were "unlawfully 
at large" at the time of the robbery 
and were both sentanced io three 
years in jail for their crime. 
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IT'S NOT AS BAD AS IT LOOKS; This scene is from the zone first aid competition held in Terrace 
May 26. The Eurocan team earned the right to compete at the provincial finals this month,, and the 
Terrace ambulance crew came in second. 
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'Business as usual' after fire 
the blaze is currently under invest- 
igation. 
At 9:40 p.m. Monday, the Ter- 
race Fire Department responded to 
a report of a fire at the Terrace 
Sanitary Landfill. The fire wasn't 
serious, says Halvorsen, but it did 
require considerable time for fire- 
fighters and a cat operator to extin- 
guish the blaze. Halvorsen says the 
fire was set illegall},. 
About 20 minutes later, Terrace 
firefighters were called out to a 
reported home fire at Sparks and 
Haugland. Halvorsen says neigh- 
bouts had the fire pretty well 
under control by the time they 
arrived, though, and minor damage 
was confined to a rear porch. 
According to I-Ialvorsen, the fire 
began in the bedding of the family 
pet which slceps on the rear porch. 
He says there is no explanation as 
to how it began. 
A major fire could have occumd 
in the 4600 block Lakelsc Ave. 
Monday night if it had started later 
in the day, according to Terrace 
assistant fire chief Per Halvorsen. 
Halvorsen says they were called to 
the rear of Terrace Travel at 5:O1 
p.m. Monday to 8xtinguish a blaze 
that had apparently been inten- 
tionully set near an outside an 
wall. The blaze was contained, 
says Halvorsen, but even a fifteen 
minute delay and Terrace Travel, 
as well as a few adjoining buildi- 
ng,  might have been destroyed. 
According to Halvorson, the fire 
started near the.base of a wooden 
wall between Terrace Travel and 
Uptown Girl Fashions. He says the 
cement block wall of the neigh- 
bouring building prevented the 
flames from spreading but that the 
fire had already burned inside the. 
wooden wall of Terrace Travel to 
the roof and could easily have 
spread from there. 
But the majority of the damage 
was confined to the roof of Ter- 
race Travel. George Clark, ~ 
owner/manager of Terrace Travel, 
says there the roof may have to be 
replaced but credits firefighters for 
almost no damage inside the build- 
ing. 
'~lt's business as usual," Clark 
said Tuesday Morning. He says 
flmflghtem placed protective ,tarps " 
over computer equipment almost 
inlmediateAyand interior damage 
was confined to only a,few' spots 
o~ the, carpet ;.which can, easily ,be., 
Hallamm-:atiys, a.::neighbOut~i'ng, ,,! 
b~ber~"~Itop:-i~nd':,~tow.~:;OUl~~ I 
F~hions did receive some smoke I 
da~nage; howcvc reand tile cause :of ' - i  
i 
"A HEALING WEEKEND FOR ADULT 
CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS" 
with JUNE MacGREGORY 
June 8, 9 & 10 
at Northwest Community College 
Friday: 7 p.m. - 10 p.m. 
Saturday: 9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Sunday: 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
Cost:. $601for the weekend 
Register at Northwest Counselling Centre 
4711 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
School District #88 
(Terrace) 
NOTICE . . . . .  
r 
Beginning in May land ending 
in October, 1990,,;grass., fer-: 
" "d  tO: - ,ati. :tilizer. will be ie 
..playingfield..s ii Terrace 
i,i a-nd :'ii',;T,hOr-n;fi i l I I 
77.i . ,; I ' ' 7 ; ; '  
Terrace 
Mtnor 
Baseball 
CHOCOLATE BLI'I-Z - -  June 4-11, 
Terrace and Thornhill area 
Scorekeepers are still needed. If you can help with 
some of your child's games, call Anna Lang at 635- 
2152. 
ARIES A short vacation trip can be interesting and a 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 welcome change from the daily grind. Enjoy the 
beauties of nature. 
TAURUS The community needs the kind of leadership you 
Apr. 2B-May 20 can give, but you must let your public know what 
you are capable of. 
GEMINI Income and earniags are of prime concern. Mak- 
May 21-,lune 20 ing a hasty business move could put a surprise 
twist o the picture. 
CANCER Don't let a chance to gain slip by. Favorable 
June 21-July 22 aspects promise peace and prosperity inthe days 
ahead. 
LEO Catch up on homework and clear away all the 
July 23-Aug. 22 unfinished business you've been meaning to get 
tosomeday. 
VIRGO It can do no harm to become active once again 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 in your social circle. An important someone is
standing by. You've been missed. 
LIBRA Your career takes off in a new direction. A dig 
Sept. 7.3-Oct. 22 ferent attitude prevails in your contacts with the 
important people. 
SCORPIO A thirst for knowledge could find you on the 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 highways and byways looking for the secrets of 
life. 
SAGll'I'ARIUS Such things as wills, insurance, taxes, legacies, 
Nov. 22-De¢. 21 are spotlighted, and your participation is a factor 
in their success. 
CAPRICORN Dealings with a close associate could be very try- 
Dee. 22Jan. 19 ing. Are you expecting too much from one on the 
other side? 
AQUARIUS: You may find yourself in the role of chief assistant 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 to one who really needs ahelping hand. 
PISCES Be realistic about time and energy devoted to 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 purely pleasurable pursuits. Also take a reading 
on the cost involved. 
i i ii 
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The girls are way out front but the guys are not in sight.. •and there's a good reason. The guys can't • tie a knot 
and the rope tied to their vehicle in the Caledonia MOGA Madness "Car Pull" last Thursday afternoon came 
undone. They guys got even, though. The girls conceded in • fairness to a second running of the race •and, 
Winded by the first running, lost the match. MOGA (Most Outrageous Group Activity) Madnessis a annual event 
where students across Canada try to prove they are the "maddest" in the• land. 
Rupert tops fitness challenge 
Terrace may only be second best, 
but we're still one better than 
IGtimat. 
Prince Rupert literally ran away 
with the 1990 Tri-City Fitness 
Challenge trophy by encouraging 
or intimidating a full 58 percent 
(9,165) of their 15,755 residents to 
rally to the cause. This bettered by 
far the 38 percent (5,561) of Ter- 
race residents who took part bat 
Kitimat with only 3,418 healthy 
residents came in with a dismal a 
30.5 percent showing. 
The Terrace Review crew is 
anxiously awaiting the results of 
the corporate challenge but those 
results won't be announced until 
Friday during a spcqial luncheon 
with plaques and ~prizes... and 
presumably some food. Probably 
health food. We're not going to 
divulge any numbers right now but 
we can tell you our health-crazed 
staff unloaded 24 tons of newsprint 
and held a soccer(?) match during 
their break. There were no injuries. 
THANK YOU 
l '  
• s . " - .  
To all those business's who donated various 
items for the "Mickey Mouse" Fun Fair 
held on Saturday, May 26, 
at Netty Olson Pre-school. 
Thanks go to McDonald's Restaurant, 
Northern.Drugs, Terrace Aquatic Centre, 
Safeway and Trigo's 
From the parents of Netty Olson Pre-school 
The DR. R.E.M. LEE HOSPITAL FOUNDATION 
is hosting a 
I IGALA EVENING AND AUCTION I Saturday, June 16, 1990 , - 
6:30 p.m. / "  -)I 
(~ Inn of the West Banquet Room I ~ J 
I $50.00 per person ~ 
ax deductible receipt will be i , /~  (aS ,~  ,, sued) 
The evening includes a 4 course gourmet meal, 
Guest Speaker- Mr. Roy Vickers 
. and over 30 uniqu, e auction items,. 
RoY V,ckers, World famous artist, has been ¢o mmiss ,oned b '  . , , y 
: the  Foundat ion to' produce a pmture of the Terrace:area.  
' '  M'r. Vickers wi l l  Unveil  his picture, .... 
1 ' ent i t led  'Kitselas', dur ing the evening.  
, .  , ,  Two umITeo EOmON pmNrs wlLL a "A CTIONED, r 4 ', 
' "P r0ceeds f l ' °m' theeven ing 'and  the sale of Mr, Vicker sprintswil l ,g0 : i  
• " . tow al, d§tlielPu, rdhaseof a C.T.S0aqrier f0rMi!lslMemorlal Ho'spil~al. : 
p i 
I , 
• . . ' . ". 
¥ 
. ,,For,::further,information ~and/or t ickets ca l l :  . ; : . :  ' . :  .... ., J . .  
" :  :' ' ' . . . . . . . . .  • t ' • Mi l l s  Memoria l  Hospital: ;  638-4021 • 
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AFTER 30 WEEKS in an innovative new education program, 
these Pathways graduates emerged with new skills and confidence 
at a commencement ceremony May 24. The event was attended by 
about 150 people, and the grads received congratulations from 
federal and provincial political representatives, the Canada Employ- 
ment Centre, and the Kermode Friendship Centre. 
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Pathways open for grads 
by Betty Barton 
Last week the president of the 
Kermode Friendship Society, 
Terry Brown, said, "We're 
making history again!" 
six local Indian nations - -  the 
Tahltan, Tsimshian, Gitksan, 
Haisla, Nisga'a and Haida. 
One hundred fifty people at- 
tended the graduat ion 
ceremonies and dinner held at 
the Inn of the West. Included in 
the guest list were  host 
employers who had assisted the 
students with work experience or 
advise during their school term. 
The graduating students were 
Irma Karlick, Vivian Wright, Ed 
McKay, Elmer Clayton, Kim 
Good, Angela Robinson, Bill 
McDames, Barnard Burney, 
Chester MacPherson, Sandra 
Fifi, Peter Dennis,iMelana Bazil 
and Mabel Abou. 
Pathways director Ron Jacobs 
proyided a short history of the 
program. From 1983 to 1987, 
the Kermode Friendship Centre 
ran an employment program for 
women. In four years, they had 
TERRY BROWN: Making over 100 students graduate. In 
hl~ory agiin. 1987/88, Canada Employment 
• ! ' .... and Immigration provided fund: 
• Brown was addressing the ing for consultation on a design 
first graduating class of the for the new program. And in 
eight-month Pathways'program. i989; they applied for program 
"The i5 graduateshave come a funding through CEIC. 
long wa~, with their team spirit, The. 30-week Pathways pro- 
and determination. They will .gram commenced Oct, 23, 1989 " 
make us proud of. theireffo rts'.' 'tO give its' participants a better 
Brownlwent On to say:that the education to  go intothe Work 
grads: are' rei~resentative of  the: force.> Through academic uli-' ', 
grading via the Pathfinders com- 
puter program, life skills train- 
ing and job search technique, 
participants had the opportunity 
to begin the process of "finding 
a place for themselves in this 
community and a chance to be 
productive, active and partici- 
patory members of society,,' ex- 
plained Jacobs. 
The staff of the Kermode 
Pathways program included of- 
fice manager Flora Muldo, co- 
ordinator Ron Jacobs and life 
skills coach Jan Johnson. Jan, 
who will be leaving Terrace 
shortly, says, "It's like losing a 
family. We've all grown and 
developed with everyone's sup- 
port over the duration of the 
program.'" 
Jacobs quipped, "There were 
a few uncomfortable hiccups 
while the teething problems were 
worked out." But, he went on to 
say that the students had done 
the program proud. 
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The Terrace Co-op team won the Rookie division at the annual 
minor baseball tournament held on the May 26 weekend at Elks 
park. 
The Bambino division of the annual Terrace Minor Baseball 
tournament was taken handily by this team from Burns Lake. 
Lakers, Co-op top 
baseball tourney 
The weather could have been 
better, but it didn't bother 
minor baseball youngsters as 
they all turned out for the an- 
nual Terrace Rookie and Bam- 
bino Tournament on May 26 
weekend at Elks Park. 
Four teams competed on the 
Rookie (7-8-9)side while the 
Bambino division had five teams 
four local and one from 
Burns Lake. Bambino is the 
10-to-12 age group. 
Burns Lake brought an all- 
star squad and they breezed 
through to win the double- 
knockout Bambino side in three 
straight. 
• After earning an opening- 
round bye, the Lakers knocked 
off Overwaitea and picked up a 
title,game berth by sending 
Shoppers Drugs tO 'B' side. 
Shoppers then eliminated 
Overwaitea to move back 
against Burns Lake. In the 
championship contest, it was 
Burns Lake winning by an 18-3 
score. 
In the order of the eight Bam- 
bino games played, here's how 
they wound up ~ Shoppers beat 
Farko  in game one, then it was 
Overwaitea over McDonald's, 
followed by Burns Lake beating 
Overwaitea, McDonald's down- 
ing Farko, Burns Lake taking 
out Shoppers, Overwaitea over 
McDonald's, Shoppers eliminat- 
ing Overwaitea, and Burns Lake 
wining the final against Shop- 
pers. 
For the Rookie division, Co- 
op emerged as winners the hard 
way by losing their first game, 
then coming back and counting 
two victories over Northern 
Drugs for the title. 
Northern Drugs won 'A' side 
on wins over Co-op and Elks. 
Co-op dropped to 'B' after the 
Northern loss and beat out 
Petro-Can and Elks. 
Then Co-op faced Northern 
Drugs with the task of having to 
win two games. They took the ti- 
tle on a 14-3 victory in game 
one, then a sudden-death 22-6 
win in game two. 
Only one mishap occurred in 
the series. Shoppers' third- 
baseman Jeff Clark slapped 
down a hot grounder against 
Burns Lake. While lying on the 
ground in pain, Clark tossed to 
the plate to catch the runner 
coming home. 
An ambulance came to take 
the lad to hospital with that was 
suspected to be a dislocated 
knee. 
I 
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The Scores A re... 
Terrace Men's SIo,pitch 
W L PeT GBL 
Terrace Inn 5 0 1.000 - - - -  
SKB Molson 6 1 .857 - - - -  
Westpolnt 4 2 .667 11/= 
Rudon 3 6 •.333 4 
Bill's Plumbing & Heating 3 6 .333 4 
Vic Froese Trucking 1 7 .125 51/= 
GAME SCORES --  
May 25 -- SKB 7, Westpoint 6 
Vic Froese 8, Westpolnt 6 
May 28 -- Terrace Inn 17, Rudon 8 
Bill's Plumbing 9, VIc Froese 8 
May 30 -- SKB 20, Rudon 6 
Rudon 9, Bill's Plumbing 8 
Terrace Speedway Stock Car 
Results - -  May 26 
Sportsman --  Trophy Dash, Heat, Main 
5, Ernle Perkins 
Hobby 'A' --Trophy Dash 
444, Phil Truscott 
Hobby 'A' - -  Heat, Main 
081, Brant McCarron 
Hobby 'B' - -  Trophy Dash 
927, Jules LeFrance 
Hobby 'B' - -  Heat, Main 
444, Mike Bourque 
Street 'A' - -  Trophy Dash, Heat, Main 
558, Dave Reinhardt 
Street 'B' - -  Trophy Dash, Main 
007, Fred Cline 
Street 'B' - -  Heat 
556, Dave Bruce 
'C' Class -- Hobby 
856, Connie Hanson 
Jamboree --  Sportsman 
5, Ernle Perkins 
Jamboree- Hobby 
081, Kerry Ross 
Jamboree- Street 
007, Leon Lefebre 
Results - -  May 27 
Sportsman - -  Trophy Dash 
66, Herb Quast 
Sportsman - -  Heat 
5, Ernle Perkins 
Hobby 'A' - -  Trophy Dash, Heat 
444, Phil Truscott 
Hobby 'B' - -  Trophy Dash 
081, Kerry Ross 
Hobby 'B' - -  Heat 
911, Phil Truscott 
Street 'A' -- Trophy Dash 
556, Dave Reinhardt 
Street 'A' -- Host 
007, Leon Lefebre 
Street 'B' - -  Trophy Dash 
366, Don Pearson 
Street 'B' - -  Heat 
007, Fred Cline 
'C' Class - -  Hobby 
856, Connie Hanson 
'C' Class - -  Street 
007, Jayllne Cline 
Terrace Scrub Softball 
Rosewood Rebels 23, Trirnllne 6 
Garfields 17, Castouts 14 
Underdogs 13, Dave's Plumbing 12 
French Connection 16, Woolworths 14 
Thunder 16, Kitselas Kypa 15 
Dairy Queen Alternates 20, Alkles 18 
R and R Express 12, Moonlighter Custom 10 
Blue Rental Blue Jays 21, Dave's Plumbing 15 
Northern Motor Inn 19, Hankys 17 
Blue Rental Blue Jays 35, French Connection 11 
Underdogs 24, French Connection 8 
Wilkinson 11, Kltselas KYPA 10 
Rosswood Rebels 17, Halrbusters Two 10 
Woolworths 16, Northern Motor Inn 13 
q 
I 
Zone Summer Games Girls' Softball 
Playoffs at Smithers, May 26 weekend 
Terrace Northcoast Ravens 16, Smithers Pharmacy 6 
Terrace Northcoast Ravens 28, Smithers Pharmacy 9 
(Terrace wins best-of-three series in two straight) 
Terrace Mixed SIo-pitch League 
East End Chevron 10, Brewmasters 2 
All Seasons Expose 9, Skeena Gravel 1 
All Seasons 5, Heavy Hitters 2 
Oldtlmers 14, Heavy Hitters 9 
Royals 19, Brewmasters 0 
Terrace Youth Soccer 
Under-14 division 
San.Berry 3, Rotary 2 
Bavarian Inn 6, Northern Drugs 0 
Rotary 14, Northern Drugs 1 
San-Berry 10, Bavarian Inn 4 
Under-12 division 
Northwest Sportsman 5, Finning 1 
Cedarland 3, Brady F.C. 3 
Bandstra 8, Sight and Sound 2 
Ladles' Softball League 
Dobbler's Dolls 18, A and W 16 
North Coast Rugby Union 
at Prince Rupert- May 27 
Terrace Northmen 16, Prince Rupert 0 
Terrace Minor Baseball 
Junior Babe Ruth division 
Spee-Dee 9, Kinsmen 8; Kinsmen 13, All Seasons 6 
Rookie dlHslon 
Northern Drugs 31, Petro-Can 6 
NorthwestMen's Fastball League 
el Keg Merchants 14, Cole Petroleum Juniors 0 
Wee Geordles 9, Northwest Oldtlmers 6 
el Keg Merchants 10, Tymoschuk Agencies 1 
el Keg Merchants 15, Oldtimers 0 
Terrace Men's Slo-pltch 
Terrace Inn 18, Rudon Rowdies 11 
Bill's Plumbing 9, VIc Froese 8 
Rudon Rowdies 9, Bill's Plumbing 8 
SKB Molsons 20, Rudon Rowdies 6 
Terrace Minor Baseball 
Peewee Glde' division 
Kinsmen 22, Cedarland 10 
All Seasons 5, Heavy Hitters 2 
Cedarland 16, Terrace Travel 15 
All Seasons 18, Kinsmen 16 
Terrace Men's  Soccer  
N.T.C. 4, SinJur Brlckmen 0 
Terrace Inn 3, Western Seaboard 1 
Skeena Hotel 11, Slnjur Brlckmen 2 
N.T.C. 3, Terrace Inn 2 
Scrub Softball Games 
accumulated by Finning team 
Finning 5, Garflelds 6; Finning 30i Castouts 25 
Finning 20, Wilkinson 11; Finning 13, Halrbusters 3 
Finning 17, Northern Motor Inn 6 
Finning 8, Dairy Queen Alternates 7 
Finning 15, Moon Lighter Custom, 12 
Scholarship for Callie Swan 
Terrace Caledonia high school's Callle Swan is among 30 B.C. 
winners of Nancy Green scholarships for athletic excellence, 
scholastic ability and leadership potential. These $1,500 honors 
are for use in furthering education at a B.C. university or college. 
Caille won her scholarship for her activity in the sport of 
badminton. ,: , 
"+ ' "  " : "  : " "  " . ," . ,  . .  T " ,  . - ..,, " . . . .  
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It was a vigorous response to this year's season-opening event for the Skeena Valley Runners' Club: 69 runners from around the 
region entered the five- and 10-K competition. " v~o by Eric Brorup 
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Spring rundraws 
the big numbers 
The skies were cloudy but that 
didn't detract from the Skeena 
Valley Runners' Club picking up 
69 entries for this annual five 
and 10-K event. Thirty of the en- 
trants were from out of town, 
with 50 overall in the longer 
10-K event. 
10-K results 
In junior under-19, Prince 
Rupert's Joe Nelson breezed 
across the finish line in" 36 
minutes, 51 seconds on the male 
side. Smithers' Peter Hynd was 
next at 38.11, followed by Ter- 
race's David Shepherd in 39.36. 
For the girls, Smithers' Anita 
Bush and Suzy Taylor were one- 
two in times of 45.29 and 51.42. 
Third was Marian Brlecic of 
Rupert in 55.33. 
The open category went to 
Dick Harrison of Smithers in 
34.06. He was followed by Rod 
Giles of Rupert (35.53) and Cur- 
tis Schreiber of Kitimat (36-49). 
Terrace's Sue Simpson won 
the ladies' side in 41.08, fol- 
lowed by clubmate Diana Wood 
in 44.54 and Rose-Marie Cheer 
of Rupert in 45.34. 
In masters 10-K, Terrace 
veteran Ed Ansems ran a 35.27 
for top position. Ray Leonard's 
37.42 gave him runnerup spot 
while Neil Fleischmann of Ter- 
race took third on 40.49. 
• The only masters female was 
Marilyn Earl of Terrace in 
49.20. 
5.K results 
Top three males for under-19 
five-K were Peter Douglas 
(Telkwa - -  17.14), Ryan Turner 
(Te lkwa-  19.35), and Greg 
Buri (Smithers - -  26.23). For the 
girls it was Megan Reid (Terrace 
- -  24.17), Joelle Walker (Ter- 
race) - -  26.35) and Erin Pettipas 
(Terrace - -  40.54). 
In the open 5-K, Rupert's Karl 
Stevens won in 20.33, followed 
by Jeroen Mol of Holland in 
23.35, and Deal McLay of Ter- 
race in 39.31. For femalerun- 
ners, Rupert's Mae Jong ran a 
22.57. Terrace's Carmel Smith 
was second (25.32) and clubmate 
Kathie Simpson third (31.31). 
The only masters five-K run- 
ner was Cathie Frezell of Ter- 
race in 32.04. 
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EDN ESDAY IS 
DIRTY SHIRT 
DAY 
Men's or Ladies' cotton b/end 
dress or business shirts expertly 
laundered. 
,,,, Only drive-thru In town 
,,, Best, most reliable and cleanest service 
, i  Drop off point at Thornhill Publ ic Market 
i ?i #a rb z  leanera 
mm 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. - Mondayto Friday. 
1 ' 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. - -  Saturday 
KIDDIE CORNER FROM THE POST OFFICE 
f)) 
Terrace 
Ij,lteriors Ltd. -4 
• .+, = ~ 635-6600 
"~ ~/ "A 1l the supplies you need" 
Exterior and interior paints 
Armstrong flooring • Harding carpets 
Sunworthy wallpaper 
ACROSS 
1 Pasteboard 
5 Vat 
8 Boutique 
12 Cookie 
13"1 
14 Tax 
15 Boyfriend 
16 Pole 
17 Actor Alan 
18 Tows 
20 Portrayed 
Miss Brooks 
21 Untie 
24 Giant 
27 Small amount 
28 Cha- _ _ 
31 Minerals 
32 Adjust 
33 Full or harvest 
34 Marry 
35 Iniquity 
36 Feline 
37 . . . .  of Cancer 
39 Tale 
43 NYcity 
47 Marco _ _ 
48 Every 
50 Swear 
t 2 i3 4 
12 
15 
lS I 
- -  i , 7 ; '  ' 
24 I 25 26 
N-- 
39 1 40 4t 42 
i 
s4 - 
~ i  Sill i i=JINIOINI 
i - l l  IlllltalVIl:llVl 7 Murphy,e.g. 
8 Celebrity 
9 Grip 
10 Ye __Shoppe 
11 Outline 
19 Long time 
~ ~ _ ~ 1 0  2gAle°  
22 Office worker   Iot%1; =,== ConsumeHaul 
v Ol.~lg[21_~laloluillnlvlale_l 25 Rage 
q 10I3D_I~I~INIONIOI ~ltalol 26 Mr• Koppel 
I~OTHq~NelnI.LIBdlUlVlOI 28 Armybed 
29 Burning 
51 Nomad 30 Some 
52 " . . . .  Abner" 32 _ . .  Walter Raleigh 
53 Ireland 33 Mr. Caine 
54 Zero 35 Pig place 
55 It is 36 Outfit 
56 WWlllanding 38 Pellets 
crafts 39 Bridge 
40 Bull 
DOWN 41 Buck heroine 
1 Ty _ _ 42 Housecoat 
2 Zone 44 Car rental 
3 " _._Window" 45 Twine 
4 Gen. MacArthur 46 Wonders 
5 Bodytrunk 48 Muhammad __  
6 Cardgame 59 Ignited 
9 10 tl 
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Agenda, set . . . .  for 
Mark's weekend 
It's Mark Fitzpatrick 
weekend in Kitimat start- 
ing this Friday night, with 
adults and children gather- 
ing for several events, to 
celebrate the city's famous 
goaltender with the NHL's 
New York Islanders. 
It starts with an invitational 
wine-and-cheese party Friday 
night with assorted elected ig- 
nitaries and hockey personnel in 
attendance. 
Saturday morning it's a 
special breakfast at Hirsh Creek 
golf club for Mark and guests 
(invitation only). 
Then Saturday at noon there's 
a motorcade down Haisla Hill to 
Tamitik starting at 12:30. It 
8mithers golf 
The l l th annual John 
Stephens Memorial Golf Tour- 
nament was held Tuesday, May 
29 at the Smithers Golf and 
Country Club. 
John Stephens was the health 
inspector in Smithers from 1968 
until his tragic death in 1978. He 
was an avid golfer and a very ac- 
tive member of the Smithers 
Golf and Cot.ntry Club. John 
was instrumental in getting the 
grass greens put in and he was 
always helping the junior golfers 
and the ladies' club. 
The Smithers ladies' club de- 
cided in 1980 to hold a memorial 
tournament in John ~Stephe.ns' 
honor and it has been a bigger 
success each year. It is an 
18-hole gross tournament open 
to any ladies of the Smithers golf 
club. 
The winner for overall low 
gross was Heather Gallagher 
with 91 strokes, overall ow net 
went to Yvonne Collinson with 
73. 
begins at the Chamber of Com- 
merce building. 
At Tamatik that afternoon 
there's autograph signing by 
Mark and special hockey guests 
- -  e x-goalie Billy Smith, current 
Islander Alan Kerr of Telkwa, 
and Vic Lemire from Mark's old 
hockey school. 
At the arena there's hotdogs 
and pop for youngsters, plus a 
limited number of posters and 
pictures of the Islanders to be 
given out. A draw will be made 
for six Victoriaville goal sticks. 
Next on the agenda Saturday 
at 6:30 is a dinner and dance at 
Riverlodge. 
Sunday plans include a morn- 
ing fishing trip out Douglas 
Channel (invitation only), then 
Billy Smith and three local 
golfers will tee off for a round at 
Hirsh Creek. 
Rain 
shortens 
race card 
Despite the fact that three 
Sunday "mains" races were 
called off due to rain, the 
stock car races at the Terrace 
Speedway last weekend 
resulted in several drivers 
taking the checkered flag more 
than once. Emie Perkins came 
out with five wins, dncluding 
four Saturday night. Dave 
Reinhardt was a four-time 
winner, while Phil Truscott 
also counted four first-place 
times. 
Full results can be s~n in 
this week's Scoreboard. 
Skeena Valley ladies' 
goff club report 
The Skeena Valley Ladies' Golf 
Club kicked off its season May 17 
with a Scramble Social. The win- 
ning team out of 72 entries was 
Betty Maroney, Dawne Parker, 
Mary Krug, Carol Kennedy and 
Margie Mueller with a gross score 
of 39. The same team took the 
putting competition with 11 putts. 
Winnem of the Low Net compe- 
tition May 24 were Bibbi Dozzi 
and Gaff Johnson, first and second 
in the non-extended flight, and 
Llna Dahl and Doris Grace, first 
and second in the extended flight. 
Loom Wilcox qualified as a 
member of the District 7 team that 
will compete at the B.C. Summer 
Games in Prince George. 
Club pro Dan Rosengren will be 
holding group lessons on Ladies' 
Nights in June, July and August. 
The Skeena Valley Ladies' Open 
will be held July 7 and 8. Major 
prizes include an airline ticket 
anywhere on AirBC's. western 
mutes. 
Anyone interested in ladies, golf: 
is welcome., to mntact he club 
captain, Edith Oieselman, at 635. 
9520 or 635-6371. 
Soccer help sought 
To the Editor; 
We have the men's soccer 
team called Terrace Kickers go- 
ing.to the North American In- 
digenous Games, June 30 to July 
8, in Edmonton. 
We will be representing Ter- 
:./race:in the:games. We would 
i deeply appreciate it if the people 
o f  Terrace would kindly help us. 
i:':wlih! 0urTexpenses: This i s  to 
cover travelling expenses, hotel 
and per diem. 
If there are any donations, 
please drop them off at my 
residence or phone me for 
pickup at 638-2084. 
Lorne Campbell, 
,~ Nisga'a Tribal Local 
: Sports Director, 
Terrace, B.C. 
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PLAY BALL! The season's underway. Some unrelated activity in the dugout area 
didn't seem to get in the way as young players got their field assignments at 
Terrace Minor Baseball's annual tournament May 26 at Elks Park. ' 
I I  I I I I I I I I 
Terrace bowling leagues: 
year-end standings 
GOLDEN AGE BOWLERS 
Secretary -- Joyce Baker 
Mens High Average: Fred Berghauser 
Mens High Triple: Fern Gagnont . 
Mens High Single:, Lowell Croft ' . 
Ladles High Average: Gladys Keeping 
Ladles High Triple: Vera McKenzie 
Ladies High Single: Dolly Roberts 
Mens Low Score: John Prinz 
Ladies Low Score: Millie Hjort 
League Clmmps: Coasters 
Rose Farkvam; Jacob Mantel, Corgin King 
MONDAY COFF~ i.F-AGUE 
President -~-Shirley Webb~r.- ~ . . . . . . .  
Ladles High Average: Barb Candelora • . 
Ladles High Triple: Tend'Kirsh ' ' 
Ladles High Single: Helen Mar ie. .  . .  
Most Improved Female; TerriKlrsch .. " .. 
~e Champs: Misfits " 
Patsy Anderson, Diane Jean, Shifley.Webber,~, . 
Cheryl King, _...Ka.t~eun. uPorter • . 
RoB Off Chami~. Hair Pin Curves 
Diana Giesbrecht, Kathy Hadley, Sandra Glassell, 
Tina Sclamp, Marilyn Oulette, Barb Peters 
MONDAY MIXED LEAGUE 
Secretary -- Judy Larson 
Mens High Average: John Rasmussen 
Mens High Triple: Maurice Prevost 
Mens High Single: Ron Oreaves ' 
Ladies High Average: Monka Peacock 
Ladles High Triple: Cindy Motschilnig 
Ladies High Single: Delphine Cline ~/ 
• / 
• r ,  '1 '  u '~  i i i . !H 
212 
717 
276 
163 
595 
287 
84 
54 
Most Improved Male: Dean Turner 
Most Improved Female: Gabriele Prevost 
League Champs: Drovers 
• Gabriele Prevost, Dallas Prevost, Jose Pacheco, 
Gerlinde Langheinrich, Fred Berghauser, 
Maurice Prevost, Udo Langheinrich 
Team High Triple: Half Ass Gang 
Moniea Peacock, Don Croft, Kelly Francis, 
Cindy Motsehlning, Bill Asheroft 
Tam Bligh Single: Alley Cats 
Ca] Larson, Judy Larson, Darcy Netzel, 
Gloria Cote, Rene Mailloux 
Roll Off Champs: In the Spirits 
Peg Watson, Leona Klein, Heather Holland, 
Heather Graydon, Markus Klein 
., i: 195 " MONDAY MENS LEAGUE 
,: ~ 756 ' Secretary-- Sherry Lopushinsky 
329 Mens High Average: Greg Saunders 
Mens High Triple: John Rasmussen 
Mere High Single: Larry. Lopushimky ~ 
Most Improved Male: Bill Ashcroft : 
it~qlue.Clmmlm: Bowling Center 
Cy Renney, John Rasmussen, Gary Edgar, 
Dieter Olsson, Dennis Ward, Henry Archibald 
Tram High Triple: Terrace Builders 
Ron Greaves, Kelly Francis, Larry Lopushinsky, 
Gre8 Sannders, Wayne Lebeau 
Temn HIIIh Simile: Terrace Builders 
• Ron.Greaves, Kelly Francis, Kelth Soules, 
" 254 Greg Saunders, Dan Rosengren 
917 Roll Off Champs: Fish & Chips 
'3118 
1239 
• 263. 
978 
418 
3817. 
1395 
373 
198 
693 
299 
I I  I I I I  
t 
Mike Woodcock; Mltch Lagimodiere, Darcy Netzel,. :- : . . .  
Bill Ashcroft, Wayne Adams,, 
" -  More :next:week '.~. 
i i l l J  i i i l l  i 
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Third year for teacher tour  ::of orient 
On' June 30, four teachers 
from School District #88 will be 
leaving on a four-week Pacific 
Rim Study Tour in Southeast 
Asia. The tour is sponsored and 
organized by the provincial 
government's Pacific Rim "In- 
itiative Program. 
The Pacific Rim Initiatives is 
the umbrella organization for 
many different • Pacific Rim ex- 
changes and educational pro- 
grams. 
The teachers' exchange is de- 
signed to encourage school 
districts to send teachers to 
Pacif ic Rim countries to 
generate an understanding of 
these countries and their 
peoples, by allowing the teachers 
the opportunity to experience 
the culture and language of the 
countries visited. 
This is the third year that 
School District #88 has par- 
t icipated in a teachers' Pacific 
Rim study tour. Last year's 
group went to Japan; the year 
before, to China. The program 
in School District #88 has 
proven so effective that the 
Ministry of Education is en- 
couraging other school districts 
to follow suit. This year, the 
group of 30 teachers will travel, 
visit schools and experience life 
in Thailand, Malaysia and 
Singapore. 
The guidelines to qualify for 
the tour are: 
1) The teacher must be return- 
ing.tothisdistrict inthe fall. 
2) The • teacher must have a 
minimum of three years' ex- 
perience in the di~.trict. 
3) The teachers are expected 
to report back to their district 
colleagues • . 
4) A maximum of 70 percent 
of travel costs for each teacher 
will be provided by Pacific Rim 
Initiatives funding, and dis- 
tributed by the school districL 
Ray Walker, Nancy Bose and 
Scott Corp of Terrace and Mary 
Chapdelaine of Hazelton were 
the only teachers in the district 
to apply for the trip. The school 
district had originally decided 
that three teachers would be 
chosen. With only four suitable 
applicants, they went back to the 
teachers and negotiated a lower 
subsidy per person from the 
Pacific Rim Initiative fund so 
that all four could participate. 
The total cost per person will be 
$3,600. Of that, the school 
district •is distributing $2,025 of 
the Pacific Rim money to each 
teacher. 
Ray Walker, the librarian at 
Skeena Junior Secondary 
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OFF TO THE EXOTIC EAST: Ray Walker, Nancy Bose and Scott Corp are three of the four School District 88 teachers cheduled 
to participate in a Pacific Rim tour to Thailand,. Malaysia and Singapore this summer. Mary Chapdelaine of Hazelton will complete 
the foursome when they ve~ure forth on June 30. 
- .once.. 
. His father was in the U.S. Air 
Force and consequently, the 
family travelled exfenSiVely in 
• continental United States. 
riculum, too. Scott has been to 
New Zealand and Austratia, but 
he's never travelled to a country 
where they speak another lan- 
learn at least a few words. 
School District #88 has been 
developing Pacific Rim library 
projects, specifically for the 
Walker and his wife Charlene, 
a teacher at Caledonia, both 
wanted to apply for the trip. Ray 
.explains, " I f  we both applied, 
we decided that probably neither 
of us would get it, so we reached 
a consensus." 
Nancy Bose, a Grade 1 
teacherat Thornhill Primary, 
"always wanted to getan educa- 
tion and then travel". She's now 
in her third year of teaching and 
finally has her travel opportuni- 
ty. She says, "It'll be a safe way 
to travel and I'll know where to 
go back to." Bose says the 
financial help is a big benefit. 
She advocates travel because 
"you grow so much as an in- 
dividual when you travel. And 
I'll really appreciate what I have 
here when I get back." She 
wants to concentrate on the 
educational spects of the trip, 
and she hasn't yet decided on a 
theme for slide presentations 
upon her return. • 
Scott Corp wants to examine 
the social structure of the people 
and their hierarchy within the 
family and community. Scott is 
vice-principal of Thornhill Jun- 
guage. He's looking forward to Grade 10 curriculum. The three 
,~the chaUeng¢ and " anxious to ,  tea cher.s.h0getocol!ec['mfo.rma- 
School, calls it "a once-in-a- ior Secondary School. He 
lifetime opportunity, at'bane ere : started there 15 years ago as a 
bring back experiences-to ' share math teacher, and still teaches 
with students and fellow math half-time. 
teachers. The sharing is all part In the two previous years of  
of the experience." Walker has Pacific Rim study tours, Scott 
been at Skeena since 1974. He explains, the tour was teacher- 
began as an English• teacher and oriented. When the information 
has spent the last 15 years as crossed his desk this spring for 
librarian there, the attention of all teachers and 
Walker is interested in ex- administrators, hejumped at the 
amining the philosophy and chance. And his wife Marg said, 
religions in the different coun- "Go for itl" Scott sees contact 
tries, and seeing and relating to with other B.C. teachers as one 
the people. H e wants to know of the many benefits of the tour. 
"what we have in common". He'd also like to investigate 
Walker says he ,has a pretty the power of administrators in
broad knowledge of North S ingapore ,  Malaysia and 
Americaand has been to Hawaii '. :Thailand.Being a math teacher, • 
.. . . . . . . . . ,  ..:-~ ~ ..: ...... :,-:he d-~ilke to,check, out .~heircur- 
tion to add to it. They would 
also like to form a teaching unit 
with slides from their trip and do 
presentations on professional 
development days and to the 
school -board. . . . .  
Portrait Extravaganza by Dan 
June 11 through 16 only 
• Book now --  avoid disap- 
pointment 
• evening appointments wel- 
come 
• customized packages 
• photo make-up available 
• bright, exciting backgrounds 
• prompt service! 
Sure E posure 
Photographic S 
4617 Lazelle Avenue 
(beside Sears) 
Phone 635-; p ;'14 
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The news from Branch13 
Power 
Naps 
by Fae Mooney 
Time to dust off 
the lawn furniture, 
string up and nap- 
test the old ham- 
mock. 
Ahhhh... Great, 
isn't it? The sounds 
and scents of 
spring, the warm 
sun, a refreshing 
drink, a snooze . . .  
Feeling guilty? 
Don ' t .  S leep  
researchers say 
napping is OK. 
In fact, neurologist and sleep researcher Roger Bmughton at the 
University of Ottawa claims that this urge for a midaftemoon nap is a 
normal part of our natural sleep cycle. 
You can try this one on your boss: a short nap, growing 
evidence suggests, may be more beneficial than the traditional 
15-minute coffee break in overcoming the midafternoon perform- 
ance slump most people experience. A short "power nap" - -  the 
term coined by long-haul truck drivers - -  may well be the best 
way to improve alertness, productivity and overall physical per- 
formance, according to Broughton. And from the New York 
Times: "An afternoon ap can significantly increase mental alert- 
ness and improve mood." 
Research indicates that we are "biologically wired" for both a 
major sleep period at night and one nap at midafternoon. "Shift 
workers and people whose jobs require a high level of vigilance 
should be allowed to take scheduled naps," Broughton advises. 
On the run between Prince Rupert and Prince George, long-haul 
truck drivers are encouraged to stop occasionally to "kick the 
tires" (g6t out and walk a bit) and if feeling drowsy, rest their 
heads on the steering wheel and take a power nap - -  usually 15 , 
to 20 minutes is enough.' ~ ~: ...... .... : : ....... • ' "  '~ :~  :~':' 
Napping is common among shift workers (including the long- 
haul trucker), as well as with the very young and the very old. 
But, in many industrialized nations, caffeine has become a 
replacement for that needed power nap. Drinking a cup of coffee 
or a can of coke is a common method for combating afternoon 
drowsiness. A study measuring alertness throughout the day 
revealed a 2 p.m. dip (an increase in sleepiness) in normal adults. 
Interestingly, studies have revealed that most mid-daytime naps 
occur between 2:30 and 5 p.m. This is roughly the midway point 
between the normal bedtime and waketime, suggesting that after- 
noon sleepiness may reflect a natural, biological rhythm. 
This is reflected in recent sleep experiments: removed from a 
daytime-nighttime light cycle and without clocks to indicate time, 
volunteers lept longer during .their night period and took naps 
about 12 hours after the midway point of the longer sleep - -  at 
their midafternoon. 
Subsequent research indicates that napping improves mental 
performance and, as we nappers already knew, makes you feel 
better. 
Although the studies that have measured alertness throughout 
the day have shown the 2 p.m. dip, other studies suggest a simple 
relationship between daytime alertness and the amount of night- 
time sleep. Simply, the more sleep at night, the greater the day- 
time alertness; the less sleep at night, the less daytime alertness - -  
and the greater the need for a midafternoon ap. 
However, it has been shown that those who do nap take them 
in addition to the normal seven to eight hours of nighttime sleep. 
Can we get too much of a good thing? How much sleep do we 
need? The simple answer is - -  you need enough to be alert the 
next day. Too much, the experts ay, is as bad as too little. Most 
of us require between seven or eight hours nightly. But these re- 
quirements vary, not only from person to person, but also change 
with age, health, and other circumstances such as stress. 
Types of naps 
The Replacement NaP l~sts a little more than an hour. This 
type of nap is generally taken to make Up for lost sleep, or,in an- 
t!cipation of a loss of sleep. 
The Siesta is indulged in on lazy weekends, vacations, or where 
it'has become a part of the cultural environment (as in Mexico, 
for.example). A siesta lasts from one to two hours. 
The Recuperative Nap is taken during illness or convalescence. 
It is an interesting fact that when the immune system breaks 
down and we become ill; we feel drowsy or have an undeniable 
desire to sleep. This need for sleep when we are ill has researcher's 
. • invest igat ing  the link between sleep and the immune system's 
• "ability, to do its job, .which is to protect he body against invaders •
such as bacteria and viruses. :
. . . . .  ' The PoWer Nap is:briefr !ast!ng no more than 10 or 20 
• ' : '  mi~.Ute~. Manyat.re.st t0 th.e.be~e~fi.ts 0f power napping. This 
Contributed by 
Peter Crompton 
June: 12 will be our  final 
general meeting before the sum- 
mer break - -  all members are 
urged to attend. 
The Dominion meeting in 
Vancouver begins on June 11. 
Cmdes. Cromarty, Hudson and 
Thomsen will be in attendance 
on behalf of our members. 
We have decided to continue 
our steak nights on the first Fri- 
day of each month even through 
the summer, hoping that those 
of you who are in town will at- 
tend. 
By the time this reaches the 
press, we will have had  yet 
another "D"  Day Dinner. It ap- 
pears we will have had a good 
turn out, and hopefully the 
weather is not as hot as last year. 
We all wish Cmde. Bill Robin- 
son every success as he heads for 
Toronto to compete in the Cana- 
dian Darts Championships. 
We still need help for River- 
boat Days. I am sure our chair- 
man Arlene Bergh would 
welcome any help, and we do 
need someone to head up a 
group to construct our float. 
Have an enjoyable summer 
see you at the September 
meeting. 
Cancer group to 
meet next in fall 
The Terrace unit of the Cana- 
dian Cancer Society held an in- 
formal get-together May 14 at 
the Terrace Public Library. Or- 
ganized by Lily Nielsen and Nor- 
ma Morrison, the purpose of the 
meeting was to form a Cancer 
Support Group. 
Fighting cancer can be an 
emot iona l ly  pa in fu l  and 
frightening experience. The sup- 
port of family and friends isn't 
always enough. Sometimes you 
need to talk to someone who has 
been through the same battle, 
someone who knows what 
you're up against. A Cancer 
Support Group can help. 
Sharing personal experiences 
I I 
quick pick-me-up is restorative and refreshing, improving alert- 
ness, vigor, ability to do mental tasks, and overall physical per- 
formance. All good reasons for stringing a hammock in the staff 
room. 
Do the experts follow their own advice? Says Dr. Broughton, 
" I 'm certainly not a never-napper." 
Do you suppose he has a hammock in his office? 
and offering possible solutions 
to problems as they arise not on- 
ly helps reduce stress but also 
puts the disease into some per- 
spective. It also reminds you 
that you are not alone, and that 
with fight and determination, 
cancer can be beaten. 
Because of the summer 
holidays, it was decided to delay 
the next meeting until Septem- 
ber. Details such as how often to 
meet will be worked out then. If 
you'd like more information 
about the Group or have a prob- 
lem you'd like to discuss, you 
can contact Lily Nielsen at 
635-2995. The toll-free number 
for the Canadian Cancer Society 
is 1-800-663-4242. 
Can you help someone who is 
presently undergoing treatment 
for leukemia? This person 
would like to talk to someone 
with an experience of the 
disease. Contact Lily Nielsen if 
you think you can be of help. 
Great pictures 
aren't the onlythings 
you'll get at 
Northern Drugs. 
Now, until August 25, 
you'll also get a chance to win an 
exotic ocean cruise for 2 to 
Mexico! 
Our special holiday prize 
includes airfare* to/from Los 
Angeles, ground transportation i
Los Angeles, and a luxurious 4 
day/3 night cruise to Mexico. 
Entry forms are available 
at all Northern Drugs stores. 
Enter soon. And enter 
often. 
]~--~-_ Kodak 
ff,4r 
Stores throughoul northwestern British Columbia 
NORTHERN DRUGS/KODAK 
CRUISE FOR 2 TO MEXICO DRAW 
MEXlOD 
* Flight will originate from Prince Rupert Airport, 
Terrace-Kilimat Airport, or Smithers Airport. Entries will 
be received up to August 25,1990, No purchase necessan/. 
Employees of Northern Drugs and their =mmediate families 
,are not eligible to enter. 
Motorcycles: 
like flying 
on the gro 
by Harrlett Fjaagesund 
"Riding a motorcycte is very 
much like a pilot flying an air- 
plane the driver must be in 
complete control of his machine, 
and be totally aware of the en- 
vironment around him. It's like 
flying on the ground." 
That is how James Gilham, 
Executive Director for the Road- 
runners Motorcycle Club and 
Regional Director of the B.C. 
Motorcycle Federation, zone 7, 
describes motorcycling. 
Roadrunners was formed in 
1982. At present here are 16 
members. •Both Roadrunners 
and the B.C. Motorcycle Feder- 
ation are volunteer, non-profit 
organizations. 
Roadrunners has patrolled for 
" the Kitimat 80-kilometer Bicycle 
Race, the Skeena Century Race, 
and the Skeena Valley Triath- 
Ion. While on patrol they watch 
for people having difficulty. But 
they are probably best-known 
fo r Ride for Sight and the Salva- 
tion Army Toy Run. 
The club has two types of 
• memberships --  Regular mem- 
ber and Associate member. A 
regular member must be over 19 
and have a class 6 or equivalent 
(learners permit) driver's license. 
An associate member is anyone 
with an interest in motorcycles. 
Roadrunners would like to see 
more awareness among all 
motorists. James Gilham points 
out that motorists tend to forget 
about motorcycles over the 
*winter months. 
And that can be a real prob- 
lem for motorcyc!ists, Because 
of their size and shape, :motor- 
cycles aren't as. visible tO the 
other drivers around them. One 
member described it like this, 
"I 'm paranoid; every car I see is 
out to get me." 
Motorcycle awareness began 
in 1982 as one week. Now it isan 
entire month, but Roadrunners 
would be happy to see it extend- 
ed to eight months for0ur area, 
Safety is at the very top of 
their list. Unlike conventional 
four-wheeled traffic, motor- 
cycles must operate under an ad- 
ded set of safety factors. 
Cloth ing  - -  Good guys do 
wear black --  encase yourself in 
leather; it has a high abrasion 
resistance. Better to scrape the 
cowhide along the pavement 
than your skinl Boots and gloves 
should cover, your ankles and 
wrists. Ideally all cuffs should be 
elasticized. • And don't  forget 
your helmet. The same rules ap- 
ply to passengers a well. 
Vehic le Check  - -  Always 
check yofir motorcycle over 
before  you •climb on. Like any 
pilot flying an  aircraft,:: you 
don't want'any surprises inmid- 
journey wlien i tmaybe too late 
to turn backs.: :.i: , "  ',,. , " 
und 
Visibi l i ty - -  Try to create a 
space around yourself. Ride in 
the right track of the lane, well 
over from the curb. This allows 
you to see two-thirds of the lane 
around you. Avoid riding in the 
center of the lane. This is where 
broken glass and oil slicks from 
other vehicles collect. 
Speed - -  Try to keep a little 
ahead of the traffic behind you. 
You don't want to be hit from 
behind if you have to stop sud- 
denly. Remember that a motor- 
cycle can stop much more quick- 
ly than a four-wheeled vehicle. 
Awareness -  Like any other 
motorist, you must be alert at all 
times to what is going on around 
you. Motorcyclists are especially 
vulnerable because they don't 
have the body of a vehicle to 
protect hem. 
Ski l l s  - -  Be aware of your 
own skills. And limitations. 
Motorcycling may look as easy 
as fal!.ing off a log, but it takes a 
great deal of skill to safely 
maneuver a two-wheeled vehicle 
that may weigh 800 pounds or 
more. 
I nsurance  and  L icense  - -  Any 
motorcycle designed for high- 
way use, meaning a motorcycle 
equipped with head and tail 
lights, must be properly licensed 
and carry valid insurance. If you 
are in an accident and your 
motorcycle is not licensed, your 
insurance may be null and void. 
There has been a problem 
with dirt bikes in this area. 
Roadrunners cautions parents to 
teach their children safe motor- 
. cyc.Ling Procedures. A dirt bike is 
an excellent way to learn how to 
ride a motorcycle, but their tires 
are:designed for dirt. They are 
much more unstable on. pave- 
ment; that makes them a hazard 
to the rider as well as other 
motorists. 
Roadrunners also have a mes- 
sage for-• the girls --  if that cool 
dude on the motorcycle istrying 
to impress you by showing off, 
don't Climb on behind him. It's 
not worth your life. 
Although Roadrunners are 
not teachers, they will gladly 
ride with new motorcyclists for 
30 days to help give them the 
confidence they need and to 
point out safety tips. 
And finally there is what 
James Gilham calls the Grin 
Factor. He says motorcyclists 
tend to smile a lot because 
motorcycling is a natural high. 
Perhaps there is a little bit of the 
vagabond spirit in each of them. 
Anyone wishing to know 
more about Roadrunners can 
contact :James Gilham at 
635,9217, or drop by  McDon- 
ald's any Sunday morning (ex- 
cept when it's raining) around 
ten. You'll find several members 
gathered there for coffee. 
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THE TERRACE ROADRUNNERS not only enjoy motorcycling. They also promote safety for bikers 
and sponsor two major charity events during the course of the year: the Christmas Toy Run for 
underprivileged kids and, set for this coming weekend, the Ride for Sight in support of eye 
research. 
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Ter race .  . 
T ree  Tr ,mm,ng 
W=II cut down ony tree! 
• " 'SAFELY ' "  
. '1,000,000 hability-for YOUR protect iony  " 
635-7400 - = -  
4711-A Keith Ave. 
• Auto Glass Specialists 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
638-1:166 
HI-QUALITY BELTING & 
CONTRACTING SERVICES 
Inflatable Boat Repairs 
Durable - -  High Quality 
Vulcanizing Repairs 
We specialize in conveyor belt 
installations, splicing, and repairs 
vulcanizing and pul ley. lagging 
638-8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 638.0663 
MUFFLER CENTRE 
"If you're satisfied, tell others 
. . .  if not . . ,  tell us ."  
RaN or AL 4918 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1N4 
Phone 638-1991 
SATELLITE TV 
Cancom/Valuevision authorized dealer 
PRO-TECH 
ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEERING 
(A  OIVIS ION OF LACROIX INDUSTRIES LTD.) 
Residential, Commercial and Industrial' 
Electronic Equipment 
635-5134 ,~ ,  Lakelse, Terrace 
Your complete 
.source for all 
your heatmg 
needs. 
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
"7 . : .  . . .  °" , :' ' " ' "  " " " - ' " '  " 
} Guide 
E 2803 Kenney Street B & G 
' Ter race ,  B.C. 
CHANGES wo,,.,...,., ,,,,,-m   GROCERY 
v" LANZA products .~ Laundromat & Carwash 
Phone |o, an °P l ' ° int 'nen!  ~5 '..F~--'~& Open 8:30.10:30 dally 
635-9666 , ~" - .~ I '~:2701S.Ka lum 635-6180 
T©TAL HAIR CARE 
TOTAL 
• BUSINESS SERVICES 
, TYP ING 
, VOICE PAGERS,  PHOTOCOPYING 
,24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
-3238 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C., VSG 2N4 
ISIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpent ry -  Renovations 
"'No Job too Small'" 
Seniors Rates 
3514 King Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4Z3 
t 
Malcolm Simons 
Ph. 635-7724 
MERCCRUISERS ~ MARINER OUTBOARDS 
HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS 
HOMELIGHT LAWNMOWERS 
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS 
SHINDAIWA CHAIN SAWS 
DL No. 7~0 & POWER PRODUCTS 
t635.290914946 Greig Ave., Terrace 
No matter what you're selling - -  a car, a house, a stove...  
whatever - -  a classified ad takes it off your hands. Many 
people consult our classified section when they're looking 
for used items. The next time you have a treasure to sell 
give classified a try because.., classified sells it alll 
.[ 
q q~ 
',.:s q~ 
COLLISION REPAIR 
AND PAINT CENTER 
West Coast " .~  
Landscaping 
DESIGN - -  INSTALLATION 
MAINTENANCE 
• C O M M E R C I A L  - -  RESIDENTIAL 
• LAWN REJUVENATION 
• PRUNING • SPRING CLEAN UP 
• IRRIGATION SYSTEMS 
Jan Blake 
635-2572 
3923 Simpson Cres. 
Terrace, B.C. 
:SET 
SULTANTS 
LISHERS 
Up 
BUSIN==i=~ =J,,RVICES 
Call on  our  Design Team 
635-7840 
TERRACE PRE-CUT 
;•o 
* Hemlock & Cedar Fencing * 
BUY DIRECT FROM MILL 
2903 Braun Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-5981 
Jon's Photo C, raphics 
Weddings John Roders 
Portraits @ 
Family Sittings. 
5 Minute Passposts 
Dry Mounting 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IP9 
Custom Framing 
Mat Cutting 
Posters 
Limited Editions 
Laminating 
Bus. 635-5288 
Res. 635-5544 
Let us bring the 
community to your door! 
Subscribe to the 
451| IGrI}~ 
t 
635-7840 ~ 
& ~mr~torium ~t;~. 
4626 Davis Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1X7 
Phone: 604.635.2444 
Serving Northwestern B.C. 
ed 
SKIDO0 : ~ ~ 
Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles, Chelneews 
SnowmoMles, Medne Supplies 
.... TERRACE ,A EQUIPMENT 
SALES .qS L TD. 
~ . 4441' Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
[ - .  , 
4, , ,  , •  . 
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I ncorporate?  . 
+Minister concerned 
,over size, status 
of Thornllili 
The future of the Thornhill sewer 
project is =still unknown, but it 
seems there are a few who would 
like to see it to lead to bigger 
things. 
Pete Weeber, the New Hazelton 
director• for the Regional District 
of Kitimat-Stildne, makes a 
motion for the amalgamation of 
Terrace and Thornhill almost 
annually but it "never goes any- 
where". But Thomhill is big 
enough to stand on its own two 
feet, says Weeber, and with the 
sewer project pending he has 
decided that incorporation might be 
a better way to go. This would 
relieve the regional district of a 
municipal governing role that 
Wecber says they're not set up to 
provide. 
Some form of this idea also 
seems to be the choice of Minister 
of Municipal Affairs Lyall Hanson. 
In a letter advising the regional 
district that his ministry is in the 
process of finalizing a recommen- 
dation on the funding of the 
Thornhill sewer project, Hanson 
goes further than dropping a subtle 
hint. 
"It concerns me that a large 
organized area located immediately 
adjacent to the City of Terrace 
lacks local self-government," 
writes Hanson. "I believe now is 
an opportune time for a locally 
initiated and directed examination 
of local government structure. In 
this way residents would be able to 
assess the full implications, fiscal 
and otherwise, of both self-govern- 
ment and sewers." Is Hanson sug- 
gesting a referendum? 
Weeber didn't go so far as to 
recommend a referendum but in 
his motion, seconded by director 
Bob Cooper, he asks that the board 
"pursue the possibility and means 
to have Thornhill become an incor- 
porated municipality". In making 
his motion, Weeber pointed out 
that Thornhill's population of 
5,000 is already much greater than 
many incorporated municipalities 
such as Burns Lake and Houston, 
so it should be self-governed. 
"We're running a municipality by 
remote control here," he told the 
board. "And we're not in that 
business. It's high time they 
started controlling their own desti- 
ny." In making his case, Weeber 
said that while t..hcy are now being 
asked to "initiate and administer" a 
sewage system, the regional board 
is already looking after water, fire 
protection, street lighting, parks 
and recreation, the community 
center, animal control, noise 
bylaws, development permits, 
planning and zoning. 
Thornhill director Les Watmough 
agreed with Weeber but he didn't 
appear too optimistic. After all, 
this is an annual motion and noth- 
ing has ever happened before. And 
board chairman Jack Talstra sug- 
gested that there were two other 
priorities that need to be dealt with 
first - -  the Shames Mountain ski 
development and MK Bay Marina. 
Watmough apparently agreed. "It's 
going to be a long, long time," was 
his response to Talstra's assess- 
ment of the situation. 
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Bus iness  
Oppor tun=ty  
Vanderhoof, B.C. 
Husky Oil Marketing Company has an outstanding business 
opportunity featuring a service station complete with three 
service bays. This unit, which will be available July 1, is located 
On Highway 16 at a high-traffic corner in the centre of town. 
Husky offers dealer support including: 
• Dealer Training Programs , ' 
. Advertising & Sales Promotion 
• Credit Card Programs 
. TBA Programs 
We are looking for a career-oriented, creative & ambitious 
independent business person who desires a financially rewarding 
opportunity. Experience with auto mechanics would be an 
asset. Capital investment is required for equipment and inventory. 
Please direct inquiries to: 
Husky Oil Marketing Company 
Attn: Jack Graham 
P.O. Box 139(I, Prince George, B.C. V2L 4V4 • 
Phone: (604) 563-0381 . . . . .  ' 
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Terrace's tourism and economic development officer Peter Monteith, shown here with Regional 
Development Minister Stun Hagen at a recent annual meeting of his fellow professionals, has had 
a busy spring agenda. In addition to the trip to Vancouver, Monteith has checked out the potential 
for Hongkong investment in Terrace and is currently on a trade mission to southeast Alaska along 
with other local officials and business representatives. 
Westward transit link to 
be discussed over summer 
Terrace alderman Bob Cooper 
has called for a meeting with 
members of the Kitsumkalum 
Band Council to discuss a pro- 
posed Kitsumkalum transit link. 
Bus service to the reserve won't 
happen soon, however. Including 
the reserve in the greater Terrace 
transit system would mean major 
changes in routing and scheduling 
and this won't be addressed until 
the bi-annual "review of service" 
takes place this fall. 
B.C. Transit has already begun a 
preliminary examination of the 
proposal, though, and has found 
that there may be a need for the 
service. According to senior trans- 
portation planner Sandy Forman, 
the populat on of the Kitsumkalum 
reserve has risen from 99 in the 
early 1970's to the present level of 
419. He also notes that the band 
built 22 new homes in 1989, has 
plans for the construction of 
another eight to 10 this year, and 
has a future growth potential for 
yet another 60 to 70 homes. 
"The I~tsumkalum Band Council 
is attempting to promote a closer 
link between the two communities 
of the Reserve and the City of 
Terrace," Forman notes in a letter 
to the city. "There appears to be a 
growing economic presence placed 
on the city by the 'Kalum Band in 
order to promote the Band and to 
stimulate business on the Reserve... 
In keeping with this enlightened 
attitude, the Band would like to 
provide its members with greater 
access to the facilities of Terrace 
- -  medical, shopping, and 
social/recreational." 
Time gets contract 
Terrace city council had an easy 
time awarding the 1990-91 
coverall cleaning and repair 
contract last week. There was only 
one tender entered in the competit- 
ion. 
Time Cleaners will be maintain- 
ing public works employee 
coveralls for $1.98 per pair for 
cleaning and minor repairs and $7 
for each zipper replacement. 
While they were at it, Time 
Cleaners also put in their initial 
bid for the 1991-92 contract. They 
have offered to continue the 
service for a second year with a 
three percent increase in rates. 
Council passed on this option, 
though. They're hoping that a year 
from now there will be a little 
more competition for the contract. 
KAMAN 
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGIES 
WD 40 
Trailer Bearing Kits 
Reversable Snap Ring Plier Kits 
and a complete line o f  
Mechanical and Electrical 
Power Transmission Supplies 
• v BELTS 
• PULLEYS 
• BEARINGS 
• SEALS 
• ROLLER CHAIN 
• AND MORE.  
On line with 170 Branches in North America 
for your hard to find requirementsl + 
2901 D Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3E8 635-2926 
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Who are 
Matt and Kay Ehses? 
by Betty Barton 
Matt Ehses is an artisan in his 
own right. He likes to create 
things with his hands, as proven by 
his'skills in woodworking and 
stained glass. Matt was brought up 
in the village of K0blenz in Ger- 
many. There he trained as a pastry 
chef and worked in hotels and 
coffee homes throughout Germany. 
When • Matt felt the urge to travel 
and see the world, he hired on 
with the M.S. Frankfurt, a luxury 
oceanliner. For one year ,  he 
worked as a pastry chef on this 
luxury liner and explored .ports of 
call that induded Hong Kong, 
Singapore, Japan, the Philippines, 
Thailand and India. 
Last year, after 36 years away, 
Matt and Kay returned to Thailand 
for a holiday. Matt says it has 
changed unbelievably, but he still 
has a soft spot in his heart for that 
part of the world• 
Matt decided in 1954 to emigrate 
to North America. Because a guar- 
antor was needed to get into the 
United States at that time, Canada 
seemed like an interesting altema- 
five. He moved to Vancouver and 
worked as a baker throughout the 
city. In 1959, he opened Super- 
Valu's first-ever bakery. Matt and 
Kay Ehses met when Matt adver- 
tised for a housekeeper for his two 
children and Kay applied. Kay was 
an artist herself and they found 
they had much in common. 
Kay was brought up in Wiscon, 
sin. She moved to Toronto in 1964 
and worked as a graphic artist. She 
dabbled in painting and still has a 
love for art and music. Matt used 
to sing. Kay used to play the string 
bass and ~ just recently jo!ned 
the Terrace Community Band after 
many years of not playing 
She was greatly influenced by a 
Zen instructor in Toronto. Kay 
says "He got me out of Toronto 
Matt worked at oiher.constmc- 
tion jobs, drywalling, and painting, 
and he started a small stained glass 
shop in the evenings. He taught 
stained glass classes on weekends 
in Prince Rupert and Kitimat and 
did steady evening courses here. 
Matt did special orders, including 
the ones in the Skeena Mall. He 
was also the director of Skeena 
Youth Works for two years. 
By then, he had"a little exper- 
ience at everything". In the early 
1980 's  Matt and Kay opened 
Northern Light Studio and Gallery, 
where Matt continued to teach 
stained glass, Kay did picture 
framing and they both looked after. 
their gift shop and gallery. 
A few years ago, they made the 
striking addition of their Japanese 
garden. Kay says, "The garden has 
taken on a life of its own." The 
totems, added last year, are a tran- 
sition from Canada to Japan. 
Mmphy Stanley and his sons 
carved both totems. Many of the 
Japanese symbols closely resemble 
the art of our northcoast natives. 
The posts of yellow cedar at the 
entrance to the gardens are also 
carved by local native carvers. 
Each year, the Ehses have made 
further additions to their gardens 
including a waterfall, bridge, and 
pagoda. 
This year, they are building a 
new pagoda, The old one is being 
moved to the back of the woods to 
be used for shelter from inclement 
weather and perhaps as a change 
room for wedding parties who 
frequent he gardens For photos. 
Posts of yellow cedar at the exit 
to Northern Light and the begin- 
ning of the pathway to the Japan- 
use Gardens are carved by local 
native carvers. 
The new pagoda will be built 
with traditional Japanese construc- 
tion techniques by a friend of the 
Ehses from Fender Island. Con- 
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Evaluating. speech and * ,  
language in, preschoolers '. 
Concluding Better !!st~nttom~U:~lin°ftoh;th°iCevoCc%~ 
S eech and Hearth Mon olds ,and .growths called 
P g th sn°rdgiU~e:' r e wh'ocvh l.m TYmrpeqU~rr; 
Contributed by 
Maureen Fox 
Both social and academic suc- 
cess depend on well-developed 
speech and language skills. So it 
is not surprising that parents 
become concerned if they feel 
that their child may not be 
achieving in this area as ex- 
pected. In this summary follow- 
ing Better Speech and Hearing 
Mont h , common areas of con- 
cern are outlined. 
The following checklist of 
developmental milestones (taken 
from "Parent Articles" by 
Margaret Schrader) could serve 
as a "thumbnail" guide in 
evaluating both language -- the 
use of words and sentences. 
• One-year-old children should 
be able to understand a variety 
of words and should be using a 
few single words. 
• By age two, words should be 
combined into two- and three- 
word phrases and sentences. 
• Between the ages of three and 
five, children learn to carry on a 
conversation, ask and answer 
questions, follow and give direc- 
tions, and speak alone in the 
presence of a group. These skills 
are imPortant to success in 
Kindergarten. 
e After age five, sentences 
become increasingly complex. 
Children begin using words like 
"when", "while", and "since" 
to relate two or more ideas in a 
single sentence. The language 
level used by teachers and text- 
books assumes that children 
have this skill by the age of seven 
or eight. 
$ As a rule, children use under- 
standable speech by age four 
and use all speech sounds cor- 
rectly by age five to seven. 
In addition to speech and 
language issues, parents may 
become concerned about the 
fluency of a child's speech. 
Repetitions or prolongations of 
sounds and words interrupt he 
smooth flow of speech and may 
be considered stuttering. While 
most preschoolers experience 
some "normal"  disfluency 
characterized by revisions, inter- 
jections, and word and phrase 
repetitions, it is not common for 
a child to have a greatmany in- 
terruptions of individual words 
(sound repetitions, broken 
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words, or prolongations). 
Occasionally, parents identify 
an unusual voice quality. The 
most common deviation among 
preschoolers is an excessively 
harsh voice. This is usually 
caused by frequent misuse of the 
voice in activities such as 
screaming, constant throat 
clearing or coughing, straining 
to imitate noisesf (e.g., engines, 
screeching brakes, or sirens), or 
just speaking too loudly. Con- 
hoarseness is not 'uncommon, 
but if it persists for a month  or 
more,  it should be investigated. 
Because development is highly 
individualized, care must always 
be taken in applying rigid 
development expectations when 
evaluating a child's communica- 
tive skill. However, if concerns 
exist, professional consultation 
is recommended. A physician or 
a public health nurse could 
direct referrals to the Skeena 
Health Unit or to the Terrace 
Child Development Centre. 
DISCOVER THE MAGIC. 
OF BEV DOOLITTLE 
And discover why Bev Doolittle's camouflage art has made her today's 
most sought after artist in print. Here's just one of the striking images that 
make up her latest release: Hide and Seek, alimited edition subscription 
suite of seven dramatic prints from The Greenwich Workshop. For more 
information on this new experience in the art of collecting, please visit, 
call or write our gallery today. 
JON'S PHOTO GRAPHICS 
4609 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P9 
Subject o availability Phone 635-5288 
Coming Events 
Information concerning the Twin River Estates project 
is available from the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing 
Society office, corner of Apsley Street and Lakelse 
Avenue, each Thursday from 2 to 4 p.m. 
Heritage Park is now open to the public five days a 
week, Tuesday to Saturday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. For infor- 
mation regarding school tours, weddings, family por- 
traits or large group tours, phone Heritage Park at 
635-4546 or 635-2508. 
Team Play Horseshoe --  There will be a horseshoe 
training program for anyone who would like to play. 
Come out Wednesday evenings or Sunday afternoons. It 
is fun and good participation. For more information, call 
635-2856. 
Wednesday, June 6 -- The annual Senior Citizen Tea, 
sponsored by the Order of the Royal Purple (O.O.R.P.), 
will be held at the Elks Hall, 2822 Tetr.aulLStreet, Ter- 
race at 2 p.m. AdmissiOn is frde. Lots of prizes. All 
Seniors in Terrace are welcome to attend. For further in- 
formation, call Vi Bonick at 635-9228 after 6 p.m. 
Wednesday, June 6 -- General meeting of the 
Terrace/Thornhill band parents, room 18, Skeena Junior 
Secondary at 7:30 p.m. All parents of band students are 
urged to attend. 
June 6 and 7 -- The Luso Canadian/Kitimat Hospital 
Bike-a-thon Society is holding two nights of "Vegas" 
with full casino tables and the exclusive Mucki Duck. 
Each evening, door prizes will be presented -- June 6, 
answering machine donated by B.C. Tel; June 7, 
weekend for two at the Terrace Inn. Proceeds from the 
Vegas nights will go to the Kitimat General Hospital 
towards the purchase of mammography equipment. 
Come out and support this fun and worthwhile cause 
from 6 p.m. to midnight at the Luso Canadian Hall, 159 
Konigus St. (behind Riverlodge) in Kitimat. 
June 8, 9 and 10-  10-game summer singles at the Terrace 
Bowling Lanes. Entry fee $50, $4,000 in prizes. Sign Up now 
at the Terrace Bowling Lanes. 
Saturday, June 9 -- The Terrace Foster Parent Associa- 
tion and the Family Support Institute will present a 
workshop on sexuality. This workshop is designed for 
parents who have a son or daughter with a developmen- 
tal disability. For more information or to register, con- 
tact Suzanne Higginson at 638-1865 or Judy Healey at 
638-8756. 
Saturday, June9 --What can we do to help the alcohol 
or drug dependent person, the co-dependent, and 
ourselves? Watch "Under the Influence", a feature 
movie starring Andy Griffith, at 7 p;m. at the McColl 
Play, house'0n Kalum Street. A humorous kit titled "The 
Family" will be presented by the Terrace Little Theatre. 
Advance tickets only with limited seating, a~,ailable at 
Sight and Sound, Benson Optical, Jim Fulton's office 
and Northwest Alcohol and Drug Services.. 
Saturday, Juos 9 - -  CAR WASH from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at 
Terrace Mohawk. Terrace Special Olympics and Terrace 
Kinettes are raising money for next year's Special Olym. 
pics programs. For more information, call Joan Cox at 
635-5633. 
Saturday, June 9 - .  "Music in the Park" at Heritage 
Park, = 12~30 to 3 p.m. Admission free, donations 
welcome. 12:30; Norm.Desjardinsand friends, Old time 
fiddlers, the Hors.eand Buggy C!ub display; 1:00, Ginny 
owrie and her VOlco students who will be performing at 
the Festival of the Arts in Victoria later In the summer; 
2:00, Skeena Square Dancers. Bring your lunch and a 
chair and come early. Sponsored by the Terrace 
Regional Museum Society. 
Saturday, June 9 -- The 747 Air Cadet Squadron, spon- 
sored by the Royal Canadian Legion Br. 13, will be 
holding its annual inspection at 3 p.m. at the Cadet hall 
across from the Terrace airport. Everyone is welcome to 
attend. Mr. Ken Higgins, president of the Air Cadet 
League of B.C., will be in attendance. 
Sunday, June 10 -- You are cordially invited to a 
musical rendezvous with your Terrace Community Band 
at 2 p.m. at Lower Little Park. Don't miss the fun t! 
Tuesday, June 12 --- The general meeting of the Royal 
Canadian Legion Br. 13, Terrace, will be held at 8 p.m. 
All members are urged to attend. 
Tuesday, June 12 --  You are cordially invited to attend 
the regular school board meeting of School District No. 
88 (Terrace) in the school board office, 3211 Kenney 
Street, Terrace, at 7:30 p.m. 
Monday, June 11 --  The Terrace Child Development 
Centre cordially invites you to our annual general 
meeting at 7:30 p.m., 2510 S. Eby Street. The.Centre will 
be open at 7 p.m. Please come and view our displays. 
Wednesday, June 13 -- Ksan House Society will be 
holding their annual general meeting in the library 
meeting room. All members and interested are urged to 
attend. Please phone 635-2373 for information. 
Friday, June 15 -- Old-fashioned barn dance, sponsored 
by the Skeena Valley Fairs Assoc., from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
at the Thornhill Community Centre. Tickets are 
available at Sight and Sound and the Terrace Co-op 
customer service counter. No admission to thoseunder 
19 years of age. 
Saturday, June 16 -- HOWDOYOUDO DAY!! The Ter- 
race Travel InfoCentre would like to invite the entire 
community to come join them at their open house from 
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. This special day is the official opening 
of another busy touristic season. Come in and see what 
the InfoCentre has to offer you, its residents, as well as 
its visitors. 
June 18 and 19 -- Northwest Academy of Performing 
Arts fall registration, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., 308-4722 Lakelse 
Avenue. 
Tuesday, June 19 - .  Friends and Families of 
Schizophrenics Support Group meeting at 7:30 p.m., 
Mills Memorial Hospital psych conference room. Con- 
tact Mental Health, 638-3325. 
Friday, June 22 -- Take advantage of all the fresh fruits 
available. Find out how to use all your fruit, all year long. 
Terrace Women's Resource Centre, 1:30 to 4 p.m. 
Monday, June 25 .-  A talk on menopause and how it af- 
fects you and your family. Terrace Women's Resource 
Centre, 7:30 p.m. 
July 16 to August 10 -- The Terrace Peaks Gymnastics 
Club has booked Skeena Junior Secondary School for a 
gymnastics summer camp, Mondays through Fridays. 
Pat McRoberts, new head coach for the club, will be in 
charge of all programs. Children three years and up may 
register for one week or more, and registration "forms 
can be picked up at All Seasons Sporting Goods.All pro- 
ceeds from the camp will go towards construction of 
the club's new gymnasium, so come out for some sum- 
mer tumbling fun. 
t. 
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Dad 
Starring Jack Lemmon, Ted 
Danson, Olympia Dukakis. Pro- 
duced by Joseph Stern and Gary 
David Goldberg. Directed by 
Gary David Goldberg. Rating: 
PG. Running time: 177 minutes. 
John Tremont (Ted Damon) 
and his father (Jack Lemmon) 
never spent much time together. 
They just didn't seem to have 
much in common with one 
another. 
John returns home for the 
first time in two years when his 
mother has a serious heart at- 
tack. He's rdieved to find her as 
spunky and sarcastic as ever. 
But John is shocked to see 
how much his father has aged. 
Jake Tremont has become total- 
ly dependent on his wife. The 
rest of the family tell John it's 
senility. 
But John doesn't accept hat 
explanation, so he sets out to 
teach his father how to "live" 
and be independent. 
Both are surprised to discover 
that they actually like each 
other. They have more in com- 
mon than either, had ever' real- 
ized. Thendisaster strikes, and 
John doesn't know if he can let 
go of the man he has come to 
respect and love. 
On a scale of one to I0, I 'd 
give this movie a 12. Jack Lem- 
mon is absolutely superb! 
A Dry White Season 
Starring Donald Sutherland, 
Jurgen P rochnow, Janet Suz- 
man. Produced by Pallia Wein- 
stein. Directed by Euzhan Palcy. 
Rating: R. Running time: 107 
minutes. 
South  Africa, 1976. The 
populace is divided into two seg- 
ments - -  the white supremacy 
and the black African. Justice 
for the black is a mockery; thou- 
sands of men, women and chil- 
dren "disappear" behind prison 
walls or are shot in the streets as 
subversives. 
For Benjamin Detoit (Donald 
Sutherland), born into a priv- 
ileged class system that insulates 
him from the daily horrors hap- 
pening around him, his ordered 
world comes to an abrupt end 
when his gardener is picked up 
for questioning, then tortured to 
death in prison. 
Ben embarks on a crusade of 
justice against Captain Stolz 
(Jurgen Prochnow), the man 
directly responsible for the death 
of thousands. He soon learns a 
bitter lesson about the inade- 
quacies of the legal system. But 
there is no turning back; he has 
crossed over to the wrong side of 
right. 
The emotional impact of this 
movie is tremendous. 
.... Co f fee  house  revived 
A Terrace audience was hap- 
pily re-imroduced to coffee 
houses at Don Diego's Res- 
taurant on a recent weekend. 
Thanks to owners Dick and An- 
nalee Davis, the venue was con- 
genial and the coffee smooth and 
hot. Staff expertise came from 
Aaron and Peter, who normally 
work at Don Diego's. Mistress 
of Ceremonies, hostess and in- 
itiator of the project was Kim 
Saulnier from NWCC. 
• Kim organized this :first o f  
many Crossroads coffee houses 
to raise funds for Canadian 
Crossroads International. The 
evening's proceeds came to 
$320.This fall, Kim will join the 
organization for a four-month 
work experience in Ecuador. 
Part of her responsibility to 
Crossroads is to raise funds for 
their many volunteer projects in 
Canada and Third World coun- 
tries. 
Entertainment at Sunday's 
coffee house was eclectic - -  
everything from Harry Chapin 
to-J=Ulio Iglasius, ~petformed-by ~ 
Bill Volrath of Kitimat, Merz- 
dad Vahedi and Pallia Baruch of 
Terrace, and a last-minute treat, 
Allison Rodriguez of Kitimat. 
The four artists ptayedand sang 
to an enthusiastic full house for 
almost hree hours. 
Kim gave her heartfelt thanks 
to everyone a~ they wer e:leaving. 
And, she says, we can lo~k for- 
ward to anotl~er coffee)a'6use in 
the near future. 
i 
Northwest Arts and 
Entertainment Calendar 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre - -  
• June 8 and 9, 8 p.m. - -  Skeena Theatre Arts' "School Daze: Remember- 
ing the Forgettable". 
• June 11, 10:35 a.m. and 1:45 p.m. - -  "Our Footprints", 
Theatre. 
• June 12, 4:30 and 7 p.m. - -  Elks' Variety Show. 
• June 13, 7:30 p.m. - -  Skeena Band Concert. 
Terrace Art Gallery - -  
• June 3 to17 - -  B.C. Young Artists' Exhibition. 
Northern Motor Inn, George's Pub - -  
• Until June 9 - -  Bolero Bros. 
• June 11 to 23 - -  "Long Gone". 
The Terrace Inn - -  
• Gigi's - -  "Fame of Hall". 
• Aug ie 's - -  Karin Ljungh. 
Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 13 - -  
• June 8 and 9 - -  Peter Turner and friends. 
Kitimat Mount Elizabeth Theatre - -  
Headlines 
.r . . . r .  
. • . :  : '  . '-- 
• .June-13 and 14 - -  Senior dramastudents present-fiveone-act plays, 
"Werewolf", "The Day Paul Newman Came to Call", "No One Wants to 
Know"i."Bleeders" and "On Stage, Mr. Smith'.'. 
Kitimat Centennial Museum - -  
• May 30to  •June 24 - Portraits of the 
Monaghan and Brian Bagatto. 
Wild, photos by Joanne 
Prince Rupert ' Performing Arts Centre . . . .  
e June:8 and 9i::7:30 p.m. - - Ind ian  Cultural Days, native dance and 
music. 
• June 10, 2 p.m. - - Lo i s  Walker, family entertainment. 
,7:30 ~ .m -~-Outreachballet "DanceFestival '90": : • e, .June. 23,.- : p , .  , . . . .  . . . .  , . . : . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  , ,  
i 
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Kermode Friendship Society 
Family Violence Workshop 
Jun e 06; 1990 
The last m a sertes three workshops on 
Family Violence. 
The workshop will be at Kermode Friendship 
Centre on June 6th. Registration beginning at 
9:00; workshop beginning at 9:30- 12:00 and 
from 1:00- 4:00 p.m. 
The primary objective is to make participants 
aware of the factors that contribute to Family 
Violence and improve self control and pro- 
blem solving abilities. 
NO COST FOR WORKSHOP 
EVERYONE WELCOME 
I 
,. F ine  D in ing  , 
in quiet s:roundings. 
WEST 638.a141 
Polly's Care 
~Chinese  & Western Cuisine 
"~----J--J--J--J--J--J--J--J--~'~ Mon. Thurs. 10:30 a.m. - -  midnight 
Fd. & Sat. 10:30 a.m. - -  1 a.m. 
• Sunday 12:00 a.m. - -  10 p.m. 
4913 Keith Avenue, 
638-1848 or 638"8034 
GIM'S  ,. ., 
RESTAURANT 
~.~"  Chinese & Canadian Food ~'~,'.~,. 
[ [~ ' OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ~.~. 
'~ Men- Wed 11:30 a.m. - -  !0"00 m I1~' 
[~.~ Thursdaj, 11:30a.m.-  11:00 :;n.'..~..;~" 
Fri - Sat 11:30 a.m. -- I;00 'aP.m. "~'~'" 
Sunday 12:00 a.m. iO:OO p.m. 
4643 Park A venue 635-6!!1 
This Week "In Augie's Lounge" 
r "6 w'a 
! 5:00  p.m.  m 7:00  p.m.  I 
| Monday to Friday | 
i Complimentary I 
I Hot Hors d'oeuvres I 
I Piano Stylings by I 
L . . .  G._I e.nnFoss u.m ,...I 
4551 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B,C, Phone: 635-6630 
TOLL-FREE: 1-800.663.8156 FAX: 635-2788 
i i i  
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
[~----~1 ,~G,,,,a,.o., ,o, T'"e'O"' 
Terrace, B.C. Ph. 635.6184 
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Giving - the demons  fac.es. 
Roorn 44 - -  a room 
with several views 
by Michael Kelly 
When Stanley got out of the 
mental hospital a couple of his 
friends came along. Bill and Bella 
hang around to remind him of the 
old times and to remind him of 
who he really is. 
Room 44 is the name of Daniel 
Barnswell's play and the number 
of Stanlcy's lodgings in the 
Parthenon Hotel. An audience of 
about 200 local theater fans took 
up the invitation to share an even- 
ing there last week at the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre, and it was an experi- 
ence worth having. For most, 
anyway u a string of obscenities 
scripted for Bill and delivered with 
gusto by Joe Zucchiatti drove a 
handful of people out of the 
theater part way through the first 
half. It's that nasty F-word again: 
you hear it on the streets, you hear 
in the schools, you hear it in the 
o~ce. There's no refuge, even in 
the theater." 
Room 44 is a full-length piece 
that moves right along and drags 
very little. The trials of the mental- 
ly ill can only become comedic 
when the audience is persuaded 
that they• are  hearing something 
very akin to their own inner 
voices, and the degree to which 
Barnswell succeeds in that area 
was apparent from the reaction of 
the audience. The laughter was 
appreciative and lacking in ran- 
cour .  
The name of the hotel is certain- 
ly not the only thing Greek in the 
play. It becomes apparent during 
the first half that Bill and Bella are 
far too monomaniacal in character 
to qualify even as lunatics. They 
are the male and female agents of 
Stanley's id, of ancient Greek 
psychology fame. There are some- 
what labored references to Prome- 
theus, and Stanley discusses the 
beauty of tachyons with his soon- 
to-be lover Helen (Connie 
Silveira), a sub-atomic particle 
physicist that he met through per- 
sonal ad placed in the newspaper. 
The play is admirably layered 
and templated in a manner that 
provokes musings and realizations 
for several hours after leaving the 
theater. One of the nicer touches 
was the fact that Stanley's 
androgynous id lived in the bath- 
room while not out toying with his 
mind, a comment on twentieth 
century western t:ivilization that 
requires no further comment here. 
This production is at its best 
during the interplay between Stan- 
ley and his two daemons, and it 
certainly presented a sterling 
opportunity for Joe Zucchiatti and 
Marianne Weston to really lot it 
rip. Zucchiatti should give serious 
consideration to a career in the 
performing arts, playing the lusty 
and intense role of Bill counter- 
poised against Weston's nattering 
and vengeful Bella. What could 
have been two disappointingly 
farcical performances came across 
instead with absurdly dignified 
conviction. Kevin Lorentz ,as S.tan;, 
ley was overwhelmed in this situa= 
flon, but that is exactly what was 
called for in the character. 
The play isn't without it:s prob- 
lems. Although the three main 
characters consume booze and pills 
throughout the first half, nothing 
qUite prepared the audience for 
Stanley being portrayed as Prome- 
theus chained to the rock and 
being tormented by a gigantic 
hypodermic needle and an 
outsized, cocaine-covered butter 
knife instead of vultures (but it all 
comes down to the liver, doesn't 
it?). It conveyed the impression 
that Euripides had been commis- 
sioned to do a television spot 
against substance abuse, and the 
Stanley is altemately tormented and comforted by his inner voices Bill and Bella in Daniel 
Bamswell's original full-length play Room 44. The production premiered in Prince Rupert for the 
zone drama festival at the end of April and was performed for the first time in Terrace last week. 
scene was pflrnafily a success for 
the prop designer. Soliloquies by 
Stanley and Helen in the second 
half were laclduster, partly because 
the actors need a bit more to work 
witl~. ~'though~ T~e' Little Girl 
(Sarah Weston) had her brief 
appearances l gitimized inthe end, 
her sorties onstage earlier in the 
play created confusion rather than 
intrigue. 
But where Room 44 succeeds, it
does so in a big way. It's a comp- 
lex, ambitions, entertaining play 
with a fascinating structure. Berns- 
well deserves congratulations, and 
the Terrace Little Theatre crew on 
both sides of the footlights once 
again delivered the high level of 
production that local audiences 
have come to expect from them. 
Tlds piece is worth a second look. 
Let's have it again sometime. 
EVERYONE WELCOMEI 
(Age 14 years and up) 
Lucky l nllnr 
 rest 
) P .M.  
",,, , 
Regular Extra 
SUNDAY: Terrace Athletics Association ~ 
MONDAY: Terrace Minor Hockey (First three Mondays of 
every month) 
Terrace Minor Baseball (Remaining Mondays of 
every month) 
TUESDAY: Kermode Friendship Society 
WEDNESDAY: Terrace Blue Back Swim Club 
Terrace Peaks Gymnastics 
THURSDAY: Sponsoring Comm. to 747 Cadets 
Order of the Royal Purple 
EARLY FRIDAY: Canadian Paraplegic Association 
LATE FRIDAY: Nisga'a Tribal Council (Terrace Local) 
SATURDAY: Canadian Parents For French -- Morning 
B.C. Paraplegic Foundation -- Evening 
LATE NIGHT: Kinsmen Club of Terrace 
Terrace Figure Skating Club- (Alternate) 
Thank youl Have a Nice dayl 
Games. Games 
.e l snn  
RobeEt Q. Smith 
General Manager Jl 
SUPER SUNDAYS IP 
Sundays are special at the Terrace Inn. Enjoy Terrace's 
only Sunday Brunch between 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. I~ a 
fabulous feast! Adults $10.95, Seniors $7.95 and Children 
$5.95. Sunday evening is Prime Rib Night at the Terrace Inn. 
Between 5:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m. we offer a great Prime' 
Rib Dinner with all the trimmings. Super Sundays at the 
"now" Terrace Inn. 
BREAKFAST AT THE INN 
We open at 5:30 a.m. Monday to Saturday for Breakfast. 
Our specialties are Waffles, Pancakes, French Toash Steak 
and Eggs, Eggs Benedict or the special Terrace Inn's Good 
Morning Breakfast. Join us mornings •from 5:30 a.m. to 11:30 
a.m. for breakfast. Saturday and Sunday we serve breakfast 
till 2:00 p.m. 
"AFTER 5" WIND DOWN 
Augie's Lounge is the perfect spot to wind down after a 
busy day. Piano stylings by Glen Fossum and complimentary 
hot hers d'oeuvres. It's relaxing and fun, Monday to Friday, / 
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m., try the "After 5" Wind Down at the 
"new" Terrace Inn. 
60 PLUS 
Join the 60 Plus Club. The Terrace Inn offers a free 
membership to the 6OPlus Club. It's for Seniors60 years and 
older who would like to enjoy great~discoun~ at the hotel, --  
20% off food in our DiningRoom and Lounge or 15070 off 
regular oom rates and 10% off our Hotel Packages including 
Golf and Fishing. All you have to do is drop down to  the 
Front Desk of our hotel and get your frce60Plus membership 
card. 
4551 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Phone: 635-6630.: Fax:,635-2788 
i: 
i. 
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A $4,000 Dinammapp donated to Mills Memorial Hospital childrens' ward by the Terrace Kinsmen 
has already proven its value. It was put to use 12 times in the first week and a half. The machine 
automatically measures blood pressure and pulse at regular intervals and sounds an alarm in the 
event of a problem. Viewing a demonstration of the Dinammapp above are Kinsmen president Brad 
O'Morrow, Mills nurse Heather Gurnsey and Dr. K.O. Asante. The model patient is 13-year-old 
Paula Pocha. The Kinsmen raised the money for the donation through bingos. 
Your chance to get invo lved-  
The Royal Purple Lodge #216, Terrace holds 
meetings the 2nd and 4th Mondays of every 
month. For information and membership, 
please phone 635-6643 or 635-2415. 
If you have experienced the loss Of a family 
member through suicide and would like to 
meet with others who have experienced the 
same, please call 638-0942 or 635-3178 for 
more information. 
The All.seasons Steelers ladies' soccer team 
meets every Monday and Thursday at 7 p.m. at 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School. Anyone 
interested in joining is more than welcome to 
attend. 
The Bereavement Support Group meets every 
Wednesday at 1:15 p.m. at the Terrace Mental 
Health Centre, 202-3412 Kalum St. Please call 
638-3325 for further information• 
The Terrace Tennis Club is having club nights 
at the Kalum Street courts on Tuesdays, 
Thursdays and Sundays. For information, call 
635-2347 or 638-1514. 
The Happy Gang Centre for Seniors offers the 
following activities: Tuesdays: 10 a.m., sewing 
and quilting; 7:30 p.m., cribbage and bridge. 
Wednesdays: 1 p.m., carpet bowling; Fridays: 2 
p.m., bingo. First Saturday of every month: 8 
a.m. to 11 a.m., pancake breakfast. Monday 
through Friday every week: 11:45 a.m. to 1 p.m., 
lunch. Second Thursday of every month: 2 
p.m., general meeting of the B.C.O.A.P.O 
Branch 73. For further info., contact the Happy 
Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum St. at 635-9090. 
The Terrace Single Parents Association 
welcomes all interested to attend their month- 
ly meetings on the second Wednesday of each 
month at 7:30 p.m. at 4542 Park Ave. Learning 
to raise the kids alone; learning to live without 
the kids in the house; widowed or divorced; we 
are all building new lives. Sometimes it helps 
to talk about it. Phone Dabble at 635-4383 after 
4 p.m. or Richard at 635.7762 for more Informa- 
tion or to arrange transportation. 
HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE -- Your Travel In- 
focentm Counsellor is just a telephone call 
away. When you need some answers on plan- 
ning your holiday trip or what to do with 
visitors, call the HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE 
for some HOWTODOIT HELP -- 635-2063. 
Terrace Pipes & Drums practises Mondays at 
7:30 p.m. at the "Kin Hut" behind Heritage 
Park. Come join us, learn, or just listen. For 
more Information, call Barry at 635.5905 or 
Chris at 635-2009. 
Alcohol and Drug Education Video Night at 
Mills Memorial Hospital in the Psychiatric Unit 
every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. 
Survivors of Sexual Assault Support Group. 
Open meetings every Thursday at 7 p.m. at the 
Sexual Assault Centre. For more information 
phone 635-4042. 
The Terrace Bresstfeedlng Support Group 
holds their meetings In the hospital education 
morn on the first Tuesday of every month. For 
further Information, call Terry Walker at 
635-3287. 
Do you want to support your community? 
Here's your chancel Big Brothers and Big 
Sisters Affiliated is recruiting new members• 
Regular meetings are the third Tuesday of 
every month at 4804 Olson Ave., Terrace from 7 
to 9 p.m. For more information, phone 
~%a-0161. 
The Terrace Cudlng Club offers free ice every 
Tuesday to anyone who wishes to practice 
their curling or to have a friendly challenge 
game. The Canteen has a luncheon special 
which can be enjoyed by curlers and spec- 
tators alike. The rink will be open from 11:30 
a.m. to I p.m. every Tuesday. So come on down 
and give it a try; and hey, Marie puts on a good 
lunch! 
Anyone Interested in Joining a support group 
for step and blended families, call Lee at 
635-9055. 
Losses, either through separation, divorce or 
death can be a time when you may need addi- 
tional support. If you wish to be in a supportive 
group; please join us the first and third 
Wednesday of each month from 1:15 to 3 p.m. 
in the conference room at the Mental Health 
Centre. Call 638-3325 for more information. 
Overeaters Anonymous support group meets 
every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre, 4542 Park Ave. 
Phone 635-6510 or 638.0664 for further informa- 
tion. All newcomers are weicome. 
The Skeena Valley Model Train Club meets 
every Monday at 7:30 p.m. at 5010 Agar Ave. in 
Terrace. Large layout under construction. 
Everyone welcome~ 
OSTOMYSUPPORT GROUP for any persons 
having an ostomy or needing one in the future. 
A chance to share problems, concerns, infor- 
mation and receive support from others in the 
same situation. Call 635-5905 in Terrace or 
632-5951 in Kitimat. 
CCBn'errace & District White Cane Club --  We 
meet every Thursday at the Women's Resource 
Centre; 4542 Park Ave., Terrace at 1:30 p.m. 
Come and have coffee with us. Transportation 
will be provided• Everyone welcome. For fur- 
ther information, contact Phyllis at 638-0412 or 
Felix at 638-1285. Kltimat blind and visually Im- 
paired persons are welcome. 
The Kermode Friendship Centre Is offering a 
ceramics and native design class. To become a 
member, native and non-native alike, $5 Is all 
that's necessary. The ceramics class Is 
presented two time per day, one day a week. 
It's for young people from 4 to 5 p.m. and for 
adults 7 to 8 p.m. You will be making your own 
designs on your cups, painting, glazing and 
kilning. When done, the product can be taken 
home. The classes are free of charge for 
members. Call Sandra Fifi at the Kermode 
Friendship Centre for further Information at 
635-4906. 
Interested In beadwork? Ladles' Auxiliary 
gathering downstairs at the Kermode Friend- 
ship Centre on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1 
to 3 p.m. Class size is limited to 10 people. In- 
terested persons come in and pro-register. 
There Is no cost, so come out and Join in. We 
may have something for you. Feel free to bring 
a friend with you. We also have free coffee and 
donuts. For more Information, please call us at 
635-4906 or 635-4907. 
Agoraphobia and Panic Disorder Support 
Group - -  Do you experience high anxiety? Or 
avoid crowded places? We meet every second 
and fourth Sunday of the month at the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre at 7 p.m. For men 
"and women who share this problem. For more 
Information, call 638-3325. 
C HU CH ' 1 
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The path of the just is as 
the shining light, that Shin- 
eth more and more unto the 
perfect day. 
Pro verbs 4: ! 8 
Sacred Heart Catholic Church • 
Mass Times: Pastor: 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. Fr..Allan F. Noonan 
Sundays: 9:00' a.m. O.M.I. 
11:30 a.m. 
"4830 Stroume Avenue 635-2313 
St. Matthew's Anglican Church 
Holy Eucharist: 10 a.m. 
Sunday School: 10 a.m. 
4506 Lakelse Avenue" 
Priest in Charge: 
Rev. Eugene Miller 
635-901g 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Sunday School - 11:30 a.m. 
Worship Service - 11:30 a.m. 
Pastor:. Donald P. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks Street 635-5520 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: 
Saturday 9:30 o.m. 
Divine Service: 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. 
3306 Griffiths 
Pastor: 
ale Unruh - -  635.7313 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
635.3232 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School: Pastor : 
(for oil ages) W.E. Glasspell 
9:45 o.m. 
Sunday Services; 
11:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
3302 Sparks Street 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
635-5115 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: 
10:30 a.m. 
• Sunday School: 
10:30 a.m. 
"4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Evening Worship: 
Every 2nd and 4th 
Sunday. 4th Sunday: 
hymns only 
Minister:. 
Stan Bailey 
Youth Group: 
7:00 p.m. 
635-6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Early Service: 
,8:30 a.m, 
Associate Pastor:. 
Sunday School: 
10:00 a.m, 
Morning Service: 11:15 a.m. 
3511 Eby Street 
i 
Past on 
John Caplln 
Cllff Slebert 
Prayer Tlme: 
6:00 p.m. 
Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. 
635-2434' 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible School: Pastor: Rick Wlebe 
9:45 a.rn. Ass't Pastor:Douglas GInn 
Worship Service: 11:00 a.rn. Fellowship Service 6:30 p.m. 
All are cordially Invited 
Youth Ministries , Home Bible Studies , Visitation 
4923 Agar Avenue 635-7727 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
9:30 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 a,m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
Fc~r Further Information call 
4643 Walsh Avenue 635-6480 
Christian ,Reformed Church 
Sunday Services: Paston 
11 a.m. & 5 p.m. Peter Sluys - -  635-2621 
Coffee Break, Ladles' Bible Study 
Wednesdays 9:30 a.m. & 7:45p.m. 
3602 Sparks 635-6173 
. ' Lk ,  
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When th:e shod run afoul of the wheeled 
by Harriett F jaagesund,  
A horse is a horse is a horse. 
But is it a vehicle? 
According to Section 1 i6(c) of 
the Motor Vehicle Act: A person 
riding an animal or driving an 
animal-driven vehicle on a 
highway (meaning every road or 
lane intended to be used by 
vehicles driven by the general 
public) has the rights and is sub- 
ject to the duties of the driver of 
a vehicle. In other words.., yes, 
a horse is a vehicle. 
A rider must follow the same 
rules of the road just as if he or 
she were driving a car; and he or 
she is granted the same rights 
and pr iv i leges as other  
motorists; and therein lies the 
problem. 
According to Jerry Turner of 
J & J Stables, motorists just 
aren't using enough common 
sense when they encounter a 
horse. "Some people are back- 
wards; they have no concern for 
the horses or their riders. I've 
seen motorists who deliberately 
speed up or who will purpose- 
fully pass too close. They don't 
seem to understand that they're 
endangering people's lives." 
Turner, who operates trail 
Horses and cars can co-exist peacefully, says Jerry Tumor of J&J Stables, but it takes awareness and 
consideration from the operators of both. Riding is a popular pastime in the Terrace area, and safety requires 
a certain amount of "horse-sense" on the part of local drivers. 
rides, sometimes with inexperi- 
enced riders, says he has on oc- 
casion had to ride out into the 
road to stop traffic long enough 
for the riders to pass safely. 
• "Riders deserve the same con- 
sideration as everyone else. 
Motorists should slow down 
when approaching a horse, then 
pull out into the other lane to 
pass. If they have to stop 
because of oncoming traffic, the 
driver should be well away from 
the horse." 
He says gravel roads apresent 
an added problem for riders 
because of rocks kicked up by 
passing cars travelling too fast. 
"When a horse gets hit by a 
rock, even a small one, it's going 
to react." 
Wel l -meaning motor ists  
sometimes create a problem by 
stopping behind a horse instead 
of slowing down and going 
around the animal. 
"Horses have peripheral vi- 
sion, they can pretty well see 
what's going on behind ~em, 
and because they are creatures 
of prey, a vehicle suddenly stop- 
ping. close behind, especially 
something larger like a camper, 
can spook even an experienced 
horse. The same thing applies to 
motorists who stop in front of a 
horse." 
Dogs being allowed to run 
loose is another beef of 
Turner's. He explains that if a 
dog chases a horse and causes an 
accident, the dog's owner is re- 
sponsible. 
Turner cautions all riders to 
ride defensively. Wear the prop- 
er footwear. A shoe or boot with 
a heel will prevent your foot 
from slipping through the stir- 
rup. If YOur foot slips through 
the stirrup, and you fall off the 
horse.., you're going to get 
dragged. Not a happy thought. 
Ride only dependable, well- 
disciplined horses that are r id-  
den regularly. Avoid those 
"pastured horses" that 'get rid- 
den maybe once or twice a year. 
Keep a firm grip on the saddle 
with your legs. Don't let your 
reins go slack; you want some 
contact with the horse's mouth 
at all times. 
Don't ride double or carry a 
small child in your arms. The 
passenger behind has only you 
to hold onto. If you're carrying 
a child and your horse spooks, 
your first instinct is to let go of 
what you're holding and grab 
onto something. 
:. ; ;~ ' .  ~ • . . i  ~. 
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available in the maternity ward at MiRs Memorial 
Hospital. We #ill pick up your forms, every week. 
BRIGHT - -  Born to proud parents Wilfred and Noreen, a 
baby daughter Kelsey Lorraine, on May 28, 1990 weighing 7 
lbs. 7 ozs. 
GOSNELL - -  Gerald and Sophia and pleased to announce 
the birth of their son Gerald Sameul Winston Jr. on May 21, 
1990 at 4:20 p.m. weighing 7 los. 11 oz. 
PARK - -  Debbie and Bob are the proud parents of new little 
son Nash Arthur, born April 26, 1990 at 6:50 p.m. weighing 8
lbs. 10 oz. A brother for Nathan. 
ROZSAS - -  Trina and Efren are proud to announce the birth 
of their son Efren Vincent Geza Rozsas Jr. on April 29, 1990 
at 3:01 a.m. weighing 7 lbs. 9 oz. 
0, 1635-4080 I .  
12 4741 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
After Store Hours 838-1954 1 Telex 04786549 
TERRACE FLOWERS A LA CARTE LTD. 
[ 
I 
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Most horses on our roads are them. All it takes is just a little 
well-mannered animals, but"horse  sense" to make our 
they're not machines, they can roads and highways safer for 
sometimes act in unpredictable everyone. 
ways when something frightens 
Ode to Baby Nash 
We knew you cared 
When the pee turned red 
The fever was high 
And we sayd goodbye. 
Tears and tissues 
Hugs and "miss yous'" 
Ten hours old 
And off they good. 
Big city lights 
Were they too bright? 
Baby Park is here 
"'Looks like his father.., dear". 
They brought flowers 
And talcum powders 
They brought fruit and chocolate bars 
But where the hock were the new cars? 
Nice nurse, short finger 
Should of  stayed a singer 
Rubbing gas from my tummy 
Said "'you'll make a great mommy". 
Sistah Margaret listened well 
Said Vancouver would treat them swell 
Thank God for the breast pumps 
For I had those big huge lumps. 
Phone calls from Bob 
We'd have a big sob 
Drawing pictures at dawn 
To show me how'd it be gone. 
We're now all home 
To answer the phone 
Friends, family, Nathan and Nash 
We're due for a big, big bash. 
As we lay our son in the bassinette 
We ask... "'is the worst over yet?'" 
Drs. Van Herk, Boyd, Asante and Osei-Tutu 
"is this okay -- all this po-po?'" 
From the bottom of our kidneys, Big Bob, Little Deb, 
Nathan and Wee Nash would like to thank our family and 
friends, the nurses and doctors in Terrace and Vancouver 
Children's Hospital for your encouragement and support 
during the birth of our son Nash. 
"We got you babe". 
- -  The Park Family. 
i 
i 
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TERRACE FIREFIGHTERS 
WERE KEPT BUSY a year ago 
last Saturday. They responded to a 
total of four fires and two false 
-alarms. Arson was named as the 
cause of $1,000 damage to a 
vacant house at  331.5 Sparks, a 
minor kitchen fire Was handled 
quickly at 4832 Scott, and two 
separate bush fires near Agar Park 
were extinguished later in the day. 
Of the two false alarms, one came 
from the REM Lee Theatre. 
AND FOREST CLOSURES 
WERE PENDING. The Terrace 
Review was told a year ago this 
week that restrictions could be 
placed on public access and camp- 
ing in local forests if a recent 
streak of hot, dry weather cont- 
inued. A Ministry- of F o/est, 
spokesman said industrial oper-. 
ations were already cant'reed to 
early-shift work ~ dawn to 1:30 
• p.m. ~ and:.tha.t would continue 
Until .the fire-hazard ropped. 
At. that time the fire hazard was 
rated.between high and extreme,. 
and 32 blazes had been recorded 
since April 15. In i988 there were 
only 35 for the .entire season. 
Thirty-one of the fires" had been 
small and were easily controlled, 
however. The only one causing 
any real concern was one being 
battled, by a cre w of'50-60 fire- 
fighters at Ritchie Creek in the 
Bell-Irving fiver valley. 
SILVICULTURE WAS THE 
BUZZ WORD AT CITY HALL. 
Terrace council had applied under 
the provincial Community Forestry 
Program to sponsor a Skeena Cel- 
lulose-managed silviculture project 
located at the north end of Lava 
Lake. If the project was approved, 
a Skeena Cellulose spokesman 
said, the 450-hectare site would 
creme about 38 jobs over the sum- 
mer at a cost of $271,500 to the 
province and $90,500 to Skceua 
Cellulose. 
RESIDENTS OF THE 4700 
BLOCK LOEN MISSED THE 
DEADLINE on an LIP petition a 
year ago this week and pavement 
for their street was put on hold for 
, ~  
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A little MOGA "madness" atCaledonia a year ago this week had nothing to do with teachers leaving town. 
.•~" 
.share of  a $18,500 field dresser. 
The money was now going to be 
used for re, surfacing of the Kalum 
St. tennis courts with a sealer and 
rubberized paint• The field dresser 
purchase ran into trouble when 
School District 88 couldn't find 
their share of the purchase price in 
their own budget. 
AND A COUPLE OF NEW 
NAMES were added to the city 
roster a year ago this week. Peter 
Monteith came from Vancouver to 
take on the Tourism and Economic 
Development function and Marvin 
Kamenz, a recent graduate of 
UBC, took on the job of Cit F 
Planner. 
AROUND TOWN, two Terrace 
students received recognition at the 
B.C. Festival of the Arts held in 
Chilliwack. Mark Tessaro was 
named runner-up in Junior Speech 
Arts and T-Jay MacKenzie was 
runner-up ia Intermediate Brass. T- 
Jay was also asked to play in the 
Provincial Awards Concert on 
Saturday evening. The Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival sent 15 
competitors and seven alternates 
who were selected by the adjudica- 
(provincial) and Northwest Mental 
Health ..Network :..(local). Ksan 
chairperson. Shelly Taylor said the 
money would be ~ for the 
• production and distribution of an 
information kit on family Violence 
which would increase an awareness 
of family violence and provid e
informatio~ on available resources 
and the fights of victims. 
• AND THE R.E.M. LEE FOUN- 
DATION was gearing up for their 
1989 Celebrity Auction a year ago 
this week. Items received to date 
included an autographed campaign 
poster from Ed Broadbent, an 
':autographed photo of Bob Hope, a 
John Turner scarf, a copy of the 
'86 Expo souvenir publication 
autographed by Jimmy Partisan 
and a tie from Prime Minister 
Brian Mulroney. 
IN EDUCATION, STAFFING 
CHANGES WERE IN THE 
WIND and in part this meant hat 
a few local teachers would be 
leaving Terrace. Caledonia vice 
principalHugh Mackinnon, already 
on a year's •leave of absence, had 
the winner of a province-wide 80-K race in the Kamloops "Tour- 
poster competition sponsored by of-Grasalands' bike race a year ago 
the Ministry o1~ Transportation a d this week but  an earlier event 
Highways. As h result, Rodney and 
his mother were off on an all 
expense pa id  visit to •Victoria 
where they would be introduced to 
the legislature and have lunch with 
the Minister of Transportation. 
TERRACE MINOR SOFTBALL 
teams from three divisions won. 
two titles and two runncrup spots 
at the annual Sodthers Invitational 
minor softball tournament a year 
ago this week. The peewee rep 
team, North Coast Road Maintena- 
nce, finished with a four.win, 
one-loss record to win the Bantam 
division, Terrace Bantam girls took 
top spot in their division, and it 
was an all-Terrace finish in the 
Squirt division with Middelton 
Trucking beating the Little Gassers 
in the final game• Terrace's 
Lakelse Pharmacy place second in 
the Peewee division. 
TERRACE :CYCLIST MIKE 
CHRISTENSEN won the final 
eliminated.hire from the top-three 
finisher'slist: At  the 35 kilometer 
mark nfthefirst 80.K event of the 
weekend, Christensen was involved 
in a 16-bike collision. Although e 
managed to finish 55th in a field 
of 75 racers but it was a disap- 
pointing weekend. In two other 
events during the weekend, Chris- 
ten.on finished Z0th in the 30- 
minute plus five-lap cfiterium and 
a 18th in the 12-K time trial. 
MICHELLE HENDRY was with 
the Canadian national women's 
basketball team in Paris around the 
same time and helped bring her 
team to a third place finish in the 
Bicentennial Classic Tournament. 
The Canadians turned in .a. two, 
win, one-loss record with scores of 
65-62 over Hungary, an 89-90 less 
to the Soviet Union, and an 82-78 
win over China. The Russians and 
Spanish placed first and second in 
this world class event. 
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Terrace 
+'.i 
Co-operative 
Association 
Terrace Co-op members: 
caring about our 
environment, 
a major issue 
of the 90's 
eli Rotella®T 
Shell Rotella ® T oils are premium universal oils that 
contain a Shell developed detergent which will keep your 
pistons clean and rings free from wear. This will improve 
your engine's performance resulting in lower maintenance 
costs. Shell Rotella ® T oils are used in diesel and gas 
engines and exceed industry specifications as well as the 
requirements of original equipment manufacturers. 
Shell Rotella + T performance benefits include: 
• Deposit Control 
• Piston Cleanliness 
• Wear Protection 
• Low Oil consumption 
• Longer Engine Life 
• Low Temperature Starting 
• Rust Protection 
• Less Oil Thickening 
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AVAILABLE AT: Burdett Distributors (1977) Ltd. 4759 Highway 16 West, Terrace, B.C. 
Spring planting . . . .  
i" (NC)' -Have you ever .noticed~how + 
nature compensates for pain? For 
example, when you stub your toe or 
break a limb your endorphins rush in 
to numb the affected area so that your 
body can tolerate the pain?. 
Well, spring planting is like that. 
You use muscles you haven't used for 
few months (somehow swimming and 
playing squash aren't quite the same 
thing). Maybe it has something to do 
with the bending and lifting-just 
when you think you can't do one 
more job in the garden for fear that 
your back will give out completely, 
along comes another lovely day that 
makes it perfect o be outside and, like 
endorphins rushing to control pain, 
that good early summer feeling takes 
hold. Before you know it you're out 
there again lifting, bending, pulling 
and planting, and sooner or later 
you're in shape for more! Isn't nature 
wonderful? 
You're right, that was a pep talk 
because there's a lot to do in your. 
garden this month. The grass has to 
be cut so that it doesn't get ahead of 
you, and the whipper snipper has to 
be pulled out for those hard to mow 
• :. ••  .+: , . 
A GREENER 
THUMB 
Mark Cullen 
I I I  I I I  
areas along the fence and around 
patio stones. But that's not all! 
It's time to begin a rose spraying 
programme if you haven't already 
started. Use Rose Dust to control black 
spot and other diseases. If you want to 
use an organic spray, use garden 
sulphur for diseases and insecticidal 
soap for insects. 
Stake your peonies before they get 
too heavy and fall over. Tomatoes 
also need staking, or you can install 
tomato cages around them. Tomato 
plants that are left to fall over w i l l  
be more susceptible to slugs and 
othervannints. Fertilize tomatoes with 
20-20-20 every 2 weeks or side dress 
plants with composted cattle manure. 
If your indoor plants, such as ficus 
trees and hibiscus, are failing after 
being inside all winter, put them out 
in a shady area of your garden and 
fertilize with half strength 20-20-20 
every 2 weeks. 
When you are watering your lawn 
and garden, don't forget that ever- 
greens, shrubs and trees will benefit 
greatly from a good washing down 
with the high pressure from your hose. 
Not only will you be washing off the 
dust that accumulates on leaves but 
you will also be preventing spider 
mites from spreading. Fertilize ever- 
greens with 30-10-10 every month 
until mid-August. 
And keep planting. This is great 
weather for it[ 
Watch for ANYTHING GROWS 
with Mark Cu l len  C BC.TV 
Toronto 5, Saturdays at noon. 
Listen for the GARDEN SHOW 
with Mark Cullen CFRB 1010, 
Saturdays 10 to noon. Look for 
A GREENER THUMB, a complete 
Canadian Garden Book by Mark 
Cullen, published by Penguin 
~Books--available NOW at your local 
book store or garden centre. 
Garden Fertilizer doesn't 
have to be dangerous! 
ORGANIC 
GREEN 
Look for the 100% ORGANIC FERTILIZER that is 
clean and environmentally safe for your vegetable 
or flower gardens. 
• Garden Rich 5-3-2 is a natural, non-burning 
fertilizer that gives your garden the complete slow 
release line of nutrients needed while building 
healthy fertile soil. Your 100% natural choice• 
• Garden .Rich ,5-3-2 
' . -  " ~g - 
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TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Munroe 
phone 635.6273, 
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Herbic:ides:  separating 
knowledge from myths 
by BettyBanon 
Dr. Frank Dost believes "policy 
decisions should be made on 
knowledge, rather than on 
mythology." Dost is an expert in 
pesticide/herbicide toxicology for 
forestry and agriculture from 
Oregon State University. He spoke 
to Ministry of Forests employees 
in Terrace last week as part of a 
regional tour from Burns Lake to 
Prince Rupert. 
Forestry spokesman Bob Wilson 
explained that Dr. Dost was in the 
area to Speak to a licensee group, 
Kitsumkalum Band, Ministry staff 
and the Nisga'a Tribal Council 
about the effects of herbicides. 
Wilson added, "He's (Dr. Dost) 
not an adv0cate, of herbicide use, 
but he's knowledgeable about heir 
effects and he's a good speaker." 
Dr. Dost was speaking to the 
Nisga'a Tribal Council in response 
to concerns over herbicide 
spraying in the Bell-Irving area of 
the region. Wilson explained, "We 
want to allay their fears." Dost 
• said, "If it's a cultural issue where 
they're concerned about the.  
sanctity of the land, ~I. can't ~ deal 
withit, ll~ itt~ a healOfftoxicology 
issue;:I do  hav'e answers to 
concerns about the effects of 
lterbic'ides on the waters, the fish 
and vegetation for their traditional 
medicines. I examine the whole 
picture so that I can make 
judgements." 
Dost explained that herbicides for 
forestry use are minute compared 
to herbicides for agriculture. The 
substance in  question is called 
GLYPHOSATE and it is found in 
"Vision" and"Round-up"  
herbicides. Dost says glyphosate 
does not have long-term effects. It 
doesn't accumulate; it's water 
soluble; it doesn't magnify and it's 
broken down by micro,organisms. 
Dost went on to say that it doesn't 
matter if it's used continually or 
just occasionally. 
Glyphosate isadded to a "surfac- 
tant" to make up the herbicide. A
surfactant is an inert material 
which spreads water droplets. It 
has the same irritant factor as 
dishwashing liquid or baby shamp- 
oo. It does not readily absorb 
across the skin. 
Dost went on to explain the 
"Dose Response Relationship" - as 
you increase the dose, you increase 
the response. He said this is the 
basis of everything. But concern- 
ing effects of the herbicides on 
wildlife, he says it's not an issue. 
iUniess the wildlife can't move. 
The response depends entirely on 
habitat modification. He said, 
"Deer don't care. They even like 
dead leaves and potato chipsl" 
Dost discussed the validity of 
scientific evidence. He said the 
stakes are too high for misinforma- 
tion or error. Lab tests are so 
tightly regulated.as  result of th 
Monsanto company falsifying dal 
in their labs a few years ago. H 
explained that what is in conflict i
not scientific videnee, but how 
is interpreted. "I'm troubled b 
people who deliberately misi~ 
form." 
Back to glyphasate, it contains 
carbon atoms~ Formaldahyd 
results. "It is an ubiquitous natun 
produet and is also produced i 
any combustion reaction. Th 
amount of formaldahyde in glypha 
sate is a 'non-issue'". 
Dost noted that requirements fo 
putting cosmetics on the mark¢ 
are less than for pesticides o 
herbicides. Insect repellents hay 
not been as regulated as pesticide., 
Thus Rl l ,  recently banned fret 
insect repellents, got through a] 
these years. When DDT first cam 
out, no extensive studies wet 
done. It was virtually certain to g, 
through the skin. 
Herbicides, now closely regul 
ated, are not specific to mammals 
but are specific to certain plants. I] 
a non-susceptible plant, there is al 
internal system de-toxifying il 
Timing is also a factor, addea 
Dost. The season of sprayini 
affects conifers particularly. Whet, 
asked a botany question, Dost 
replied, "My only interest in plants 
and herb!cides i the~effect on the 
animai ~t~"might bd~eatingi't o r
otherwise affected by it." 
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DR. FRANK DOST, TOXICOLOGIST spoke recently in Terrace 
about the effects of herbicides on mammals. "1 do have answers 
to concerns about the effects'of herbicides on the waters; the fish 
and vegetation." 
Our Responsibility to the Future 
"Repap is completely committed to being an outstanding 
corporate citizen in aH the communities in which it operate s. 
Our objective is to keep the environmental impact of our 
activities to an absolute minimum; It's part of our responsibility 
to the future." 
George Petty, 
• Chairman of the Board, 
Repap 
' Skeena. Pulp Operation= 
P.O. Box 1000 
• Prlnoe Canad:upert, ~'ltlsh Columbia 
V&I 382' 
• Telephone 1604)'627.7800 " "  
Repap - Recipient of the Gold Medal [or Entrepreneurship 
/ 
In 1989/90 Repap's Skeena 
Cellulosepulp mill on Watson Island 
will invest more than $96 million on 
mill improvements to meet today's 
environmental and health stan- 
dards. 
• Asbestos materials such as in- 
sulation and wall cladding are being 
identified and removed. 
• PCB-containing equipment is be- 
ing moved to the safe newon-site 
containment facility. 
• Repap has invested almost $2 
million to implement improved 
methods to achieve a dioxin-free 
pulp-making process. 
• No. 5 Recovery Boiler Enhance- 
ment, a $35 million project, will 
significantly lower dust and odour 
emissions. 
• During the fall of 1990, a new 
$59 million primary and secondary 
effluent treatment facility will come 
on line. 
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Calculating the real First EcoLogo products 
cost of appliances 
modem home. Yet many people 
• think they can save money by 
buying inexpensive appliances. 
The tmth is inexpensive appliances 
that waste energy cost more. 
Electrical appliances account for 25 FREEZERS 
per cent of the energy used in a • As with refrigerators, buy only as 
much capacity as you can use. 
Chest freezers are generally more 
airtight--and therefore more 
energy efficient--than upright 
freezers. 
Energy, Mines and Resources 
Canada publishes the Energuide 
Directories to help consumers select 
energy-efficient appliances. The 
Directories list the energy ratings 
(typical monthly energy 
consumption) of different models of 
common household appliances. 
With this information, comumers 
can compare the energy 
performance ofvarious models and 
make a wise choice. 
Before buying an appliance, 
calculate its energy costs, or "second 
price tag," to find out what it will " 
cost you to use the appliance over its 
effective life span. Hero's how: 
"Second price tag" = 
Energuide rating 
(in kilowatt-hours per month) 
X12 
(the number of months in a year) 
X estimated life of the appliance 
(in years) 
X price of electricity 
(in dollars per kilowatt-hour). 
OVENS 
• Self-cleaning ovens are better 
insulated---and therefore more 
energy efficient--than regular 
ovens. Although they require 
intense heat for cleaning, they use 
less energy to cook food. 
DISHWASHERS 
• Select a model with a "light" or 
"economy" -feature that lets you 
turn off the drying cycle. Letting 
dishes air-dry can result in 
significant energy savings. 
Look for models with a booster 
heater or"sani" cycle that raises 
the temperature of the incoming 
water. This lets you turn down the 
thermostat on your hot water 
heater. 
WASHING 
MACHINES 
• Frotu-loading machines use less 
water than top-loaders, but are not 
widely available in Canada. 
Choose a machine that lets you 
wash and rinse in cold water and 
You wiU find the Energuide rating control the water level. 
of most models of refrigerators, 
stoves, freezers, washers, dryers and CLOTHES DRYERS 
dishwashers in the Energuide 
Directories or on the appliance 
itself. By law, every appliance 
produced in Canada must bear a 
sticker showing its energy rating. 
Hero are some other tips fo r  
appliance-buyers: 
REFRIGERATORS 
• Choose a refrigerator that is large 
enough to meet your needs but is 
not too large. A near-empty • 
refrigerator wastes energy and 
money. 
• Choose a model that can be 
moved to let you clean the cooling 
coils at the back of the appliance. 
A refrigerator with clean coils 
runs more efficiently. 
Many modem dryers come with 
valuable nergy-saving features, 
including: 
• an adjustable timer that lets you 
choose the length of the drying 
cycle; 
• a sensor that determines when the 
clothes are dry and shuts off the 
appliance; 
a "cool-down" period during the 
last part of a drying cycle. During 
"cool-down," the heating element 
is turned off and cool, outside air 
is used to finish drying the 
clothes..,d 
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SAIFEWAY 
We tin'rig it all together ¢, 
Canada Safeway is introducing the "Environmental Options" 
program to help our customers be better informed about the 
various alternatives they have inselecting products which have 
.. . . . . . . .  ct upon our environmenL 
Look for the "Environment 
Options" information racks 
throughout he store. Safe- 
way is committed to search- 
ing, for new products and 
packaging which are enyi, 
ronmentally sens i t ive.  
Please share with ~ uS your; 
suggestions o r  concems 
regardi.ng "Environmental, 
Options". " ' '~ . 
The first 10 products to carry the 
federal Environment Choice Pro- 
gram's "EcoLogo's are: 
*Babykins Diapers (cloth diapers) 
*Brcslube Oil (re-fined motor oil) 
*Mohawk Oil (re-refined motor 
oil) 
*Du Pont Canada (fencing from 
recycled plastics 
*Benjamin Moore Paints (water- fine paper from 
based paints) miscellaneous 
*International Paints (water-based recycled paper; 
paints) 
*ICI Paints (water-based paints) 
*Can-Cell (cellulose insulation) 
*Fibrcx (cellulose insulation) 
*Noranda Forest Recycled Paper 
(recycled pape0 
Products are eligible to carry the 
EcoLogo if they meet Environ- 
mental Choice guidelines, which 
now cover 10 product ypes: zinc- 
air batteries; water-based paints; 
recycled paper; 
products from 
newsprint from 
recycled paper; heat recovery 
ventilators; thermal insulation from 
wood-based cellulose fibre; re- 
refined lubricating oil; products 
made from recycled plastics; and 
cloth diapers. 
To obtain the EcoLego, manuf- 
acturers, importers and retailers of 
goods within these categories must 
submit their products for testing 
and licensing to the Canaflian 
Standards Association. 
SAFEWAY MANAGER ERIC JOHANSON presents one of Safeway's new environmentally friendly 
recycleable cloth grocery bags to an enthusiastic ustomer. 
AND 
? 
A V A I L A B L E  AT :  
Burdett Distributors (1977) Ltd. 
. .   LoOK  O,R TH,S S,QN 
we have  Created the "Environmental Options" shelf  sign to : 
help our customers identify products that are less harmful to .  i: ! '  '~ " 4759 Highway 16 West, Terrace, B.C. 
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How's your   house: a physical check-up 
With our harsh Canadian winters, DOORS Poor ................................... No points WALL  INSULAT ION THE ATT IC  
thousands of homes lose a 
considerable amount of energy 
every year through poor "energy 
health". 
Just like the people who live in 
them, houses hould have an annual 
physical checkup. You can do it 
yourself by answering the questions 
below. 
WINDOWS 
Windows let in the sun's warming 
rays but they can also account for 10 
to 25 per cent of a house's total heat 
loss. Which of the following 
categories best describes your 
windows? (Don't forget o cheek 
your basement windows too.) 
Excellent ............................. 15points ~ 
All windows are double-glazed, with 
tightly fitted weatherstripping. 
There is virtually no condensation 
(water droplets) between the panes, 
which would signal the presence of 
air leaks. 
Good ..................................... 5 points 
Windows are double-glazed, with 
some weatherstripping. 
Condensation appears only on very 
cold days in winter. 
Fair ................... . ................. 2 point~ 
Although windows are double- 
glazed, the weatherstripping around 
the frames is worn or missing. 
There is some condensation between 
the panes for mo~t of winter. 
Like windows, leaky doors also let 
cold air into your home. Heat can 
pass through the door material itself, 
or through cracks in and around the 
door. Which energy-efficiency 
category, matches your situation? 
Excellent ................. i ........... 5 points 
All outside doors are made of 
insulated metal, or are solid wood 
with a storm door. They are also 
tightly weatherstripped and caulked. 
Good ..................................... 2 points 
Although the doors are solid and all 
wooden doors have storm doors 
added, the weatherstripping is worn 
or ill-fitting. 
Poor ................................... No points 
Some doors are warped. There are 
no storm doors and weatherstripping 
is nonexistent. 
THE BASEMENT - 
HEADER AREA 
The basement accounts for as much 
as 25 per cent of a home's heat loss, 
making it one of the most important 
areas to insulate and draftproof. 
Begin your inspection with the area 
around the headers (the beams into 
which the floor joists fit) and the sill 
plates (the boards which rest on the 
foundation). 
Excellen t ............................. 10points 
All air leakage points are caulked 
and the header area is insulated with 
a vapour barrier on the warm side of 
the insulation. Poor ................................... Nopoints 
There is no insulation or vapour 
barrier whatsoever in the header 
area.  
THE BASEMENT - 
WALLS 
One of the best ways to reduce 
energy consumption is to insulate 
the walls of your basement.- How 
would you describe your basement 
wails? 
Excellent ............................. 15 points 
More than 5 cm (2 in.) of insulation 
runs the full height of all exterior 
wails, and a well-sealed air-vapour 
barrier is in pl~c~e on the inside 
surface. 
Good ..................................... 5 points 
At least 5 cm of insulation exists 
throughout most of the basement 
(covering at least half the wall 
height), with a well-sealed air- 
vapour barrier on the inside surface. 
Fair ....................................... 2 points 
Very little insulation exists. There is 
either no air-vapour barrier, or a 
barrier that is not sealed at the 
seams.  
Poor..... ........................... ~ No points 
There is no insulation anywhere. 
(Have you ever noticed how snow 
tends to melt away from the 
foundation of your house and the 
grass grows all winter? This is a 
sure sign that your basement is 
inadequately insulated.) 
Cheek for air leakage around the 
plumbing, electrical and heating 
service ntrances. If you have 
applied caulking to these areas, 
award yourself an exfi'a 5 points. 
"' 0 , "  • :~ . . . .  
Adequate insulation in the rest of 
your home is just as important as in 
the basement. How do your walls 
rate? 
Excellent... ....................... 10 points 
All wails are fully insulated. 
Good.., .................................. 5 points 
There is some insulation in most of 
the walls in the house. 
Poor. ................................. No points 
Them is no insulation in any of the 
walls. 
DRAFTPROOFING 
To be most effective, insulation 
should be accompanied byair 
leakage control measures. In order 
to answer the following question, 
you will have to do an air leakage 
test around the house. You will 
need a simple "draft detector", 
which can be made by gluing a 
feather to the end of a toothpick. 
Using the draft detector, check the 
inside edges of your house's 
windows, doors, electrical outlets 
and baseboards. If the feather 
flutters, you've found an air leak. 
Does your house have any of these 
leaks? 
Excellent ......... . ................... 10 points 
All air leakage points are sealed. 
Good ..................................... 5 points 
Only some of the air leakage points 
are properly sealed. 
Poor. ................................. No points 
None of the air leakage points are 
sealed. 
Didyou know that a poorly 
insulated attic can account for about 
12 per cent of a home's total heat 
loss? Choose the description that 
best matches your attic. 
Excellent ............................. 10points 
The attic contains more than 25 cm 
(10 in.) of insulation evenly 
distributed throughout the attic floor. 
Good ..................................... 5 points 
Between 18 cm (7 in.) and 25 cm 
(10 in.) of insulation exists. 
Fair ....................................... 2 points 
Between 10 cm (4 in.) and 18 cm 
(7 in.) of insulation-exists. 
Poor. ................................. No points 
There is less than 10 cm (4 in.) of 
insulation. 
AIR LEAKAGE IN 
THE ATTIC 
Before leaving the attic, don't forget 
to cheek for air leakage. 
Excellent ............................. 10points 
The plumbing stacks, chimney, light 
fixtures, exhaust fans and attic 
hatches are all properly sealed. 
Good ..................................... 5 points 
Some of these areas are sealed. 
Poor ................................... No points 
None of these areas are sealed. 
HEATING SYSTEM 
AND WATER HEATER 
Your hot water tank has extra 
insulation .............................. 5 points 
Windows have only a single pane of Good ..................................... 5 points 
glass, and weatherstripping s well The header area is insulated and 
worn or  nonexistent. In winter you there is a vapour barrier on the warm 
cannot see outside because the glass side of the insulation, but not all the 
frosts up. " ........... air leaks have been caulked. 
JU- 
"/, 
Smog a nd Can natural gas help? 
Natural gas can be used to complement 
Air Pollution or replace the use of coal or oil in factories Nat i 
and electricity generating stations to U ra  
~ ~  reduce sulphur dioxide and particulate 
Gas. 
emissions. 
Converting your car from gasoline to 
natural gas can reduce reactive 
hydrocarbon emissions by up to 
40 per cent. 
" i [ id  R l l i .  (an natural gas help? The 
All combustion processes, including 
that of natural gas, produce nitric oxide. 
. . . . .  :i 
I 
,~r -Tr  ~. r ,  . ~ " t "  
Sl: # r 
Global 
Warming 
However, processed natural gas contains 
no sulphur and contributes less to acid 
rain. As a result, the co-firing of coal or oil 
with natural gas can cut emissions and 
increase fficiency. Electric powerplants 
which combine natural gas and high- 
sUlpI~i ~ oll have cut their sulphur dioxide 
emissions ubstantially. 
Can natural gas help? 
Natural gas combustion produces less 
Carbon dioxide per unit of energy than 
Coal or oil, and releases little nitrous oxide. 
While natural gas production does emit 
methane, the amount released is small, 
amounting to less than 2 per cent oftotal 
world methane releases. 
Substitution • of natural gas for other 
fossil fuels will help tO aUeviate the 
problem Of global warming. 
Natural 
Choice 
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HELP THE r ;NV IRONMENT --- USE . . . .  / !Act!on on the=n iu,^,m .t U : r : ~q :,';` F r , q . ~' ' 
~ : ""i:", ~.V.u - - Im. . .v - - - -  
E F F I C I E N T  H O M E  A P P L I A N C E S  - - :  :world environment day is 
, . / ;  officially observed on June 5. But 
Major appliances carry Energuide stickers to 
help consumers find the most energy.efficient 
product. Each unit's energy consumption i
kilowatt hours is listed. The lower the figure, 
the more energy efficient the appliance. 
Fortunately, a national rating system 
known as Energuide ~ is in place 
to assist consumers inthis regard. 
All major household appliances 
sold in Canada (i.e., refrigerators, 
freezers, dishwashers, ranges and 
clothes washers and dryers) are 
tested, using standardized methods, 
to determine their monthly energy 
use. The result of these tests ~ the 
Energuide rating ~ is indicated on a 
label attached to every new appliance. 
Pnvstcan-- - "  checkup - continued from page C5 _ . . .  
The thermostat ofyour heating 55 - 75 points Your house is 
system is set at 20°C during the day reasonably energy efficient, but it's 
f t .~  s.÷ . ,  . . . .  , 
This information is also published 
by Energy, Mines and Resources 
Canada in the Energuide Directory. 
The Energuide rating shows the 
amount of electricity (in kilowatt 
hours) a specific model of an appli- 
ance will typically consume in one 
month. The lower the Energuide ra- 
ting, the more fficient the appliance. 
Forexample, an efficientfreezermight 
be listed as using about 45 kWh of 
electricity per month, while a less 
Few people make a connection 
between their major household .appli- 
ances and the environment. But the 
type of appliance you buy ~ and the 
way you use it ~.could have an im- 
portant impact on the earth's atmos- 
phere. 
In Canada, significant amounts of 
electricity are generated thermally, that 
is, by burning fossil fuels such as coal, 
natural gas and oil. Combustion of 
these fuels produces emissions of 
carbon dioxide and other gases that 
trap heat in the atmosphere, creating a
greenhouse effect hat contributes to 
global warming. 
That's where appliance fficiency 
comes in. Electrical appliances typi- 
cally account for 25 per cent of the 
energy used in a modem home. 
However, the energy requirements of 
major appliances may vary dramati- 
cally from model to model. By pur- 
chasing efficient appliances, consum- 
ers can reduce lectricity consump- 
tion and help limit harmful environ- 
mental emissions. In the long term, 
they will be contributing to efforts to 
lessen the demand for new power 
plants (which would intensify the 
emissions problem). 
Energy use should therefore be a 
prime consideration f people who 
are shopping for a new appliance. 
and at 170C or lower during the 
night Or when you're away for 
extended periods of time ..... 10 points 
not in tip-top shape. 
35 - 55 points Your home is not 
getting the kind of attention itneeds, 
and the time has come to think about 
improving its energy efficiency. 
0 - 35 points Your home is in very 
poor health, but the situation is not 
hopeless and your house can still 
make a full recovery. Start hinking 
immediately of the steps you can 
take to improve its energy 
efficiency. 
How is your house? 
Ratings 
efficient unit in the same size range 
might use 80 kWh per month. 
The Energuide rating serves as a 
useful tool for environment-eomeious 
consumers who want not only to re- 
duce nergy consumption but also are 
looking to save money. For example, 
over the lifetime of a refrigerator, you 
could save more than $800 in energy 
costsby purchasing the most efficient 
itisfead of the least efficient model. A 
similardecisioninpurchasingaclothes 
washercould save you more than $700 
in energy costs over the long term. 
You can alsoreduceelectricity on- 
sumption and save money by using 
your household appliances more ffi- 
ciently (e,g., wash only full loads in 
the clothes washer or dishwasher and 
hang clothes outdoors to dry in sum- 
mer). As well, if you purchase a new 
refrigerator, avoid placing the old unit 
in the basement as a "beer fridge", 
especially if it is an energy guzzler. It 
usually takes a lot less energy to oper- 
ate one large refrigerator than two 
smaller ones. 
To obtain acopy of the Energuide 
Directory and the handy Consumer's 
Guide to Buying Energy Efficient 
Appliances and Lighting, write to 
Energy Publications, 580 Booth Street, 
Ottawa, Ontario, KIA 0E4. II 
Canadians are "thinking environ- 
ment" every day. 
Did you know that: 
Now add up your points. If you 
scored below 55, you would be wise 
to do something about improving the 
energy efficiency of your house. 
savings. 
,75 points or more Your home is in 
very good physical condition and 
you're probably enjoying substantial 
Look for the 100% ORGANIC FERTILIZER that is 
clean and environmentally safe. 
Natural Lawn 6-3-1 is a natural, non-burning 
fertilizer that gives your lawn the complete slow 
release line of nutrients needed while building 
healthy fertile soil. 100% natural choice. 
Sights like this fire at the ThornhUl landtill will become less 
frequent as local governments act to regulate dump sites more 
closely and recycling helps relieve stress on the solid waste 
disposal system. 
i I 
*Tropi..cai forests account for 8 
• percent of the planers urface, half 
of all growing wood and half of 
the earth's plant species. 
*Each year, 12 million hectares 
of.forest, an area equal to the size 
of Nova Scotia and New 
Brunswick, are cut down. 
*In Africa, more than 90 percent 
of the wood is burned, 60 percent 
for cooking. For 1.5 billion people, 
finding enough wood for. their 
daily needs is a serious problem. 
*By the year 2000 it is expected 
that developing countries will have 
lost 40 percent of their remaining 
forest, mainly to land-clearing and 
a growing demand for wood 
supplies and fuelwood. The rate of 
tropical extinction threatens to 
eliminate up to 20 percent o f  all 
plant and animal species by the 
end of.this century. 
The Canadian International 
Development Agency (CIDA) has 
designated the environment a 
major priority because of the link 
betn~en international development 
and the world environment. 
Forests are often depleted to 
meet basic needs, prompting CIDA 
to expand it's forestry program to 
include fuelwood and ,small-scale 
aeivities., 
C oMHOME FORT TIPS Watch where you drop 
/.our newspapers 
~, register blocked accidently-- 
even by something as light as 
a newspaper---can cause your 
furnace or air conditioning 
extra work. 
t ~ t + 
Natural Lawn 6.3,1 
• I l i l l  
-:~ =." ~ d"  
:Available at: 
r '  * 
% 2 i 
>.  • ° q ~ 
d,  
, .  : i i ' i , , ,  :'. . . . .  L__ 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE, 
3207 Munroe 
phone 635-6273 
• , .  
Environment Day: June 5---and everyday 
rc)--World environment day is 
pserved each year to highlight 
kgoing efforts at the international, 
lional, and community level. 
Soil degradation affects farmers 
ound the world. In the developing 
odd this problem is particularly 
ute. 
Try to answer these questions 
rout global agriculture and the 
tvironment: 
1) What percentage of the world's 
nd area is suitable for agriculture? 
a) ll b) 22 c) 38 d) 42 
2) How much soil is lost annu- 
iy from croplands as a result of soil 
=gradation? 
a) i billion tons b) 10 billion tons 
) 25 billion tons d) 50 billion tons 
3) What is the main cause of soil 
egradation'l 
a) erosion b) chemical changes 
c) physical changes d) a, b, and c 
4) A hectare (2.47 acres) of good 
soil in temperate Europe or North 
America yields the same amount 
as how many hectares of tropical 
soil in Latin America or Africa? 
a) 0.5 hectares b) 2 hectares 
c) 5 hectares d) 10 hectares 
5) About how much revenue do 
Canadian farmers lose annually due 
to imperfect land practices7 
a) $500,000 b) $1 million 
i:) $5 million-d) $1 billion 
6) How many years does nature 
take to generate, under the best con- 
ditions, 10 miilimetres oftopsoil? 
a) 1-10 years b) 10-1130 years 
c) 100-400 years d) more than 400 
years 
• } i•  , t 
,t  ~ . 
Answers: 
1. a) 11 per cent is arable. The 
rest is either too cold, wet or dry. 
Of that 11 per cent, less than five 
per cent is suitable for producing 
crops and less than 0.5 per cent 
has no physical imitations on crop• 
production. 
2. c), 
3. d), 
4. d) Temperate landshave better 
soils than the tropics, where centuries 
of torrential rain have washed oul 
many of the soil's nutrients. 
5. d), 
6. c), . 
The Canadian International 
Development Agency (CIDA) helps 
countries identify agricultural 
problems and implement solutions 
and has designated the environment 
a major, priority because of the link 
between international development 
and the world environment. 
• ' ; ' , . ~ . . . . . .  
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ergy efflc=ency, & i " ENEmY-SAVING ~ m : m  ' m n • • . ° , : .  , , , • 
environmental health TIPS FOR TENANTS 
Using energy more efficiently puts everyone's responsibility. You can is wasted. When you recycle it, 97 
money in your pocket and helps help reduce environmental damage per cent of that energy is saved. 
clean up the environment, by using energy Wisely. Be sure Today we have the technology to Is there a way for you, as a tenant, • Once a year, clean lint from the 
your home is well insulated. Check recycle metal, glass, paper, motor oil to save energy, contribute to a dryer's motor, drum and pipes. 
Burning oil and gas releases carbon for drafts around doors and and some plastics, healthier environment, and still live HEAT ING AND A IR  
dioxide, methane and other gases windows. If your heating system is 
into the air. These gases trap heat due for repairs or replacement, Even organic materials can be comfortably in your apartment or 
• recycled. Gardeners can use kitchen home? Definitely! CONDIT IONING 
• During the day, set the thermostat in the atmosphere, creating a consider installing a modem, scraps, grass clippings and leftovers The following tips show you how to at 20°C (68°F). At night, or if you 
"greenhouse ffect." The result is a energy-efficient furnace or a heat from landscaping projects to create a reduce energy consumption without will be away for an extended gradual warming of the earth that recovery ventilator. 
has far-reaching and dangerous compost heap. In this way, they 
effects on climate and precipitation SAVING ENERGY BY  return utrients to the soil while sacrificing comfort, These tips will period, turn the thermostat down 
safeguarding the environment, also help you save money on your to 17°C (63°F) or lower. 
electricity and heating bills. patterns. RECYCLING By taking part in a recycling o In winter, leave drapes open 
Since 1950, global emissions of Tossing away a beer can may seem program you can achieve significant IN THE KITCHEN during the day to let in the sun's 
carbon dioxide have tripled, unimportant. But consider this: energy savings. It's a small step • Use an electric kettle instead of a wanning rays; in summer, close 
when you throw away a can, 100 per anyone can take that results in a 
The health of our environment is cent of the energy it took to make it valuable vavoff, kettle which is heated on the them to keep unwanted heat out. 
stove. 
• If you have an air conditioner, Set 
• Use a microwave oven to reduce it at 25°C (77°F) or higher. 
cooking time. 
HOT WATER HEAT ING • Use pots and pans with fight- 
fitting lids. • Don't forget to turn off your hot 
water heater when you leave home 
• Match the size of the bottom of on vacation. 
the pot or pan with the heating 
element. • Take the time to install flow 
restrictors and aerators on faucets 
REFR IGERATOR AND and shower heads. Repair leaky 
FREEZER faucets promptly. 
• Set the temperature of the LIGHTING 
refrigerator at 4°C (39°F) and the . Install dimmer switches and 
temperature of the freezer at reduce lighting wattages to the 
-18°C (0°F). minimum level required. 
• Defrost both applicances • Keep bulbs and fixtures clean. 
regularly. Do not allow frost 
buildup exceed 6 mm (1/4 in). • If you have electrical fixtures with 
two bulbs, try removing one of the 
• Do not overload your applicances, bulbs. You will then be able to 
Air must be able to circulate for replace the remaining bulb with a 
them to work properly, stronger one without exceeding 
DISHWASHER ~ the maximum wattage 
• Use the dishwasher only when recommended by the 
you have a.fuli load. i f  possibly, manufacturer. 
~SHUPPER HELENE MCRAE, seen here with Overwaitea manager John Chilildave, shows off her use a shorter, energy:saving cycle., Where practical, use fluorescent 
new Overwaitea Enviro-Card. Enviro-Card is one of many promotions Overwaitea has underway • Turn off your dishwasher before fights. They are three times more 
to encourage customers to be environmentally conscious, the drying cycle and open the door economical than incandescent 
to let the dishes air dry. lights. 
LAUNDRY WEATHERPROOFING 
e r w  ods . Wash clothes in cold orlukewarm ° Weatherstrip windows anddoors Ov aitea Fo is commit ted  , water and always rinse them in to eliminate ah'leaks. Youcan to el cold water, also install plastic storms on the 
inside of windows and French providing a s ection . Avoid washing only a few items doors during the heating season. 
of clothing at a time. Use the full of Enviro-Friendly products capacity of your washing • Caulk the inside of window and 
machine, door frames. 
• Clean the dryer's lint filter after • Seal all cracks and openings in the 
each load. buildings's envelope. 
i ,  
north coast 
metal recyc l ing  
(behind Finning's) 
sell your aluminum , copper, brass, 
Overwaitea thanks you for caring enough to recycle, radiators, batteries, catalytic 
Every time you bring back your shopping bags for reuse, converters FOR CASH 
we'll place one stamp on each side of your EnviroCard. 
When both sides of the card are full (a total of 5 visits), 
you'll receive a 50¢ coupon toward the purchase of 
any Proctor & Gamble EnviroPak product. And you will be 
eligible to enter your card for a chance to win a $75.00 
gift package from Proctor & Gamble and Overwaitea Foods. 
Be part of the solution 
Overwa itea Foods drop off your clean glass bottles and 
Jars Skeena Mail, Terrace I-lany Srlaryk, proprietor, 
for more information 635-9247 
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THE USE OF PUBLIC TRANSIT helps reduce air pollution and 
global warming by cutting emissions from individual automobiles. 
Terrace's city bus service, operated by Coastal Bus Lines, will 
become more frequent on existing runs starting July 3, new routes 
will be added at a future date, and custom transit services are 
also going to be offered. 
IMPROVE YOUR CAR'S PROPANEAND 
..... NATURAL GAS: AN 
ENERGYEFF IC IENCY .,ECOLOGICAL 
- %; 
I ,I I I I  IIII i II . SOLUTION 
. . ,  ' . • . ,: : .. . . . .  ' Dr ivcrs can help protect.the 
• . ' ' environment by converting their cars 
To save energy and to keep yourself: gas than it bums when it starts up.. to propane or natura! gas. These 
and your car in the best physical If you ~ waiting in your car, turn fuels C'ontain no lead and produce 
condition possible, use your the engine off. only small amounts of carbon 
automobile only when it is monoxide and other substancesthat 
absolutely necessary, if you aren't THE WINTER CAR:  contribute to the greenhouse effect 
going far, take the bus, ride your AN ENERGY EATER and acid rain. , 
bicycle or walkl In cold weather, engines can There are many ways to cut down on 
increase their energy consumption gasoline consumption.; Instead of 
SOME ECONOMIC by 30 per cent. At -12°C, your . using the car for sh'ort ri'ps,Walk or 
DRIVING HABITS engine heats up only after your car ride a bicycle (iCs healthier, too!). 
If you drive, try to save energy in has travelled 15 kilometers. Driving For longer t.rips, take the bus or car- 
the following ways. short distances therefore wastes pool. Make sure your car is tuned 
energy and money and should be up each year. Drive at moderate 
• Drive slowly. A car running at avoided, speeds and avoid sudden stops and 
100 km/h consumes loper cent starts. In coid weather, use a timer 
more gas than a cat; running at Although winter tires givv better to turn on the block heater two hours 
90 km/h. traction, replace them with summer before s tzming your car. Never 
tires as soon as the ice melts; winter leave the car idling for more than 30 
• Whenever possible, plan your tires running on dry surfaces seconds. 
stops. Sudden starts and stops increase fur consumption by 4 per 
wear out your tires and brakes and cent. Consider buying radial tires Our environment has never ncedexi 
increase your fuel consumption, which provide a 5 per cent higher our helplmore than it does now. 
fuel economy than bias-ply tires. Today we face ozone layer 
• Keep an eye on your tires. Buy an depletion, global warming and acid 
air-pressure gauge and cheek your In the winter, do not let the engine 
tire pressure at least twice a month, run for more than 30 seconds before rain. We must do something to help 
Rotate your tires when they start to driving. However, drive slowly for keep our surroundings healthy~for 
wear. If your car has radial tires, the first few kilometers to allow the ourselves and our children..,al 
replace the back tires with the front engine to heat up slowly. 
ones on the sarne side. I fyou  have ~ H O M E  
bias-ply tires, change the back tires Do not leave a block heater on all 
to the front on the same side. night. To save energy, use a timer TIPSI 
Switch each front tire with its to turn on the block heater two hours COMFORT 
diagonally-opposite back tire. before you intend to leave. Drapes. help air 
Have your car serviced each fall. condit/oning _ 
• Air conditioning can increase fuel . " ,~  " ' - I~  1" ~ 
consumption by 20 per cent. Try If you follow these tips, you will .. 
keeping the windows closed and save energy and at the same time in Summer <2; r~ ~ " 
using the air circulation system, prolofig the life of your ear..~1 close drapes 
~through t e  .. . 
• An engine that runs slowly wastes For more information write to: day to help the 
fuel; in fact, an engine running house stay cool .  
slowly for one minute bums more ' 
for 
...... . . . .  . . . . . . . : .  .::;i:!.::::!~(~-:~::~ i • . . . . . . . .  ~ , , .~ .  
.......... ~ :i:. ......... . , "  ~ :  ~ I  
. . . : .~  : , .~  : ..,~ .... <:~,~:, . , ~ • : ~ ~ . . . . . .  .,~, ~ ::,.~.~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ~ , : ; ,~ 
Automotive natural gas 
conversions and service 
(natural gas is environmentally ,. '- 
: ':ir.,r'DO" your part to keep 
.: ":ourworld friendly 
! 
Dave Storey 
District Manager 
"" | t ' ::: :i4904:HIghway 16 Wes 
phOne 635-6617 for an appointment 
